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PREFACE.
THE design of this publication is not merely to satisfy the
curious; but to lay before the reader those particulars which I
at first recorded for my own satisfaction. As several months
of my travels were in distant parts from the place of my
nativity, I have taken notice of things daily as they occurred.
In this history of my travels I have not confined myself to
relate my religious exercises only, but the subject is naturally
diversified as was most satisfactory to myself.
Sometimes I take notice of my own feelings--sometimes of
the apparent success of my ministry, and sometimes of the
situation, soil and produceof the country.
For the satisfaction of my christian reader I have noticed
sects, parties, &c. and their conduct towards each other, in
different places, as far as my knowledge extended--And
especially I have rememberedto inform him of the people who
are ca11edby no other name than C/Jrlst/an. As far as I could
acquaint myself with the doctrine which they hold in different
parts, I have laid before him, in short sketches, in different
places of this work.
After the reader has gone through these pages he wi11
consider what things I /Jave suffered for tile kingdom of
6od sake. He wi11 be convinced that, similar to a servant of
Christ in former days, I have suffered. In journeying, often in
perils of waters, in perils of robbers, in perils by my own
countrymen, in perils by the heathen, in perils in the city, in
perils in the wilderness, in perils among false brethren; in
weariness and painfulness, in watchings often, in hunger and
thirst, in fastings often, in cold and nakedness.
If these considerations lead him to seriousness, and this
seriousness terminates in a transition from darkness to light,
and enables him to be patient, continuing in well doing, and to
seek for glory, honor, immortality, eternal life, I shall feel
thankful to God,and myself well rewarded.
It is scarcely worth while to mention my natural timidity
to publish the following pages, and the many so1icitatlons I
have had to do so; though this has actua11y been the case,
suffice it to say, that motives of good have influenced me to
the work.

TRAVELS,GOSPELLABORS,&c.
October14, 1810.--1cameto a commun1on
meetlngheld
by the chr1st1anbrethrenat a meet1nghousecalled App/es, on
ReedyFork, Car1ver>Gu11fordcounty, North caro11na.There
were nve preachersat th1splace,andoneor thempreach1ng
to
a large concourseof people,whenI arrived. After sermonwe
brokebreadandpartook or the Lor<rssupper,together wlth a
numberor deard1sc1ples.After th1ssolemnsceneclosedI gave
a short discourseuponbrotherly love. The people,who were
accommodated
w1th seats, 1n and out or doors, behavedw1th
solemnattention. Manyseemedto be melted Into tears, wh11e
manymorewerereJo1ctngIn Godthe1rsav1our.In the eveningI
went to the houseof a fr1endlypresbyter1an,
who treated me
w1th all the k1ndnessor a chrlst1an. Th1sdenom1nat1on
of
people1ntheseparts are 1nthe practiceof commun1ng
w1thall
God'speople who allow 1t, and offer the same prlv11egeto
otherswhenthey spreadthe table themselves.
Monday15th.--ThismorningI started for the Yadkinriver;
tn the eveningcameto a town called Salem. Thec1tlzensare
all Moravlans.At night I attendedtheir worship,whlch was 1n
a large andspaciousroom, superfluouslyornamentedwith four
candlest1cks,each holdlng s1x candles, and a large set of
organs.WhenI saw them go throughthelr roundof ceremonies
In that cold and formal mannerwhich degradesthe worship of
God,I thoughtthesewords would well applyto them. Yemen
or Athens, I per @ e that In all things ye are too ....s11perst
It /011s.,
Tuesday16th.--, cameto brotherT. Anderson's,In Roan
county,on Third creek, on the southside or the Yadk1n
river. I
foundhim to bea dearmanof God,muchengaged,In his humble
sphere,In the causeof Christ. I tarried In the neighborhood
till
Friday the 19th, on whlch day our communion meetIng
commenced.I will observethat the professorsof religion here
havebeenchiefly presbytertans.But for sometime the most of
themhavenot only recantedtheir Calvinistic doctrines, but
have been uneasyin the yoke of bondageunder which they
groanedand laboredfor manyyears. Hearingof the peoplein
the west and east who were 1nthe glorious liberty which
_jY
belongsto the children of God,they sent for the sevantsof
I\

Christ to come and shew unto them the way of God more
perfectly. Accordingly, brother Dooly from the western country
has been with them for two or three months. These things have
given their hireling preacher a sad alarm. He understood that
some of his people intended to communewith us; and to
intimidate them, he told them last Sabbath (as I understand)
that as many as did so should certainly be excommunicated
without any redress. He (Mr. Kirkpatrick, the presbyterian
preacher) also told his hearers "that he would rather see a
flood of fire and brimstone rolling through the land than for
those preachers (alluding to those under the name of
C/Jrist ian >should come there," and warmly warned his hearers
against hearing us. Not)(withstanding all this, on this day ___,
(Friday) we had a tolerable congregation. In the evening the
people began to gather in from different quarters and settle on
the ground similar to what is called a camp meeting. At night
we held meeting to an attentive assembly.
Saturday 20th.--A large number attended, and many wept
under the word preached. This evening there are about thirteen
camps,or tents, on the ground. Preaching, exhorting, singing,
or praying, continued from 12 o'clock the remainder of the day
and all night.
And Sunday 21st, about sun rise we began preaching
agaln--one sermon was de1ivered. At 10 o'clock preaching
began again. Two sermons were delivered, and then we
proceededto break bread; and though the brethren were under
the hard sentence of excommunication, when an invitation was
given to come to the Lord's table, about fifty five came
forward and chose to obey God rather than man. Surely the
glorious Lord was unto us a place of broad rivers and streams
this day. This was a time of such happiness, love and power
amongthe people that I expect never to forget it.
Monday 22d.--ln the evening our meeting closed. During
this meeting we had the pleasure of seeing two souls happily
converted to righteousness; many joined In chrlstlan union,
some mourning and seeking him of whom Moses in the law and
prophets did write; and at our parting nearly the whole
assembly melted Into tears; for we expected not to see each
other again t I 11we meet to part no more.
Tuesday23d.--l started for the frontiers of Tennesseeand
rode till night and fell 1n at a friend's house, who had a corn
husking. After supper, I was invited to preach to the laborers.
2

I did so, upon 1 Peter, 1 chap. 24 ver. The most of my hearers
were st1ff seceders; but they heard with attention and appeared
to be soIemn.
Wednesday24th.--ln my travel, my astonished eyes were
struck w1th a wonderful s1ght of a natural curiosity. A high
rock projected with an oval form to the height of about 55 feet,
which descending, graduated and formed a second, in a similar
shape, about 15 feet in height, over which a stream of water
was seen to roll; in all finishing with a specimen truly
convincing of the existence of an invisible creator.
Thursday 25th and Friday, 26th.--Mine eyes were busied
with viewing the variegated scene which the mountains at the
headof Holston, Wataga, New River, &c. presented.
Saturday 27th.--!
passed through Jonesborough and
Leesburg,in East Tennessee.
Sunday 28th.--After riding eight miles, I called at Green
Town; gave out for preaching, and at 12 o'clock I preached in
the Court House to an attentive assembly. In this town and its
vicinity the presbyter1ans have had the sway; but for some time
have been much divided among themselves. The two preachers
who resided here differed in their sentiments. One became a
Hopkinson/an, the other treated him rough, and finally each of
them took a party, and becameviolent against each other.
Monday 29th and Tuesday 30th.--! passed through some
fertile bodies of land and crossed the spacious and beautiful
streams of Clinch and Holston.
Wednesday31st.--At night I took up at a house on the bank
of the Big Emera river, five miles from the Indian nation, where
there was a corn husking. The landlord was a friendly
presbyterian. He invited me to preach to the poeple. I did so;
but while I was speaking a message which was of a delicate
nature came to the house; consequently the women departed,
making a great bustle and confusion in the meeting.
November,Thursday 1st and Friday 2d.--l passed through the
wilderness. Here are about ninety miles in which are three
houses. The weather is now cold, and yesterday it rained
which made it extremely disagreeable to me. Add to this my
provision exhausted, and I was reduced to extreme hunger. This
even1ngI crossed Spenter's ni/J. 1t 1s a dreadful place for ...-waggoners and trave11ers. At the bottom of the hill, on the
North West s1dethere is an astonishing sight of broken waggon
wheels, cha1r wheels, &c. but of late there is a new road cut
3
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round the hill, which is a mucheasier way passed.
Saturday 3d.--ln the evening I came to Cumberlandriver.
crossed it a few miles aboveCarthageCasmall town) and came
to the old settlements of Cumberland.
Sunday 4th.--! arrived at a great meeting held by the
Christians at Hopewell meeting house,on Bledsoecreek. Here
I preachedwith great liberty and comfort, seeing the people's
hearts were unanimously accessible and open to the truth.
There were about 21 preachers at this meeting. Here I became
acquaintedwith brother J. H.Haden,who was then from Georgia.
He is a youngman of brilliant talents, and bids fair for a useful
man.Wewere both strangers in this country and to this people;
but we were kindly received, and our labors were attended
with--a pecular blessing.
Here I cannot forebear to admire that hand who makes the
solitary wilderness blossom Hke the rose, and the barren
mountains sing for Joy; how he has lavished out his richest
blessings uponthis distant land. Here I discover the face of the
groundas an extensive, fertile bottom. All nature smiles with
plenty, while the pro1ific earth is pregnant with her loaded
fields of corn. The timber is large and stands thick uponthe
ground. The growth is poplar, walnut, buckeye,sugar tree, &c.
&c. The so1Jand cHmate is adaptedto the plentiful production
of corn, wheat, rye, tobacco, cotton, sweet and Irish potatoes,
etc.
Monday5.--1 attended social meeting (sometimes called
conference) with the brethren, and congratulated them on the
rapid progress which the Christian church has madewithin a
few years. The preachers and people that attended this place
who are called Christians, unanimously,I believe, reject the
doctrine of what is called a satisfaction to divine Justice
by the death of Christ. Neither do they believe in what is
called the Trinity. They believe there ts one God and one
mediator between God and men, the man Christ Jesus. They
also think that this Godwas not angry at the humanfamily for
what Adam done,nor stood 1nneedof a satisfaction; but he so
loved the world that he gave his son to be a salvation to the
ends of the earth. These people have many opponentsIn these
parts; they are also called, by way of derision, sc~ismatlcs.
But they appear to possess an uniform spirit of Jove and
friendship to all denominations.
Tuesday6th.--l crossed Cumberlandriver again, andcame to
4

brother J. Berry's.
Wednesday7th.--! abide here, reading, praying and longing
for the redemption of Israel.
Thursday 8th.--! began to read Bonnet's enquiry, and found
him to offer convincing arguments upon the authenticity of the
scriptures. But I think the scripture Is well authenticated
without any help.
Friday 9th.--A communion meeting commencedat Bethlehem
meeting house; but being an inclement day, the prospects of
worship appearedgloomy.
Saturday 10th.--!
preached, first from Heb. 3. 2. The
christians were much engaged, and the ungodly seemed much
affected with the weight of truth. I was much engaged,while
preaching, that I f e11on my knees and prayed and beseechedmy
dear hearers to embrace pure and undefiled reHgion. At night
the exercise of the people exceededany thing that I have yet
seen.
In this part of the country many of the people have an
exercise called the /irks. When it comes upon the subject he
is deprived of his own power, and sometimes of h1s speech, so
long as it continues on him. He is thus taken with an
irresistible force, altogether off h1s feet and dashed to the
ground or floor, and from one place to another, sometimes hours
together.
The spectator is astonished because he 1s not
immediately ki11ed,and still more so, when, after this exercise
is off, he finds the subject has received no hurt. In what is
ca11eddancing [at meeting] shouting and clapping of hands,
there may be deception used, but in this exercise there is none;
for it is certainly an irresistible power of some kind. Men and
women, religious and irreligious have it.
Sunday 1lth.--There was a mixed multitude of hearers to
preach to. I addressed them first. Somewere mad, some were
pleased, some wept, and some laughed at what they saw and
heard.
At night the power of Godwas truly amongthe people; some
rejoiced aloud, and others wept bitterly.
A drunken man
attempted to disturb the worship, but a justice of the peace
soon causedhim to withdraw.
Monday 12th.--Early in the morning, at the house where
many of us lodged, I gave an exhortation, under which many
appeared to be much animated. The business of ordaining a
preacher to the office of an elder being a duty of this day, 1t
5

was proposedthat we should fast and pray. The eveningcoming
on and the parting of dear brethren and mourners near at hand,
the whole congregation were dissolved in tears.
Tuesday 13th.--At night, after riding about 36 miles, I
preached on Luke 1, 79, with uncommonliberty. The people
were attentive, and some much affected. I am now on my way
to Duck river, Muscle Shoals (of Tenn.) and the Mississippi
Territory.
Wednesday14th.--l fell in at one Mr.Nun's and found him to
be truly a singular man, and one in whose company I had but
little comfort. He is disposed to discard the man for his
sentiments; a very arrogant way indeed.
At night at a little cabin near the fishing ford, on Duck
river, I preachedto a few lively, zealous christians. The people
who are calJed christians are in these parts also called by their
enemies scismatics.
I am now on Duck river, where the
inhabitants are thinly settled, in low, small, log cabins. This
land is vastly fertile, and yields com at almost an incredible
increase. Com may now be had here at twenty-five cents per
barrel.
Thursday 15th.--! travelled several miles, to an appointment, in the rain. The inclemency of the weather was such
that no people turned out. At night I took sick which continued
during the night.
Friday 16th.--! still feel unwelJ, but I must continue my
travel. In the morning I started on my journey in order to be at
the two days meeting, to be holden not far distant from
Columbia(a town) low down on Duck river. This day I travelled
about thirty mi1es; I passed two houses and eat nothing during
the day. As I have come through the most of the Duck river
country, I will observe that the land is generally very goodand
surprisingly level. A thick growth of the largest timber and
especially there is a great quantity of sugar tree. Theseparts
are but partia11yand indifferently watered. I have seenbut two
springs in riding sixty miles. I am told that water is easi1y
come to by digging. At night I came to brother Davis's, but not
without much pain and affliction.
Saturday 17th.""7-Weattended meeting, and found that "they
that wait upon the Lord shall renew their strength." Onething I
have cause to be glad for, that I scarcely speak to any
congregation lately but I see and feel happy times. I see the
children of God happy every day, and sinners are cut to the
6

heart by the sword of the sp1rit which is the word of God. At
night we truly had a refreshing shower from the presence of
the Lord.
,,,,.,. Sundayt8th.--lt rained incessantly from morn1ng till the
afternoon, in consequenceof wh1ch there were but few that
attended meeting; but those who came out were made happy in
Jesus and were united together in love. One thing I observed
that the christians (so called) about here, though they have
floods of persecution and many difficulties to encounter, bear
them w1th great resignation and patience. They are lovely,
friendly people, much united together, and wish to live in love
and union with all men, upon pure, pr1mitive order.
I am now on Duck river, near Columbia, where nature hath
prepared almost numberless conveniences for the benefit and
happiness of mankind. Here the earth is rich and fert11e, and
the climate is so happily accommodated to the so11that the
ground sends forth every kind of produce that is common to
Amer1cain the richest abundance.Here the forests are tall and
thick; t1mber of the largest size, such as poplar, walnut, beech
and sugar tree. Cane pervades the whole ground, and in
successive breaks waves its tall green head. The cane is the
most excellent summer and winter forage for cattle and horses.
The inhabitants live in a low grovelling manner, in little, low,
open huts, exposed to various inclemencies. It is highly
presumble that in a few years this part will make an elegant
and conspicuousfigure. The laborious and prudent husbandman
will send his produce down the gentle but mighty river, to New
Orleans, and get the delicacies of life in an abundantreversion.
He will build his dwelling fabric of the materials that are
commonto his country, without much expenseor toil. Here are
spacious levels, suitable for numerousand extensive farms. No
intervention of craggy rocks and towering mountains, but a
level and a most beautiful landscape spreads itself far and
wide and thus invites the traveller for days together.
Monday19th.--Was a lowering day, which prevented me from
going to my intended place.
Tuesday20th.--ln travelling to my appointment on the river
Bigby, I was pleased with the romantic scene which this new
country presented before me. 01 how that God who giveth us
richly all things to enjoy, has poured the blessings of nature
upon this almost uninhabited land. For days past the land was
good, almost without choice, but nature hath this evening
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invited me into a more propitious soil. From twelve to fifteen
m11essouth of Columbia to earth lies clothed with all the
extravagancy of its growth--timber and cane. This is what is
called "the new purchase." The inhabitants settle here, some in
small pole cabins, some in tents, several families have
situated themselves in the stumps of hollow poplars. As this
land is not yet disposed of by congress, every man who is
disposedto settle here chooses himself a small plantation and
makes the outlines of it by blazing trees with his axe. No one
encroacheson the other, but all are particularly conscientious
of their own. It is presumable that when the congress makes
sale of this land, that they will give every tenant an
opportunity to purchase his own improvement.
At night the inhabitants from four to five miles round met
for preaching. They paid great attention to the word, but I saw
little success. There is a preacher here of the christian church;
he gave an exhortation, but coldness still pervaded the
congregation. After this, wh11esinging, the melting showers of
grace warmed our hearts and we had a glorious time.
Wednesday21st.--1 n the morning, while reading a certain
composition, an old lady interrupted me, and in a very solemn
mannersaid," A/J my dear c/Jild you will not be permitted
to live long upon eart/J." This alarmed me. I wanted an
explanation; but she gave me none. I rode on to Richland creek.
This day I crossed the ridge which divides the waters of Bigby
and Elk rivers. Here is a body of poor, broken, stony land. But
on Richland creek it is rich indeed; here the cane is tall and
thick.
Thursday 22d.--On Elk river I preached to a few people,
where the gospel was never proclaimed by man before. They
behavedwell, and seemed desirous to hear me of this matter
again. I am now but a few m11esfrom the Indians. This
evening, after dark, I withdrew a stones cast into the cane, to
pray to him that seeth in secret. After being engagedsome
time, I heard a dry stalk of cane break but a few steps from me;
I immediately thought of Indians. I heard another break, and the
impression was strong upon my mind that an Indian was at
hand; I then rose from my knees, forgot the duty I was engaged
in, and ran w1th all my might for the house. When I came to
consider, I found that this was more the fright of the power of
darkness than any thing else; for probably an Indian was not
within a m11eof me. When I found myself baffled from my duty
8

I felt ashamed and confused before God.
There is an Indian in this nation who is called Double Head.
He has a quantity of land which he claims as his lawful right_;
and about three hundred white families have settled on it; and
he has made a complaint to the governor, who lives at South
West Point, and they are driving them off it; and the orders of
law say, if they are not all moved off against ne~<tTuesday
their corn is immediately to be burnt up.
Deer and wild turkies are very plenty here; there are some
bears, and some panthers.
The inhabitants of these parts have a curious and most
beneficial method of curing and preserving wild meat without
salt. They take the flesh from the bones of the wild turkey,
deer or bear, &c. and cut it in broad, thin slices, and then cut it
in a similar manner to what our cooks do their meat for
roasting; then they hang those pieces upon the points of thorns,
until they sometimes get the thorn bush well loaded, which
they hang over a large, hot fire, generally made of dry bark, and
in the space of two hours ..or a short evening, the meat becornes
perfect 1y dry, so that no fly nor putri faction can damageit. As
salt is very scarce in these parts, this rneat is very often eaten
without any. Meat thus preserved is called jirk .
I have become fond of turkey jirk because it is tender,
sweet, and frequently fat. To broil it upon the coals it becomes
a little ashed and tastes as though it were tolerably well
seasoned.
As the manner of taking wild turkies in these parts is
singular and ingenious, for the amusement of my reader I have
taken notice of it.
They build a large four square pen, most frequently made of
rails; they then dig a hole through the ground, beginning at the
out side of the pen and gradually ascending comes up within the
pen; then there is a board laid on the edge of the top of the hole,
just large enoughfor the turkey to go through, and when he is in
the pen they never once look for the place where they came in
at, consequently they are oltogether secure to the fowler, for
the top of the pen is securely covered.
Once I rode by one of those pens and counted about twenty
turkies in it. 'what induces the turkies to be thus pennedis, the
fowler scatters grains of corn in the hole and inside of the pen,
thus the turkies are led on till they are properly trapped.
Friday 23d and Saturday 24th.--! rode through a large extent
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of uninhobited lond. The most of it wos exceedingly fertile ond
level .. but no springs. I thought I would almost tarnish for
water. Last evening I was much frighted at the screaming of
what I supposed to be a panther.
"In yon deep, lonely grove I roam'd unseen,
Midst strndy oaks and laurels ever green;
Where beasts of prey and prowling vultures haunt,
And the dread savage made my heart to pant."
~;unday28th.--! arrived at Columbia. I preached in the court
house, which is not yet finished. They paid great attention, and
waited with patience, decency and decorum. A few minutes
before preaching, while warming myself by the fire, a
dissipated .. ungenteel wretch spake to me in an indecent .. abrupt
manner. He used such obscene corwersat ion that I do not think
proper to dirty my page with it.
Meantime I was interrogeited by another whot profession I
was of? I answered I was a professor of religion. Eiut of what
denomination? I said, of the religious denomination. Ah! but
presbyterian, methodist, baptist, or what? I said I am of each.
Are you a turn coat? (said he.) No.. but I consider there are
good people among all those denominations, and inasmuch as
they were of God, I was of them.
This evening I went tt few mil es f rorn town, and held
meeting, and had a happy season.
Monday 26th.--Snowed, and I abode all day at brother
Davis's.
Tuesday 27th.--! took my leave of a few kind brethren who
l eiy neor my heort. Our porting put me in mind of Poul parting
from his Corinthian brethren who fell upon his neck and kissed
him, when he said, / ktlOJf' t/Jot I s.boll see yot1r loce .tlo

more.
I rode thirty five miles towards Cumberland again. At night
I 1odged where there ~Nerea f e\".1 people who loved God. I ta 1ked
a few things to them upon 19 chap. of Job. We were all rnuch
comforted.
\"i1ednesday 28th.--l preached at the fishing ford .. on Duck
river, on 1 ,John 3, 14.,to attentive people. One.. previous to the
time, boasted (as I was informed) that he would attend to tree
a scismatic. He being a preacher, after I closed I invited him to
speok. The doctrine I delivered, he agoin proved and confirmed
by various passages of scripture.
This kind of treeing sci smat i cs p1eased the people and
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caused them to rejoice
in .Jesus. At niQht
.
... the people came to
hear preaching ·-1-1ithoutan appointment. I preached to them
with much joy and liberty.
Thursday 29th.--! had to ride twelve miles in the min. The
rain was cold and the ground uncommonly muddy. No person met
me at the appointed place. I retired to a private house and
found the man to be a preacher, but of no denomination. In the
evening he sent out and gathered the neighbors, and I spake to
them on ,Jam. 5, 7. There was but little appearance of good
being done. After meeting, in conversing with the man of the
house_.I found him to be of a singular turn of mind; of a new and
strange understanding of the scriptures.
Family prayer he
entirely rejected as being a burthen laid on by priestcraft. He
said he would not object to my praying in his family_: I told hirn
I would pray with so such a roan who had no faith in my prayers,
and who counted it a burthen; so we omitted it. Though this
difference in our opinions, I loved him, and verily think him to
be a child of God, though, I think, in some errors. 'we were
sorry to part. His name is to myself.
Friday 30th.--! wandered from my direct path, and was
thrown out of my way 15 mi 1es. I rode my horse in a1most a
full stretch to get to my appointrnent till 2 o'clock. At this
time I found the people waiting for me.: we had a joyful
meeting. At night we also had a comfortable time .. at the same
place.
Saturday, December l.--1 discovered sornething of the fatal
effects of religious bigotry and partyism.
There are six
denominations of christians in this neighborhood. They are
extremely bitter against each other. They will hear no man
preach but their own party.
'w'heit o shame!
'what ei
disporagement to the cause of God, and what a stigma upon
Christ who is not really divided. After preaching I rode 1O
miles to my appointment on Stone's river. I had a comfortoble
time in preaching. I sat and taught the people.
Sunday 2d.--'#as a rainy day, but the people attended
without reserve. The Christian church is leirge in this place;
the members are zealous and full of Godly piety.
Monday3d.--Last night rny horse broke out of the stable.: and
it is now ten o'clock, and he is not yet found.
Tuesday 4tt1.--During yesterday one or tv•rn of the friends
were hunting my horse, but they could not find him. Now,
according to my wants, o rmm offered me a horse to ride to
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Cumberland. I accepted the kindness and attended my rneet ing.
The day was cold, but the people attended with avidity to hear
the word. Here I was met by brother Adams, who took me home
with hi rn. I found hi rn to be a serv ont of the most high God, and
a man of inforrnation and learning. He is a preacher of the
christian church.
'Wednesday 5th.--! preached at his house to a solernn and
attentive people. At night, 7 miles distant, I met a crowd
house of people, who came to hear the word of the Lord.
Thurdsay 6th.--At Bethlehern rneeting house I preached to a
large congregation. They were much affected. At night 5 miles
off I preached to an attentive people.
Friday 7th.--Five miles below Lebanon (a town) I addressed
the people upon these words: "Godliness is profitable unto all
things ." The people appeared careless and unaffected.
At night .. though very cold, the people came out to hear.
Miraculous power was displayed in the agitation of some of
their bodies. Here I saw a very corpulent woman under the
exercise of v·that is called the /.irks:
She was prostrated
several times upon U-1efloor and across the benches.. till I
thought she would be killed; but after meeting she told me she
received no hurt.
Saturday 8th .--l crossed Cumberland river, and made for
two miles above Gallatin (a town) I was informed that I was to
preach at night; but when I came to the place the people had
gathered and were dispersing .
I was sorry for the
disappointment; but the people gathered again for night
meeting. They paid greot attention, and I spoke with uncommon
1i berty .
Sunday 9th.--! came to Hopewell meeting house where I
first preached in this country. The day was cold, but the
congregation was 1arge and attentive. I spake with but l i tt 1e
life or liberty. The people are decent and well behaved; but, I
fear, are much hardened under the repeated sound of the Gospe1.

I cc,11/d .t1ot do mo.fl!/ ln.ig/Jty J•vorks tile.re becot1se c,.r
tl1eir tll'J..1-/elie.f.In the afternoon I rode ten miles to Goose
creek, and lodged ot a nomesoke of mine.
Monday 10th.--1 rernained here to rest rnyself.
Tuesday 1lth.--At
night the brethren held their prayer
meeting here. A methodist closs leoder was with us ond took
an active part.
Wednesday 12th.--! am utwtell with a giddiness in my head
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and pains in my eyes. I feel as though I shall never get to
Vi rgi ni a again.
Thursday 13th.--Feeling the importance of precious souls.,
and longing for their salvation, I was enabled to spetik to an
ottentive people with life ond power. They felt the word, flnd
severol came to v•there I was standing, and kneeled down and
requested prayer to be made for thern.
Friday 14th.--! set out for the barrens of Kentucky.
travelled thirty five miles with great suspense c,nd trouble,
passing only tvto houses.
My way was a small path which sometimes led over high,
steep hills, fearful rocks, and many small creeks. At length it
became intricate and blind, and finally I was left to wander tt
st.ronl1er i11 o st.ro11pe ltJlJd,, not .ktun-J•'i.npn·•./Jitlle.r J J•vent/
Late in the evening I came upon a small creek, v·thich was so
bounded by hills that I was forced to keep down it., and about
the dusk of the evening I found a smoll peith which led me
directly to brother Byram's, the place where I intended. With
this man's conversation and entertainment
I was much
refreshed and comforted.
Saturday 15th and Sunday 16th.--! held two days meeting at
brother Mulky's. Here I was met by my dear brother Dooly. We
had a crowded house on Saturday. The people felt the weight
and power of truth. At night meeting commenced again; the
christians \¥ere rnuch exercised, among whom was a sister
moved, and surely by the power of the Holy Ghost, to speak to
the people. I was no little astonished at her flow of speech
and consistency of idea. She drew a parallel between the
righteous and the wicked. While she observed the joy and
happiness of the former in this present world., and the end being
B}'Brlcst inp life, she declared (according to scripture) that
the lotter had no rest., day nor night_; there is ei dreeidful sound
in their ears, and finally they should be punished with
e,,.,e.rlast.ing destn1ct iotJ. Many felt the weight of her
exhortation,
and some were mourning under conviction the
greater part of the night.
Sunday, though extremely cold, the people came many miles
to meeting, and we had a glorious, heavenly, happy time. This
evening my illness returned; pain and a hot fever. O! the
rackings of the head ache. .Nttll!/ ct.re tile ctfflit:titms
of tile
r/gll t BtJtlS.
Monday 17th .-- ! come to Mud Carnp ( a creek) on my way to
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Burk/ sville (a town). To day my horse is much lame ., and I am
very urrwell. In this situation I rode this e~{trerne cold day 20
miles, a difficult and dangerous road. It was dork when I corne
on the creek; I hEJdto cross it several times, and three times on
the ice. Once my horse's feet slipped from under him, and fell
with my leg under him. I thought I would be killed; but thank
God I escaped without much hurt.
Tuesday H:ith.--1 arrived in Burksville. At night the people
collected for preaching. I addressed them on these words:
leon1 at .t.neThese are civil, polite people, well behaved, who
appeared to be affected while listening to the gospel.
Wednesday 19th.--1 rode 20 miles up Marrow Bone creek,
where lies excellent land, but too much bounded by hills to be
pleasant or aggreeable. At night . on the head of Little Barren
river, I preached to as hard hearted .. unaffected people as ever I
did in my life.
Thursday 20th.--! am unwell. Brother Dooly preached to an
attentive people. He said some hard, but true things against
slave holders.
Friday 21st.--! came to two days meeting, at brother
Byram's.
Saturday 22d.--l tried to preach to the people, but it was
with considerable degree of embarrassment.
At night we had a solemn, happy meeting: it appears as
though there will be a Godly reformation among this people.
Sunday 23d.--l suppose many people were disappointed to
day; for Barren river tmd the water courses v·thich bound the
meeting house were full and impassable . Those that did come,
waited v,1 ith solernn attention. I preached first, and tv-10more
sermons were delivered afterwards.
Here (on Barren river, near the mouth of Salt Lick creek) the
Christian c:hurch is large. Here are one hundred and tv•tenty five
mernbers, and three preachers. Brother Byram, who is one of
them, is rnuch given to the perusal of scripture. He believes in
what is called the p.re-exist el1t:e of Christ_; and if I
understood him, he thinks that a person who is born of God
cannot ..nor will not sin.
Monday 24th .--! rested at his house.
Tuesday 25th.--This
is Christmas day.
This is the
memorable day on which my Saviour was born. This is the day
that the pe(lp/e thot J-J-'tt/kedill dorkness heve seen t1
greot light.: t./Jep I/Jot dn-·ell itl t/;,e ltJlld of I.he shodan··
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of o'eoth_,llpon them l!ttth the light sllilled This day I had
an appointrnent at brother Mu1ky's. About 500 people gathered
to heor the word of the Lord.
I addressed them with this query, "l-loJ•J•'
shttll .1-Jo·e
escope
if n··e ll8.!J7lect so !J1reot solvot/0.1;,.?" As this doy took its
rise from the birth of the Saviour, I took an occasion to remind
my hearers of him; I endeavored to shew what a great saviour
he is. By the time I had noticed a few particulars the whole
congregation seemed to melt into tears.
The wicked manifested their need of the saviour by their
countenances., their tears and their cries. Many of the children
of God were constrained to raise their general acclamation of
praise to their exalted saviour. O! what a glorious day this was
to rne!
The night was set apeirt for communion, or receiving the
Lord's supper and the washing of the saints· feet.
¥/hen the time came on we rep1:1iredto the meeting house,
which is about 2 mil es off. About six or seven hundred people
came to hear preaching and to see the humble and solemn scene.
Here the Lord was surely mode known to us in breaking of
bread, and rnuch more so in washing of feet. I have long desired
to comply with this express command of Christ. But (it seems)
this is the first people whose humility is deep enough to
submit to so abasing an ordinance., that I have yet met with. I
never experienced a greater share of the mind of Christ than
while I was found in these ordinances. A baptist preacher who
cornrmmed with us .. rose up on a bench and proposed two
questions: the one was--"Simon, son of Jonas, lovest thou me?"
the other was--"Children
have you here any meat?"
In his
observotions he made it appear., 1. if we loved Christ we
certainly would love one another; and 2. if we had any meat we
surely would give to them whom we loved. Consequently all the
children of God would love one another, and all eat bread at the
Lord's table together.
This was a night of so much joy and happiness among God's
children .. old and young, and of such sorrow and mourning to the
broken hearted, that my heart fails in describing it. O! what
shouts of glory, glory, glory, frorr1 the christian, and what
lamentable cries for mercy, mercy, frorn the mourning souls!
Brother Mulky has formerly been a baptist preacher and a
violent opposer of the christians. But God he1slately shewn him
e1rnore exce11ent way. He has recanted and given up a11 his
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Calvinistic: opinions, and joined hirnself to the christian church.
ht'.iJot/ is 501/l olso o.tnotiJ'the prop/Jets.? He is a man of
extensive inforrnotion; well versed in church history. He has o
knowledge of the pollutions of churches in past centuries, and
of their corruptions in the present day; and what is better, he
has come out from inconsistencies ond treacheries of rnen cind
joined himself to the word of God. He brought about eighty
rnernbers of the baptist church, and they ·-,,.1ere
all placed upon
the rock together. There is a prospect that God will odd doily
to this compan!J
....
viednesday 26th.--! returned to brother Byram's to meet
brother Dooly, who had went in search for his horse which hod
been lost for six weeks--night comes on, he has not yet
returned according to my expectations.
Thursday 27th .--! started for the head of Little Barren river
again, and late in the evening my horse was taken with a
violent cholic. I took the saddle off him and he groaned and
rolled from place to place, ond I expected him to die
immediately. There was no house within many rniles that I
could get any assistance to relieve my dying horse. At this
tirne I underwent great conflicts and temptations of mind. My
distresses all crowded upon me. I now considered myself a
stranger in a strange country, •without a friend to assist me,
and only two dollars of money remaining , with e, dying horse
upon the ground. My on1y redress for comfort was prayer .
While I was engaged in this exercise these words rushed
into my mind: "He found hirn in ei stronge land, in a waste,
howling wilderness; he led him about, he instructed, he kept
him as the apple of his eye." These words gave me to believe
that God would not leave me alone. I rose from my knees thanking God for the comfort which I hod received. About dusk my
horse began to mend, and in half an hour he was so well that I
began to lead him on my way again. About nine o'clock I arrived
at my intended place.
Friday 28th.--! rested at this place. This day my horse has
fully recovered from his sickness.
Saturday 29th .--! started for the old settlements of
Kentucky.
I intended to get to Col. Cacy·s.. in Adair county, this
evening, but I was thrown out of my direct way obout ten miles,
in consequence of an irnpetuous storm which passed along a few
deiysago. Through some parts of Barren and Adoir counties U,is
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hurricane has rnade wonderful destruction. It has prostrated
the large and lofty tirnber, which stands genera11y thick in
these ports, eind hos torn up some of the younger growth cind
carried them feir from their native place! For one ha1f mile in
width no timber, sma11nor great, was permitted to stand. Many
houses were shflken off their foundation, tmd some shattered to
destruction. Cattle were blown to death, and I arn told, their
horns ·11ereknocked off by the furious blast!
Crops of corn were irresistibly taken from the owners and
mixing with the tembling, flying fence rails_. were commanded
to fa11 in the midst of an impassable blockade of brush and
wood. This storm passed the frighted land in the nocturnfll
gloom of sable night, which gave more solemnity to the
dreadful scene. \t·/hile the poor, trernb1ing... inhabitants would
flee from their tottering houses, like Lot's wife they would
look back and see the fire .. as they thought, flying from every
quarter, as the wind had taken it out of the house, and whirled
it every way; they thought surely the dreadful day of the Lord
was at hand. But propitious heaven spared their 1i ves, and but
few ·11ere
hurt!!
In the night
.. I came to col. c·s.and found him to be a
hospitab 1e friend.
Sundaw
... 30th.--! happened at a baptist meeting.
.. The preacher
delivered a discourse which p1eased me much. He seems to
have consistent understanding of the gospe1, and the necessity
of union among God's people. After he concluded I was invited
to speak. I did so. Here is a revival among the baptists, and I
discovered the spirit of christianity among them. I tarried all
night where preaching weis held, and at night some came out
without an appointment, expecting me to preach. I did so.
Monday 31 st.--At night I had an appointment for preaching
in this neighbort1ood. A large number attended . The people
were very solemn and attentive.
Five came and requested
prower to be made for thern. There is no christian church
"
planted here yet; but the people generally think favorable of the
plan. A great and effectual door is opened round about here for
preoching the gospel, especially by those who beer the
christian name. I have promised to try to get some of the
brethren to come to preach to these people.. and plant churches
among thern.
Tuesday, .Jan. 1st. 1811--This is the first day of a new year.
O! what sweet contemplations I have had this morning! I am
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one year nigher my hope, my heaven, my all.
This day I preached at colonel Cacy·s. I told them to "btl ..lJ
tl1e tnd!J_, ond sell it .1ud " I talked with ease and liberty.
A great solemnity rested on all the congregation _; some were
much affected; ond, I hope_.o few , last night ond to doy, mode
resolutions to cease to do evil.
Vv'ednesday2d.--l crossed Green river. The soil of this part
is loose, block and fertile. This evening I was much troubled to
get a house to lodge in. Some time in the night I came to a
small cabin, in which a farnily had but a few days lived. I
entreated them for something to eat, for I had rode all day in
the cold, and had eat nothing. They were kind to me. They gave
me a piece of cold, coarse bread, and some boiled flesh of wild
turkey. As they let me tarry all night, about bed time I asked
leave to pray omong them. And while in the exercise my mind
v,,1asdrawn out to God for them. I saw it was not without a
good effect. The man expressed a desire for religion; and the
woman acknowledged herself a poor, guilty, condemned sinner.
I exhorted them to put their trust in him who is the sinner's
friend.
Thursday 3d.--l travelled in the snow, while Hie cold rain
poured upon me, which made it a tiresome and di sagreeab1e
day's journey. Though I travelled this day through the snow, the
cold, the rain and the sleet, I had no opportunity to warm
rnyse1f, nor to receive any victuals. In the evening I took up at
a presbyterian·s, who used me with unexpected friendship and
hospitality. Here I had some warm coffee, which done me rnuch
good.
Friday 4th.--To doy sorne woter courses were getting full
and olmost impassable; but I crossed them., not without danger,
but without damage. In the evening I came near to the Kentucky
river. I enquired for James Reed, a preacher of the christian
church. In the night I arrived at his house.
Saturday 5th. --1 crossed Kentucky river, and after going t1
few miles, I carne into the rich lands, and old settlements of
Kentucky. Here is the best land that mine eyes have yet seen.
Here are nurnerous t1ndsome extensive farms in t1 good stt1te of
cultivation. Beautiful fields and rnony elegont brick buildings.
This evening I ct1meto old brother Allen's. He immediately sent
out to give notice that I would preach here.
Sundeiy 6th. --Though an inc 1ement doy, about one hundred
persons ce1meto preochi ng. But lit t 1e so1ernnity seemed to rest
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upon the audience.
Monday7th.--At night I had a large congregation. Mony of
thern felt the word and wept under it.
Tuesday 8th.--At night I intended to hold meeting in
Lexington_;but the rain and mud prevented the people from
coming out.
Wednesday9th.--! rested at brother Allen's.
Thursday 10th.--1 went to hear a man preach who hod Ills
natne 11p But I thought his preaching was unintelligible,
incoherent and unscriptural. His text was, "Let .rne die t/Je
death alt.he .r.ig1>teot1s:.a11dlet 1ny end be like ./Jls. .. In
his description of the righteous man, he told us we must have..
1. lr.op/011ted rlg.1Jteot1sness:. 2 .itnputeo· ng.hteot/sl)ess.
This last doctrine goes connected with the personal obedience
of Christ (as it is called) which takes vvith it the infallible
perseverance of all saints. If this be true, may I not give a
loose to all my lusts, passions and licentious desires? for if
my salvation dependswholly on the obedience of Christ to the
law , arn I not as safe in sin as out of sin? In fact, can any thing
be considered os a sin to me, if Christ was good, and obedient
for me? Is not his obedience the same?
Friday 11th.--1 came home to brother Allen's. I call this
home, because he uses me as a fat her, and is every ·way
affectionate to rne. May the Lord reward him according to his
works.
Saturday 12th.--! preached at Mount Tabor, a large stone
meeting house belonging to the christians. The weather was
cold, the people's hearts were cold, and rny sermon was cold
and dry. O what a freezing time we had.
At night I held meeting in Lexington. The brethren appeared
to be much comforted. A baptist preacher exhorted. He
appeared to be full of friendship and love. He said he was no
respect or of persons, but in every nation he that feared Godand
worked righteousness is accepted with him. While the people
were dispersing, a man dropped a half dollar in my hand, and
whispered to me saying, "Give me the worth of this in love. I
told him I loved him without pay. He then told me to take that
for interest!
Sunday 13th.--ln Lexington my congregation was large and
attentive. I took an occesion to expatiate upon the revelation
of God to men. I shewed the impossiblity of obtaining the least
knowledge of God without revelation. I then called their
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attention to \Nhat v,,iasreveal ed.
One God, one rnediator, creation, rnan·s sin, sal vation through
Christ Jesus .. immortality eit his right hand forever .
Mondeiy 14th.--! ceime home [to brother Allen's] and began to
read Volney·s Revolutions of Empires. Tho' this author is e1
noted Deist, it is observable how rerrrnrkably correct he places
the origin and progress of the human race with the scripture
occount. He seys, "Me1nfound himself naked, and by being
exposed to the inclemencies of the weather was excited to the
desire of covering his body, and he made hi mse 1f c1othi ng; by
the attraction of a powerful p1easure he approached a f e11ow
being and perpetuated his species."
Wonderful! Where did he get this from? Who told hirn that
the first man and woman saw themselves naked and sewed fig
leaves together and clothed themselves? Who informed him
that Adarn knew Eve his wife, and she conceived and bear Cain,
and said I have gotten a man from the Lord? Surely it must be
Moses, that man who in another place he calls a wicked
impostor! At length he intimates that man went beyond the
limits of virtue, or in other \1\1 ords, he violated the principles of
self h.H-'B, which he calls the ltn-v ttf not11.re. And the
direful effects of which may be seen in the depopulation of
cities, devastations and death. And is this contradictory to
the Mosaic account?
Moses only says that Cain slew his
brother, which was gai11gb8,!/0t7d the lfrn.its of vi.rtt1e. And
as the scripture agoin says, "as by one mein sin entered into the
world, and death by sin."
Here Volney agrees with the
scripture; for (says Volney) when the law of nature was
viol~ted, deoth imrnedieitely followed. As Coin did evil, sin loy
at the door, and when sin was finished it brought forth death, in
a sirnilar manner in which Volney confesses.
Tuesday 15th.--! met brother Haden eight miles off; he
preached on, "be that believeth on the son hath everlasting
life," much to my satisfaction. He contended earnestly for the
faith once delivered to the saints. He contended that feiith, or
belief, was in some measure antecedent to heart felt
repentance .. which worketh salvation to the soul. He gflve us
faith in its rise .. progress, flCt and end. The constitution of man
(says he) was the gift of his reasoning faculties, by which he
could investigate and decide; by hearing a relation he could
believe, or disbelieve, according to the credibility
of
test i rnony.
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At night I preached at brother Roberts·s to a lorge
congregation, upon Isa. 33, 22. The oppeorance of success wos
glorious. A f evo/souls came forward to be prayed for. They did
not profess faith in Christ, or o release from their burthen of
sin and guilt that night; but resolved to seek till they found the
salvation of God.
Wednesday 16th.--! preeiched at brother Elmore's. I found
great liberty and cornf ort in speaking. My mind was much
drawn out in thankfulness, and my thought expanded, while my
tongue was unloosed to declare the truths of the everlasting
gospel. Some of God's dear children rejoiced aloud .. while
several wept and cried for mercy. About ten came forward and
requested an interest in the prayers of the righteous. There
appears to be a glorious prospect of the work of God in this
place. May many souls taste and see that the Lord is good.
Thursday 17th.--! returned to brother Allen's. I search the
scriptures, which are able to make one wise to salvation. This
day I was impressed with an awful sense of shortness of life,
and the necessity of improving it.
Alas! rny days how swift they run,
And take me down to death;
t1ay I the sacred pages turn,
And read them every breath.
Friday 18th.--! met with brother Andrev,,, a christian
preacher, who is a strong advocate for written rules made by
man to govern the church of Christ. His opinion I detected. His
arguments in favor of legislat icm I considered void of
weight.
His weightiest seerned to be this .. as it respects
elders, deacons, ~✓-c. the members in general are not capable of
knowing their abilities; the ref ore the churches must de1egate
their members, to rneet in conference to Judge of this matter,
and others relative to the church. This would lead from an
aristocratical governrnent to that of a monarchy. This is what
we have long since renounced, and cried aloud for others to
fear. At night I preached in Lexington.
Saturday 19th.--At night I went to preach at Roberts·s, but
the inclemency of the weather prevented the people from
corning together.
Sunday 20th.--! preached at brother Allen's. En-otherJ. Reed
preached e1
l so. He is 1oud e1ndenergetic in his rnanner of
speaking. We sow some blessing attend our labors; for mony
appeared desirous for salvation.
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If I understood brother Reed, he thinks a person is sanctified
before he is justified . He also believes that baptism is to be
buried with Christ in baptism.
Monday 21 st.--Ti 11 Fri day 25th I remeiined here. Fri day I
st arted for Lexington; but my horse was so very lame that I
was two hours and e, half going four miles. In the evening l
came to brother M'Nitts .. who is a dear man of God.. eind who
treeited rne eis though I hod been a kinsman, or brother according
to the flesh . He told me I should make his house m!-l
... home as
long as I thought proper, at any rate till my horse recovered his
lameness; and if I wanted 8 horse to ride to any appointment l
should have one of his . I thanked him for hls kindness; eind
accepted the off er.
Saturday 26th. --1 borrowed a horse from brother M'Nit ts to
attend my appointment in the neighborhood of Bethel meeting
house. l met a decent tender hearted people. Here the christian
church is lar!le.
... Scores of beloved brethren live about here, and
they have formerly been great 1y engaged in the cause of
religion.
Here, I believe , is where they first renounced all
nornes for the name of Christ, and threw away all confessions,
catechisms, articles, &c. and took the n··o.rd o.f 6c,d for their
rule of faith, and practice, and government, of any where in this
western country . About ten years ago they began this glorious
reformation here, and have stemrned the torrent of opposition
ever si nee. Mr. R. Marsha 1, who 1i ves in this part, was one of
the preachers, who was remarkably... zealous in this cause. When
he renounced his Calvinistic opinions he also gave up all his
presbyterian errors. He refused any longer to take a ce.rt ofl1
sal".r!I
for his preaching, ond immediately
burnt his
subscription papers (as I arn informed) whereon were hundreds
of dollars due to him. Great persecution and derision did he and
the colnpony in general be0r from the presbyterians and other
sects.: but notwithstanding they progressed and hove increased
in number, in different parts of this country, beyond all human
expectation. But alas! for about one yeor bock Mr. M. has become
uneosy with bible govertJmetJt. He has changed his opinions
of doctrine again into what is called col1lf.tJf sn·;, and has
asserted that the people called Christians, have and are
n1nni.tJg n•·f/d He is now rather an opposer to the cause th0n a
friend.
"How are the mighty fallen! the weapons of war
perished! Te 11 it not in Goth, pub1i sh it not in the streets of
Askelon, lest the daughters of the Philistines rejoice, lest the
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deiught.ersof the uncircurncised t.riurnph."
This, for sorne time_, has retarded some of the brethren.
They are in great need for preaching in this place now. They
have forsoken the preoching of M. for he gives thern the

oldness ol I.he letter

...,

At night I returned to brother M'Nitts·s. Here I met with Mr.
Meirsheil. I found hirn to be truly a sensible, well educated man;
but I gather from his observations that he was not engaged in
'-NhatI understand to be the c.h.rfst /8.tl cause.
Sunday 27th. --\hie at tended at Mount Tabor. Here I sa\¥
dancing going on for the worship of God. If this exercise is
irresistible it is truly mysterious.
Monday 28th.--! attended to reading and searching the holy
scriptures. I see more and more every day the. necessity of a
preacher of the gospel having tt)e scriptures dvvelling in him_,
that he may have them constantly fresh in his mernory; and to
give attendance to reading, to exhortation, to doctrine.
Tuesday 29th.--! attended again at Bethel. The ice and sleet
made it disagreeable travelling;
but \rfhen I come the
congregation was 1arge. I addressed them upon these words:
''.4.ll 5.re !/Ot1.rs." The tears of some, and the shouts of others
rnade an appearance that the shepherd and bishops of souls was
amongst us.
The brethren requested me to visit them again.
After meeting I returned to M'Nitts's.
Wednesday30th.--At night I had meeting in Lexington. Some
forrnal professors ·ttere alarrned and much stirred up. A certain
rmm who had formerly been in the lndfo.r, wors, and had an eirm
cut off, this evening l£.1t1llo' Llest1s at !Vt..<tZoretl1,
and wos not
ashamed to tell that tl,e sc,n ol m8ll h8tti pc,.1._i.·er
on ee.rth
ta forgii)e sins. He made sorne beautiful and affecting
observot ions upon the goodness of God "O! the goodness and
mercy of God (said he) to preserve rne in the battles when the
bullets were flying, the tomahawks throwing and the knives
cutting round the heads of rny expiring friends. And this is not
all (said he) though I have been loyal to my country, I have tieen
a rebel against the king of glory.
But he has exercised
compossion, all this compossion, ond received the rebel, the old
rebel; glory to God for \1\1 hat I feel!"
This was expressed so feelingly that those who hod
witnessed like precious foith rejoiced with him. 0 what a
happy season we had together.
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Thurs doy 31 st.--I preached ot Mount Tabor. I met with no
apparent success, but coldness and formality
seemed to
perveide the people.
The company of members is large at this place; but it
appears as though many of them have sunk into a state of
lukev-.1orrnness
. O that they may remember from whence they
are fallen.
Frid ay, Febnrnry 1st.--ln the morning, at brother M'Nitts's,
one Mr. Walker, from the Ohio, who for some days I have been
acquainted with, fell into an argument with me. Prior to this I
well knew he was a great opponent to what he called the
.4.r.minio.l'lnew light. He stated "that Christ died in the room
and stead of sinners; that he came to keep the law for them; to
suffer in their place for them, and to satisfy the justice of God
by his death; and to pay that debt due to the demands of a
broken lavv'_.
which no finite creature could possibly do."
This I thought so erroneous that I wos necessitated of
consequence to oppose it.
If (soi d I) Adom·s tronsgressi on
incurred and entailed upon himself and all his posterity
te.t.nporo/, s-piritt1ol and eterno/ deotll,. as you hold, and
Christ came to suffer in their l""OOllJ and steod, it. must of
course follow that he has paid the whole debt of suffering yet.
For if Adarn and his posterity were to suHer et ernol deotlJ,
which is eten1ol s-11/feri.l'l...
t,7,and Christ was to suffer in their
room, he is now suffering more than when he actually hung upon
the cross_.and will be to eternal oges, or os long os God exists.
An idea, said I, which condradicts Paul when he says "Jesus, for
the Joy that was set before him_. endured the cross, despised
the shame, ond is set down ot the right ht:1ndof the throne of
God," Heb. 12, 2. And if, seid I, Christ kept and fulfilled the law
of God for sinners, and God accepted that obedience_.it is unjust
in him to require or demand ony thing of sinners, seeing}. that
every demand is fully setisfied. The scriptures soith, "in that
the law was weok through the flesh, God sending his own son in
the likeness of sinful flesh, and for sin condemned sin in the
flesh, that the righteousness of the law might be fulfilled in
us." Here we find the law is fulfilled i.l'l 11sandnot for us. With
respect to Christ sotisfying the justice of God for mankind_.
your idea, said I, has attached to it the mutability of God; for if
Adam by his disobedience sold himself, his wife and all his
children to the justice of God, and dissotisfied the Almighty,
and it must take the deoth of Christ to satisfy him, again it
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eippetirs tt1t1t he is ei chongetit,1e, dangerous kind of a being.
Certainly no property can be purshased or bought frorn ei man
except he claims it for his own. Then if Christ paid the debt to
justic:e ond satisfied the floming beir, justic:e must heive
claimed us. The prophet says, "we sold ourselves for naught."
Now I cannot think that the justice of God is such a cheat as to
treiffic us, ignoront beings out of our precious inestirnable
souls "for naught." Again, if the justice of God required a
certain demand or debt vthich man \t\1as unable to pay and Christ
paid that debt to God and fully satisfied all his demands, God
never did shew, nor can shew any mercy in the sa1vat ion of a
sinner.: neither can he be praised in their salvation; for v•that
thanks do I give a man to erase my narne from the book of
demand when he is paid for all the debt I owed him.
Before I had time to go through my arguments he broke out
into a violent rnge of passion. He viewed me in t/Je poll ol
bf t terness:. ti t•lillo' Jeoo'er of t/Je blind
He abused me
with unchristian language. \t-lhile he was expressing himself in
his turbulent manner., I observed that according to his plan, I
was just as God would have., and he ought not to blame me for
saying that which God put in my mouth and necessitated me to
speak. He soid "the devil makes you speak in this rnonner." ~;aid
I, you say God foreordained whatsoever comes to pass, and that
for his ov•m Glory, and I arn now only complying with a decree of
God to glorify him.
He said he would vvarn the people against me wherever he
went. In the Ohio he would stop up my way, as I intended to go
there, so that I should not preach my damnable doctrine in that
country. He started without bidding me God speed. After he
was gone I considered upon the many oppositions that the true
and faithful ministers of the gospel meet with. What will
bigots not do to establish their favorite systems? How much
blood has been spilt in such endeavors? How man!-1innocent
'"
lives have been taken to gratify this wild nature!
But in these days, in this country, we feel the blessing of
re 1i gi ous 1i berty.
"Now Satan roars with anguish, his servants quake with
fear;
His boosted kingdom totters_. its f eill we soon shall hear.
Go on victorious Saviour , go on Almighty King.
0 chain the woeful dragon.. and cause the world to sing."
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At night, in Lexington, I heard fl presbyterian divine deliver
a discourse upon the great advantages of religious society, Ruth
1, 16. V•/hile he wos speaking, the cogitations of my hee1d
trout, 1ed me. I thought upon the great tit 1e he bore, and what a
blundering speaker he vvos. I suppose some of these big
clergymen have said that I had better go to school a little while
longer. And I think they had better leave off trading on the
Sabbath; selling the blessings of heaven (the gospel) on the
sabbath at such an extortionate price as twenty dollars a day.
Did I say the blessings of heaven, the gospel? Pardon me; it is
the merchandize ol Bttbf/lO.fl J•vhicfl tlJB!l deol ot/t.l but still
it is a breath of the sabbath. But I suppose they love their
rnoney too well to cease from trading.
Saturday 2d.--At night I preached again at brother Elmore's.
I had sweet liberty in addressing the people; they appeared to
be solemn and attentive.
Sunday 3rd .--1 preached ot ei p1oce where scarce 1y any of the
chri st i an preachers were ever heard before. What kind of
reception the word met with is yet unknown to me.
Monday 4th.--l ¥tent to brother Wm. Linsay·s. Here I became
ocquainted with fl polite and friendly young man.
He invited me home with him_;accordingly I went. I found
that seven of the family belonged to the christian church. They
·were all friendly and kind to rne. The old man wanted me to
stay six months with him.
Tuesday 5th.--l
went to Georgetown; but by the
carelessness of the people my appointment had not been
published .
At night I returned and had rneeting at L's. Here I saw
brother M'Clung, a preflcher of the christian church from the
Indiana territory. Our meeting was encouraging; many wept and
cried, and others shouted aloud for joy.
Wednesday 6th.--At 4 o'clock in the evening I held meeting
at brother Kelly's.
A large audience attended.
Singing,
shouting, exhortation or praying continued till some hours in
the night. Here were several under deep conviction; they cried;
they mourned; they prayed. O what prayers, what united
prayers were sent up to heaven for their salvation. Here, when
the christians are engaged, one does not wait for another to
pray, neither does one wait till another ceases; tiut, perhaps
tv·tenty, thirty or forty are all praying loud and fluent at once.
Some rnay cry out that this is "delusion, confusion, deception.
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Eiut when I see this work carried on with such decent, solemn
desire, I cannot join in saying "delt1sio11." But with the poet
let me say,
'The news of his mercy is spreading abroad,
And sinners come weeping and praying to God.
The noise of their weeping is heard very loud ..
And rnany·s found favor through .Jesus·sblood."
Thursday 7th.--l returned to Lexington_,where I met with
five preachers of the christian church, one of which was B. W.
Stone.
This evening he delivered a sermon on the
p.re-e.,co"stence of ,Jesus Christ, as great a mystery as the
t.rfnftfl
Mr. Stone is plain .. simple and naturally energetic in his
speaking.
Vou will discover none of that bo!iJbos-t and
unnecessary dos.fJeswhich are too frequently seen in the men
of learning.
Friday 8th.--At night I held meeting with brother Haden, on
Clear creek. The peop1e behaved we 11;but did not appear to fee 1
the word.
Saturday 9th.--V1e rode fourteen miles_; crossed Kentucky
river, and preached to a large congregation. Many of them \Nere
deeply affected. Some a'ol1ced,some _/.irked, some shouted,
others sung and prayed. At night we he1d meeting two mi 1es
off. I tried to preach to the people; but before I could go
through my subject the noise of shouting and crying for rnercy
drowned rny voice.
Five had fall en to the floor as in a s-n•·oon,some of which
requested to be prayed for. Eight or ten were under the power
of the ./irks-, several were dancing and many were crying. It
was truly solemn and wonderful.
Sunday 10th.--V1e held meeting in Harrodsburg (a town in
Mercer county.) A numerous congregation met us. Brother
Haden preached to thern. At night we preached four miles off,
to a crowded audience. The people were attentive and solemn.
The chri st i an preachers have but 1ate 1y began to succeed in this
part.
The prejudice of the prsbyterians, baptists and
methodists has been to an extravagant pitct1 in these parts. I
arn informed that some of the poor, blind bigots have said that
they would shoot and kill them preachers., if ever they came
here. Eiut now the same people can ask those preachers to hold
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meeting in their houses!
Monday 11th.--½ 1e rode back to brother More's. t1y feet were
olrnost frozen this day.
Tuesdoy 12th.--The weather is very cold, and my shoe boots
are so worn out that my feet are exposed to the wind and snow.
Some of my clothes are olso so much worn that the cold north
wind comes piercing my naked skin.
This morning I rode eight miles and preached to a few people
who appeared to care but little about the gospel, or them that
preached it.
'wednesday 13th.--! preached at .J Reed's, on Kentucky river.
I had sweet liberty in speaking, and the people appeared to feel
the power of truth. One of brother R's daughters has lately
professed foith in Christ_; and there is greot joy in the family at
present.
At night I had meeting with brother Haden, two miles off. I
preached. The people generolly were under a grocious feeling.
Some of them were token with the jirks, and some with the
dancing e~-<ercise. The solemnity ond good feelings of others
oppeared to leave them.
After meeting I talked with brother Haden about the
exercise of the people at meeting, that I fell like opposing it.
He talked very beautiful to me on the subJect. He persuaded me
not, and gave me some reasons why he thought it wos best to
refrain.
I told him that if it was of God, the solemnity of the people
would not leave them so soon. He soon let me know that that
was not an objection. How often have you preached (said he)
ti 11 you have raised some of the wi eked to a vi o1ent passion.
When this was done; suppose I was to forbid you ond tell you
preaching wos not of God, or it would not off end people.
Thursday 14th.--At
brother Scott's, on Cleor creek, I
preached to a large number of people. When I began I was
almost too unwell to stand up; but while I was speaking I felt
so much of heaven that I forgot my sickness, and spoke with
much ease and liberty.
At night brother Haden held preaching and had a feet
weishing among the saints at this place_;but I wos unable to be
out of my bed. Pains in my head and throughout my whole body
were very severe during the night.
Friday 15th.--! continued sick.
I nov·t began to consider
again about rny parents and absent relations. Perhops they will
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never hear of my death, and their grey he,irs will be brought to
the ground in sorrow. I then gave up that I should see thern no
more or hear of them no more till the tirne shall come 'fthen all
that ore in their groves sholl hear hls voice and corne forth. I
feel as though I shall have. a part in the first resurrection;
glory to God. Brother Haden drew near rny bed side. He told me
not to trouble my thoughts tibout my relations, for if I died he
would go directly to my people and tell them where and how I
departed the world. And if I lived and desired it, that he ·would
not leave me until I recovered. I desired that he should stay
with me. He brought the doctor to me, and v-tas very kind to me
in every respect.
The family also vvas remarkably kind and
tender to me. The Lord grant unto them that they find mercy of
the Lord in that day. In the night I felt great relief from my
pains. O what love I feel to God and rny friends. I hope the Lord
Jesus will say unto this family, / J•Vl'tssick ono' flB }'isiteo'
/l'l8.

Saturday 16th.--ln the evening I feel well enough to ride;
but rny friends insisted that I should not ride till tomorrow.
Sunday 17th.--! feel well_. but considerably weakened. In
the morning I started for Lexington. On my way a man who
pitied me, gave rne a pair of shoes from his own feet.
At 4 o'clock I preached in Lexington. It was a melting time
indeed. Lord carry on thy work in this wicked place.
At night I went to brother M'Nitts·s. He was glad that the
Lord had spared me.
Monday 18th and Tuesday 19th. --1 stay here to recover my
strength; but I continue constant in prayer ond re1Jding. The
bible is the greatest comfort for sick folks.
Wednesday 20th.--ln Lexington I preached in a different part
of town from where I hod usually attended. The house we,s
crowded with attentive hearers. The christions ·were much
engaged in singing, praying and shouting. The young people
were remarkably affected. Many were melted into teers, end
enquired .1-J-·llottl'lB.!l slltm!d do to be stweo'.?
Thursday 21st.--! rode to brother Allen's.
Friday 22d.--At night I preached at a place not far from
Frankfort (the seot of government of Kentucky) where there hod
not lately been much preaching. A large number attended and
behoved with decency and attention.
Two appeared to be
sensible of their sinful st1Jte, and desired thot prayer should be
made for them.
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Al night I heard o presbytericm moke o discourse upon these
words: ·unto you who believe he is precious: His doctrine I
thought wos erroneous, but he himself wos friendly. He first
stoled thot SIN offended God ond that justice was raging and
Homing ogoinst the sinner. Then he soid ·sod so loved the
world thot he gave his only begotten son, thot whosoever
believeth in him should not perish,· &c. Here I observed o
paradox. I asked my own mind, did ever, or would on off ended
ond an incensed being give up his richest jewel to on enemy to
reconcile himself to the cruel offender? No. If God was so
angry or offended ot Adorn for his tnmsgression, ond all his
posterity equally under the vindicative wroth ond curse of God,
how could it be possible that he loved them at the some time?
Are not the two notures eternally incompotib1e to eoch other?
Con LOVEond HATEboth exist in God ot the some time? The
preacher further stoled: If you hod perpetrated o crime for
which rigorous justice was pursuing you, determined for
satisfaction, and_a friend of yours wos to step in ond open his
breast to receive the avenging sword, would he not be ·precious
to you?· God is just; ond to tolk about enraged justice is lo
talk about on enraged God, and on enraged Godis a monster. If
then this enraged God pursues us determined to hove
satisfaction, and Jesus Christ steps in ond receives the
avenging sword ond pacifies God,it will come lo this thot God
is one being, and is really mod at his creatures, ond is pursuing
them determined upon murder; ond that Jesus Christ is onother
being who loves mon and will suffer what they were to suffer
in their room, cmd by doing this redeem them from God ond
pacify him. This holds out too much; for it indicates that the
death of Christ redeemed sinners from justice, consequently
from God,and of course ore in the handsof injustice. And when
sinners were token from justice, or from God,it pacified 6nd
reconciled him.
In fine, if Jesus Christ redeemed me from the hands of
justice, I cannot think that he is ·precious to me: The song of
the redeemedis this, "Thou ort worthy to take the book and to
open the seals thereof; for thou wost sloin, and host redeemed
us to God by thy blood: &c. When I feel that Christ hos
redeemedme to God,and not from God,then "he is precious to

me:
Sunday24th.--! held meeting at Bethel meeting house, ond
the presbyterian just mentioned preachedo half mile off. When
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I, with the compeny were possing him, hod my feelings
wounded, I thought it oppeored too much like portyism. I
requested some of my company to stop and heor the old mtm. A
few of them did so. This was a beautiful day, and greot
multitudes people gothered together. I spoke to them with
uncommon liberty. Mony appeared to feel the word, and cried
aloud for mercy. The christions were much revived. We proyed,
we sung ond exhorted till neor sun down. 0 what o heovenly doy
this is to me. I feel greotly comforted and strengthened. At
night brother Hoden met me ot brother Robertson's, where we
hod meeting. A number of people come together. Haden
preached ond I exhorted. The power of Godwos felt to be among
us. The children of the highest rejoiced oloud. Manywere under
conviction, mourning to be brought out of the prison house. The
couse of God oppeors to be respecteble here, ond the christions
are zealously affected. Hadenin his discourse intimated to us
that the devil wos not guilty of all that he was blamed with.
And sometimes to excuse ourselves we would soy, Ah, I would
not hove done so hod it not been for old Adam, or the devil; but
that this was on error, and we ore the greotest devils to
ourselves. After the congregation wos dispersed, o young boy
of about ten years of oge observed to his fother, that that man
would not do much good, for he pleod up too much for the o/t,
beg This remark was shrewd and jocular, ond shews whot
powerful influence the tradition of the fathers hos upon the
young and tender mind. He hod been taught the devil and old
Adam were the cause of oll the sin in the world, which is o
gross and absurd error.
Mondoy25th.--We preached ot Kelly's. The notice wos short,
but the congregation was large. The people in general were
powerfully wrought upon by the spirit of him that raised up
Jesus.
There is o glorious oppeonmce thot Godwill convert sinners
in this place. In the evening I rode up to brother M'Nitts·s.
Tuesdoy 26th.--At night hoving on eppointment in Lexington
to preach to the young people, I ettended, and though the
inclemency of the weother was greol, yet the house was so fu11
thot all could not get in, and some hod to return home; ond it
wos seid, hod the house been three times as Jorge it would hove
been full, their onxiety wos so greot to heor the word of God.
1hls is the wey we ore to hove f oith in Christ. Foith comes by
heoring, ond hearing by the word of God. I addressed them on
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Ecles. 12, 1. "Remember now thy creotor in the doys of thy
youth." I preoched with liberty, tmd thought thot Godwos with
me of the truth. I never saw o more solemn audience in my life.
Many of the dear young people wept and mourned, and appeared
as though they were destitute of a soviour; but thot they were
determined to seek him eorly while he may be found. I wos
informed that a youth who was remarkable for his impiety and
dissipation, observed while I wos singing, that he hod seen the
folly and error of his W6ys, and was determined for the future,
by the grace of Godto refroin and amendhis life.
Wednesday27th.--A gentleman in Lexington took me to 6
shop and presented me with o handsome pair of shoe boots. I
occepted them, thanking God thot he hod mode him so kind to o
stranger ond pilgrim.
Thursday 26th.--l went to spend on evening with Mr. M. But
before I left him he took core to hurt my feelings oll he could in
decency. He hos been o man of much love ond friendship; but he
is not so now. His friendship, I believe extends to none but
those who see with his eyes, heor with his eors, ond walk close
behind him in his path. It is evident thot he hos recanted those
sentiments which 6 few years ago he said he would loy down
his life to confirm. He is now unwi11ing that any should preach
in this church but himself. Though he expressed no desire thot I
should preach here any more, but n,ther forbid me, yet I think it
better to obey God than mtm. And I wi 11 preach to the los;
sheepof the house lsr6el
Friday, Morch 1st.--1 attended on appointment ot o person's
house who Joysick, nigh unto death. A number of people come
together, the most of which were young people. I addressed
them in portriculor. Their countenances were solemn and their
attention greot 1 while I was enforcing the necessity of
remembering their creator in their youth. Seeing that the
oldest must die and the youngest moy die; how necessary it is
that we should be converted, thot our sins may be blotted out
when the times of refreshing shtfll come from the presence of
the Lord! While I was singing many of the deor youth wept
bitterly. Some of them gave me their hond determined to seek
that some Jesus whom God hoth exalted with his right hond to
be o prince and o saviour, for to give repentance to Israel and

or
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forgiveness of sins.
Saturdoy 2d.--In the some neighborhood I held meeting, ond
spake upon foith, hope, chority, &c. While I was speaking I
fell os though the spirit of the Lord God wos upon me. Neorly
the whole audience were off ected in o very deep ond sensible
manner. Two young women were brought down to the floor with
o deep sense of their lost ond condemned stote. Their cry wos
the cry of the publican--God be merciful to me a sinner. There
were many prayers put up to the fat her of our Lord Jesus for
them. After continuing in singing and prayer till neor sun down
we hod to disperse, leaving the mourners under o deep concern
for their salvation.
At night, at a few miles distance, I
preoched ogoin to o lorge ond solemn oudience. Powerful
exercise was among the people. Some jir):ed, some proyed,
some wept and some sang, while others were rejoicing aloud.
There is o greot oppeoronce in this ploce, ond round obout, of o
glorious revivot. Lord carry on thy work till neighbor sholl not
say to neighbor--know ye the Lord; but may all know thee from
the leost unto the greotest.
Sundoy 3d.--At night I preached in Lexington. The people
crowded into the house ti 11 no more could get in, and they
continued coming ond knocked ot the doors; but could get no
admittance for the press. Many sought round the house for the
windows; till they would hold no more. Others had to return
home, for they could not he0r. While I heard them knock at the
doors and sow them wishfully looking in at the windows, it
brought to my mind this passage: "And when the doors were
shut they sholl stand without ond knock soying, Lord, Lord open
unto us." The ottention of the people deeply offected me. Whlle
I wos speaking I saw many of my dear, attentive hearers weep,
ond heord, os it were, the deep fetched sigh rise to him who
heors the roven·s cry ond inti mote their need for salvotion with
groans which cannot be uttered.
Mondoy 4th and Tuesday 5th.--! torried at Lexington. At
night I preoched here again. About the time the people began to
gather for meeting it began to snow; but the house was crowded
with people who waited with 6ltention. They seemed not to
hove lost their good desires; for the teors come afresh from the
mourner, while christians were much engagedin prayer.
Wednesday6th.--Becouse of the snow which fell lost night I
continue in Lexington.
Thursday 7th.--! preached on Clear creek, at brother Scott's.
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There were not many people. The neighbors are generally
engaged in making sugar. The few that attended appeared to
have their strength renewed.
After preaching_. a very sinsible methodist 'ftoman talked
with me for inf orme1tion, as she said, upon the doctrine which I
held. She desired to be informed how I held the T.ri.t1.i(t/i?the
doctrine of sot.isloctlo.t.1 (as it is called) and the. not,1re ol
6"oo'.?I said, your questions are stated wrong, or at least they
propose insolvable difficulties.
Vou ask how I hold the Trinity,
and what I think upon the nature of God?
The Trinity implies three Gods; now which of these Gods do
you mean? If there are three Gods, are not their natures the
same? If then they are all of one nature and of one mind .. how
can one make a satisfaction to another.
Indeed, sister_. I hold the trinity as being a wild hypothesis
of ignorant men, calculated to worry the ·vveak and feeble
minded. It is an invention that no man ever understood, nor can
understand, and the mean argument in favor of it, is to cry, it is
a n1.!lsle.q,1l I say it is a wild supposition of man, because if
the S'onwas ltegotte,~of the father, it follows that he wos not
6"od,for God is uncreated and unbegotten. If the Holy Ghost is
eternally proceeding from the fat her and son, it cannot be that
he is a perfect and an independent God. For what is constantly
proceeding has not yet proceeded, and therefore is not
independent, and if the Holy Ghost is eternally proceeding it
will be eternally unproceeded. If eternally unproceeded it will
be eternally a non existent God, which is no God at all. If it
requires these three Gods, as you hold, to make one compleat
ond perfect God, ond the son the second person in the trinity,
composed the divinity of ,Jesus Christ (thot you tolk obout) he
had only the third part of the Godhead. But if you agree with
Paul_, that the fullness of the Godheod bodily dwelt in Jesus,
ond God was in Christ, I osk how could this God that was
manifest in flesh reconcile himself to himself by himself, and
make o satisfoction to himself by his own gift, for he gave his
son, &c. I will tell you what this looks like. A certain man
owes me something_. and he is not able to pay, or he has
off ended me, and cannot reconcile me_, ond out of cornpossion to
him and love to myself, in order to get my pay, I wi 11take just
so much out of one hand and drop it into the other, and say I am
now paid; and I will kill myself to reconcile rnyself to him that
has offended me! This is whot is colled the doctrine of
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sotisfoction, which is no sotisfflction, but self murder. The
nature of God will not countenance the doctrine of Sfltisfac:tion;
for what once was his nature must be eternally his nature. If
this noture once wos LOVE. ond he so loved the world os to give
his only son to die .. thot same nature hod nothing in it which
demanded a satisfaction.
After expressing the love of God in as ernphaticol terms os I
could, she said she never saw these things so before. I said you
never saw the character of God so amiable as vvhen you see no
real J·vroth, no vengeance nor nothing that required the death of
Christ. The situation of man required the death of Christ, and
Christ' sole errand was to save sinners. And though Christ was
the only begotten of the feither, the fat her gove him freely for
us. When I view God's nature os everl ost i ngl y opposed to sin,
which will move him to punish the guilty and eternally loving
to sinners ..which will move him to pardon the penitent ond sove
the righteous, my whole mind is absorbed in the hoppy
contemplation.
Fridoy 8th .--! continued at brother Scott's. There weis a
pamphlet put into my hands this morning which demanded my
attention. I gave it a serious perusal that I might have a more
impartial judgment upon it. It is a piece that has caused much
racket
and litigation,
especially
among the baptist
denomination. The author of this work has formerly been a
baptist himself, but being led into a knowledge of some
extreme errors which they held, and as an honest man shown
them to the world. They have excommunicated him, placing the
epithet of an orion upon him. But I am of opinion that he has so
completely shewn thot ,Jesus Christ is not the ETERNAL;but
that he is the son of God, that none need controvert the point
with him. He has removed the chief corner stone of the trinity,
ond forever demolished the heathen fa bric.
Saturday 9th.--On my way to Le~--<ington
I preached in a
baptist neighborhood; but the notice being short and partial but
few came to hear me. But I exhorted those that attended with
sweet liberty; and they appeared to feel it.
After meeting I came to brother Allen's where I rnet six
preachers, who ·were on their way to a meeting .. by sorne called
conference.
Vie held meeting here_; but there was little
prospect of good. The neighbors here are opulent and proud, ond
I am afraid they think religion beneath their notice.
Sunday 1Oth.--Brother
Dooly went with rne to my
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appointment at Bethel. \"/hen I came within a few miles of the
place, I heard that Mr. Marshal had, for a week back, been
endeavouring to stop my appointment; and told the people not to
attend, for there would be no preaching. But I understood also
that a friend or two of mine had been industrious to declare
that I would preach there this day. When I came to the place
there were not less than five hundred people waitinQ... to hear
the word preached. I addressed them on these words: "Cornfort
ye, comfort ye my people saith your God." I spake with comfort
and many of God's people appeared to be comforted, and rnany
mourned because they were not comforted.
Brother Dooley gave an alarming exhortation, and called upon
all those v•,ihofelt the need of the comfort of God's people, to
come forward, and we will pray for you. About seven came up
and fell prostrate with cries to God for mercw.
... While I saw the
poor broken hearted mourners laying upon the floor and crying
a1oud for rnercy,
... mw
... mind pondered upon these words:
"Poor boken hearts why do you mourn,
Like to some lonesome dove forlorn?
I arn your Savi our, come rejoice,
And raise to heaven your tuneful voice."
At ni grit we held meeting a mile off. The house was so
crowded that I scarcely got room to stand to speak to the
people. Before I had gone through my subject many of the
christians began to rejoice aloud insomuch that I ceased
speaking. The shouts of some and the cries of others conspired
to make the time and place owful. We continued in pra!-lers
and
...
supp1ications ho1f the night.
Monday 1 lth.--We rode to Mount Tabor meeting house, where
conference began at 11 o'clock.
I will mention the design of this meeting. It hos been
known in different parts of the country that for some time Mr.
Marshal and Mr. Thomson, and one or two others, have thought
that the christian churches were in a disorganized state_. and
cannot prosper unless undergoing a change in her governrnent.
This gave a general suspicion among the brethren that they
designed to innovate something which would be injurious to the
liberties and pri vi 1eges of the peop1e. Last August there was a
meeting (as I understand) for the purpose of settling this
difference; but the!J failed in the attempt. Thew
... then chose a
~
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committee of five men to write their views .. ond oppointed this
meeting to bring them together. And if the cornmittee ogreed
arnong themselves the difference was to be at once settled, and
if not, the rrn:ijority of the preachers were to determine the
point . un1ess the minority were determined upon a separot ion.
This morning there came in thirty seven preachers from
different parts of Tennessee, Kentucky and Ohio.
The conference was introduced by singing and prayer. It was
first proposed that the committee should read what they had
v·n-itten.
The committee then desired that they should
withdraw and read their writings among themselves , and find if
they could agree. This was agreed to. The commit tee, who
were B. W. Stone, R. Marshal, J. Thomson, D. Purvines and
Andrew, then retired to a house of one of the brethren. The
other preachers continued together ti 11 near sun dovvn, ta 1king
upon different things; but principally trying to resolved to
stand together if the cornmi t tee should di vi de or separate.
Tuesday 12th.--Vie met in conference again; the commit tee
being present informed us that they hod reod their writings;
that they differed., and that they could not but differ. It was
then proposed that they should read their writings to the
conference. This wos agreed to. Mr. Thomson then proceeded to
read his first. He read about two hours and finished. Mr. Stone
then read his. I found that these two men had written upon the
subject of atonement, so called. They differed widely. Mr.
Thomson was perfectly in the Calvinistic opinion of the
subject. Mr. Stone had formerly written upon the same subject;
but he wos rnore mosterly this time thon before; though neorly
the same in substonce. Andrew then reod his writing.
It
oppeared to coincide with Mr. Thomson; but it was so
cornpletely mixed up and tangled together that it was difficult
to understand hirn. This brought on the evening, and we
adjourned ti 11the morrow.
At night I held meeting in Lexington. The appeornnc:e wos
truly glorious. This night the power of God was arnong the
people of a truth . One young woman was taken with the /irks,
which was rather a strange thing to many people in tov•m; but it
had ei solemn effect upon the specteitors.
Wednesday 13th.--! returned to conference. This day was to
determine the business on hand. Near fifty preachers, ''/\1 ith o
few privote mernbers, took their seats this morning.
Mr. Purvines, as he had neglected to write, rose up and spake
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e1tempore . He was of Mr. Stone's opinion, and what he said had
great weight and influence upon tbe most of the hearers. Mr.
Marshal then proceeded to read some of wbat he bad written .
He first observed that be had written upon different subjects, or
rather bad taken the subject copiously, and treated upon it
under different heads. And he would only read that part which
goes to shew the government of the church, or rather her
disorganized state.
B~fore he had read long the disapprobating blushes were
seen to rise upon the faces of many of the dear brethren. When
he bad gone through I thought that it was the most ingenious
/Jur/esque upon the cause of God and upon the people called
christians that I ever heard. It appeared to have been written
and read in a bitter spirit. And it could but e1cite the
disapprobation of all candid persons.
Mr. Stone after this read a piece he had written upon church
government.
It was e1cellent because it was nearly all
scripture. Immediately after this was done it was proposed to
the brethren how things were to determine. Brothers J. Reed
and J. Elmore spake in a manner which, I dare say, reflected
honor upon themselves and endeared most of the brethren
present to them. They observed that the duislia /Jretlue.Din
general had thrown off the system and tyranical yokes of men,
and have tasted the sweets of christian liberty, and are so well
acquainted with their privileges that were all this conference to
join in combination to form one rule or law, in addition to the
scriptures, they would not submit to it, but stand as they were;
and they themselves were determined to stand with them.
Brother Stone spoke to the same effect. It was directly
discoverable through all the bow how the matter would
determine. Suffice it to say that Marshal, Thomson, Chesterfield
and Andrew were all that were not fully contented to take the
scriptures alone for the book of church government. These four
men intimated that they would not continue with the christian
brethren. Brother Byram sang a parting song, and the flame of
love seemed to run through the brethren. The master of
assemblies seemed to come amongst us, and above forty
preachers, these were united together, and more then ever
determined to stand fast in the liberty wherewith Christ hath
made us free, and to preach liberty to the captives wherever we
went.
It is supposed by some that those four men mentioned will
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It is supposed b!-1
... sorne thot those four men mentioned will
leave the present order of the christian church .. and try to make
a part!J to themselves; but it 'ftill be a vain attempt. And some
suppose that they wi 11 join themselves to the presbyteritms
again. But be this as it may, they have completely lost their
influence and sunk themselves into contempt in the estimation
of seiint and sinner. Like the man who had f orseiken his mother
country and fought valiantly for his privileges .. and eifterwards
forsaken propitious liberty, and despised and ridiculed both,
they will utterly fail in all future usefulness.
Thursday 14th.. Friday 15th and Saturday 16th.--! was
making ready to start on to the Ohio and Indiana territory.
Sunday 17th.--At 10 o'clock I preached in Lexington to o
large congregation. There is a general weeping in this place.
Their rising sighs and weeping eyes
Express'd their 1amentat ion;
And whi 1e I did pray some did say,
Lord send us th!-1salvation .

..

At night I preached my farewell discourse in this place.
About the c 1ose, rnysel f and many others expressed our sorrow
to part, by the tears which we plentifully shed.
As I vvas singing these words,
"And when we meet ,Jesus in the mansions above,
v-lith saints and bright angels o·er-tlhelm'd in his love,
O ! there I shall look for these christians that's here,
How glod I shall be to meet you all there!"
many of my dear hearers' eyes flowed with tears, while some
took me by the hand and expressed their resolutions to meet me
in the new ,.Jerusa1em.
After meeting broke, ei friend proposed to collect something
to bear my expenses while I would preach these glad tidings to
people afar off. Though the people did not come prepared for
that purpose, they rnade me up five dollars.
Monday 18th.--Two or three gentlemen of the tov•m joined
together and bought me an elegant saddle and bridle. Many
lit t1e presents were sent me during the day.
In the evening I took rny leove of many of the friends who
came to see me, as \¥e suppose., to meet me no more in the
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flesh.
While I wos riding to brother Potrick's, in the
neighborhood of Bethel, I reflected upon the deolings of God
with me, which coused me to hold meetings so often in
Lexington and in the neighborhoodround.
When I first come to Lexington, I hod on invitation but to
preoch in one house, ond thot o cool one; the people were very
wicked, ond but few come to meeting; the brethren were few in
number, ond they cold ond formol; one of which I consider o
very greot enthusiast, who told me I hod better ceose preoching
till I could preoch in a different monner.
These things put together were discouroging to me, tmd I
felt o greater desire to go into onother city, or ploce, thon to
preoch here. But my horse being so lome thot I could not get
ow6y, I wos moved to try eff ectuolly ond find whether the
people would heor me or forbeor. Accordingly, os I hove
informed the reader, ofter the secondor third time, some of the
brethren were stirred up to proise the Lord, ond others deeply
affected. After this I h6d invitations to preach ot different
ploces through the town. The young in porticulor were more or
less remorkobly affected. And now, I hope, mony of them hove,
and will reform their wicked lives. Now, about the time I
supposeI should deport to preoch the gospel in other ploces my
horse hos recovered his lomeness. From this ond similor
circumstances, I find I should olwoys wotch in oll things,
endure afflictions, do the work of on evangelist, moke fu11
proof of my ministry, let the opposition o prospect be whot it
moy. And we know thot on things work together for good to
them thot love God. I now con go on my woy rejoicing, knowing
thol I hove set Jifeond de.6thbefore this people; ond mony will
choose life, thot they moy live.
Tuesday 19th.--! preached the third time ot o mon·s house
who wos formerly opposed to religion; but whose heort is now
tender ond desirous for SBlvotion. We hod 6 solemn weeping
time during the meetings . And they sorrott'Btl most of oil lot
the tt-ords-which I spttke_.t/Mt they should see my f oce no more.
At night I spoketo o lorge eudience upon the beeuty, propriety
and necessity of unionomong God'speople. Beholdhow good tJrJt.
how pleosont it is for brethren to dtt-ell together it.
unit_y--Psol.129, 1. The christions nppenredto be very hoppy,
end one mourner desired proyer to be modefor her.
Wednesdoy20th.--At night I oddressed on audience who
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were mostly irreligious.
Some wept and mourned loud, and
others were solemn. I preached to the same people once pt-ior
to this, and though I thought I was doing no good, yet there
were eight or nine who were touched with power from on high,
and were deeply convicted, and have since confessed that they
would break off their sins by righteousness, as I am now
informed. This night they appeared to be fully determined, like
blind Bartemaeus.. to cast away their filthy garments and orfse
tJIJd C(tlr/8 to ._leStlS.
Thursday 21st.-- In the morning, the man of the house
proposed to me that if I would go with him to Lexington he
would furnish me with cloth for a coat, as I appeared to stand
in great need. True, my elbows were out, and like a locust_. my
coat was split upon the back_.which, I suppose, made me appear
more like a beggar than a preacher. But I pref erred it to a
sheep skin, and the primitive christians wandered about in
"sheep skins and goat skins, being destitute, afflicted,
tormented." I thankfully accepted his proposal. We rode off to
Lexington and got our errand and came away immediately. I
tarried this night with brother Wrn.Linsay.
Friday 22d.--ln the morning I took my farewell of the f arnily
and started for CaneRidge. I will observe that the people round
here called Christians have by their enemies been called
Marshalites, Stoneites, &c. But one of these names they will no
longer be plagued with, for Marshal has left the christian
church, and but one of the members have gone with him. The
brethren are much revived and strengthened a11 round about
here. They are sorry that M. has cast off his first faith; but it
teaches them that they must put their trust in God and not in
man. Numbers of the brethren here have submitted to believers·
baptism, and others intend to do so.
In this day's travel I was overtaken with a tremendous
thunder gust.
"The lightning's flash, the thunder's roll;
O ! how dreadful to the guilty soul."
But through I was far from any house to shelter me, I was
protected safely by him that is good to all.
In the evening I carne to brother Stark's. About nine o'clock
in the night it began again to thunder, lighten and rain: it
continued incessantly a11 night. The thunder was so pondrous
and loud that it frequently shook the house, and seemed to make
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the massy pillars of the earth tremble; sleep, frighted, forsook
our rolling eyes, and fear took hold on every limb; the red flash
and the loud clap seerned to come together and threaten the
death of every creature.
Saturday 23d.--When morning light appeared, the bellowing
branches and creek were seen to impetuously roll along the
swimming fence. In the afternoon the black and fearful clouds,
with their disrnal aspect, were blown off, and an universal
serenity ensued. O how like, thought I, the joyful and important
hour after destruction sweeps away impenitent and rebellious
man, and Christ gathers home his chosen to praise him in the
calm sunshine of eternal day.
At night I went with brother S. to his appointment. Some of
the branches of creeks were almost swimming; but we crossed
them without being swept off. But few people attended. He
invited me to speak; I did so, and found it was not in vain.
Sunday 24th.--! preached at Cane Ridge. I felt great peace
and happiness in my mind while I was speaking upon the great
love of God to sinners. I have reason to believe that many fell
resolved to seek him who died for them. At night I held
meeting at a private house. I had uncommon liberty in speaking.
Some mourned and cried; for they were seeking a risen Jesus,
and soid J'.1-'here
is he.? There were several who had the bodily
exercise in a powerful manner.
Monday 25th.--! spent in collecting passages of scripture on
the sub_1ect of what is called ATONEMENT.I compared them
together and found rnyself satisfied and established in a
doctrine very different from the almost universal received
opinion--! mean that of sotisfoctio11 to divi.11e J11stice t,y
the deoth of Christ.
Some men say that we, by the disobedience of Adam,
forfeited .. or lost all right and title to heaven; that we were
"under sentence of death, and the penalty of that broken law
must be paid, or the _justice of Godmust suffer reproach."
I first ask how we lost all right and title to heaven by
Adam's transgression? Did we ever loose a thing we never had?
And had we any right, or any title to heaven four thousand
years before we were born.
Can it be proven from scripture that Adam was to stctllo'
or f ol.l for me, or for any of his posterity?
Can it be proven
that he was to be good for me? and if he was not to be good
(that is obedient) for me, it cannot possibly be that I, a
helpless infant, am o sinner because he was a transgressor. If
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Adam \"i1 as to be obedient or disobedient for his posterity, they
were not only deprived of choice in his obedience or
disobedience, but they had inevitably to share of the curses or
blessings as they carne--consequent 1y if Adam was obedient,
all his posterity were to be blessed before they had done any
good! yea long before they were born. This is far from being the
gospel. The gospel says "every man shall be rewarded according
to his works." But again you tell me to look to the most
innocent of the hurnan race: there is discoverable a sinful
peevishness, a mortal depravity, which justly incurs the wrath
of o holy God. This you call o mork of the foll; an evidence thot
we are under the wrath of God by the disobedience of Adam. I
do not deny that the effects of sf.t1 is in the world, and that we
feel those effects by notural consequences_;but not by an
arbitrary i mputot ion.
There is no talk in the scripture about the foll of mtJh, that
we are fallen before we commit sin is denied. The child may
feel the effects of the f ether's extravagance; but cannot be
considered a sinner because his father is a sinner. A rich man
turns a beastly drunkard; he spends his living, and becomes
1
insolvent. His children f eel the effects; they are poor beggars;
they are dependant creatures, but they are not drunkards
because their fat her was a drunkard.
I do not deny but the effects and consequences of sill are
larnentable in the world; but that we in the loins of Adam, or in
our mother's womb, lost our right and tit le to heaven, is
utterly denied. For unless we are considered as sinners we are
.t1eirs of God. There are but two ways that we can be
considered sinners: by .ilnp,1tot fem or oct110! trollsgressfo.t1.
I have already shewn the inconsistency and unreasonableness of
imputing a bad man's dissipation to the innocent, unborn
children; but it is more than inconsistent to say the, that crime
which incurred the endless wrath of God should be imputed to
unborn posterity> who could neither hinder , nor be the cause of
the crime. Paul ploinly tells us that "sin is not imputed where
there is no law," and it is well known that children have no low
while in their inf oncy. Vou say, as sill is the prirnary cause of
deoth, why do children at all die if they are not sinners. This
is a mistake. Sill is not the primary couse of death. God said
to Adam, for dust thou art, and unto dust shalt thou return. You
will say this was after Adam transgressed. But Paul tells us
"thot the first man if of the earth, earthy;" and God said mlt of
it (the ground) Jf'ost tho11 t oke.t1.Now, unless it can be proven
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that the earth was made immortal (and the scripture no where
says it was) we must believe that Adam was created mortol,
and would have died had there been no such thing as sin in the
world.
If Adam was created immortal .. and not subject to
death.. he never could have been changed from that state, for
immortality cannot change no lose its essence.
Sin then is not the cause of deoth, and the innocent may die
as we 11as the gui 1ty. I am certain as to the second thing, that
no modest man will affirm that we could actually trangress the
1aw of God myriads of ages before we were born, and of course
were not eternally reprobated, neither had we lost our right and
title to heaven.
If it is the sentence you mean of eternal death (as you call
it) we are under the sentence of, you are wrong; "for the soul
that sinneth it shall die" (the second death) and none others, as
I have abundant1y proven.
The "penalty of that broken law must be paid," you say. I am
desirous to know what law you mean. Was it "the day thou
eatest thereof thou shalt surely die." Vou call that an "infinite
law," because it was given by on infinite being. Thot is vague
reasoning, for there is nothing infinite .. but God himself. And if
you soy the law given to Adam was infinite because it v-tos
given by an infinite being, you might as well argue that the
world and all things which are in it are infinite and eternal ..and
that sentirnent is atheism at once. People who say this law
was infinite and that Adam broke it, must tell us how a finite
creature could break infinity, or how man could break God.
Admitting the law was broken (which I em far from doing, for a
thing broken is weak and impotent) and the human family under
the sentence of death, I ask, without a rotJsom which is to
suffer .. the justice of God or the si11net? If the justice of God
was in jeopardy and devoted to some vindictive punishment, and
Christ came to die to save it from punishment, or from
suffering reproach, then it follows that sinners have no
interest in Christ's death. But it is evident that the sinner wos
to suffer unless a name should be given whereby he could be
saved. If then the sinner was to suffer, and not the justice of
God, the scripture speaks plain to the point: "Whot the law
could not do, in that it was weak through the flesh, Godsending
his own son in the likeness of sinful flesh and for sin
condernned sin in the flesh; and his son gave himself for us that
he might redeem us from all iniquity."
This leads me to
observe, that the death of Christ redeems, or atones us to God,
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and not from God, or from any of his attributes, such as his
justice_, &c. Again, if the justice of God required the death of
Christ, and Christ
died to answer its demands and
requirements_. justice can require nothing more; for justice can
never require a debt to be paid twice. I ask what demands
repentance of sinners? If cannot be the justice of God, for that
is cornpletely satisfied by the death of Christ. It cannot be the
mercy of God, for mercy extends pardon and remission, and the
same law that dernands and condemns, never can pardon and
forgive.
If the justice of God being satisfied cannot demand
repentance of sinners, and the love of God will not, it appears
that the worst of sinners are in the best situation, and in the
most immediate favor of God. For those who do too much are in
an imminent danger as those who do nothing. Then, upon this
scheme_. as it has been made appear, God cannot justly require
repentance of us; if we repent, or are sorry for sin, we do too
much, rnore than is required, and are thereby found guilty
before God, if there is any guilt found upon the scheme.
Vou may now ask, what did Christ die for?
I answer, Christ died to redeem us from all iniquity, and to
purify unto himself a peculiar people zealous of good works.
God so loved the world that he gove his only son, that
whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have
everlasting life. Christ humbled himself and became obedient
to death, even the death of the cross. We had gone astray; but
Christ hath also once suffered for sin, the just for the unjust,
to ltri11_gtis to Bod, being put to death in the flesh, but
quickened by the spirit.
To shame our sins he blushed in blood;
He closed his eyes to shew us God.
Let all the world fall down and know
That none but God such love could shew.
Now God has shewn his own character to us as it shines in
the face of ,Jesus; and he has done all for his vineyard that
could be done; he calls upon us to repent and be converted. God
has also made ,Jesus the object of faith; he has given us the
most incontestable evidence relative to it, and commands us
with all authority to believe in the Lord Jesus Christ, and
promises that we sha11be saved.
These things are written that ye might believe that Jesus is
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the Christ, the son of God, and that believing ye might have life
through his nome.-- John 20, 31.
Tuesday 26th.--At night I preached in the neighborhood.
Here the christians are much engaged in the service of God.
Before I dismissed my subject a wicked young woman began to
tremble under the power of God. A man who was sitting near to
her observed her exercise before I did, and began to talk to her.
She catched a coldness in her limbs and became helpless. When
she revived a little she cried in a most lamentable manner, and
preyed fervently for God to have mercy on her. The united
shouts of christians, and the crie s of mourners drowned my
voice. And I was happy to see that God was carrying on his
work in the manner that was most pleasing to himself.
Wednesday 27th.--At two o'clock I held meeting two rniles
off. We had a solemn time .
Thursday 28th. - -ln my way to my appointment, having an
invitation, I stopped at a wedding. The guests appeared to be
sober and very decent.
The person who solemnized the
marriage, afterwards sang a song which was pleasing to the
company. Some of the cornpany, who loved the house of
mourning better than the house of mirth .. came off to meeting
with me. Our congregation of worshippers was large and
attentive. After their dispersion, it was observed that many
who wept and cried were never known to be affected at
preaching before. In the neighborhood there are some baptists
and some presbyterians.
They are very bitter against the
christiens; but this evening we had many of them to hear us.
They appeared to be fed upon the sincere milk of the word.
Friday 29th .--At 2 o'clock, I held meeting 6 miles off . There
were but few attended. While I was preaching a message came
that one of the neighbors was dying, which disturbed the people
and broke up the meeting.
Saturday 30th.--Against 12 o'clock I finished reading Watt's
Glories of Christ. He argues that the sot1l of ,Jesus was in a
pre-existent
state long before his incarnation. He believes
that this soul is the first creation of God, and that this soul
was rich and highly exalted, and all the angels were commanded
to worship him_;and that it was this soul v·thich was made poor;
for, says he, the Godhead which dwelt in Jesus could not
become poor; for that was eternally,
essentially
and
independently rich, and beyond a possibility of being made poor.
Vet for our sakes he, the pre-e,,~·/stel"ft part of Jesus, became
poor, i.e. that high e~<altation which he had before the world
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was .. was humbled, or brought low, and made so poor that it
inhabited a body of clay. Jesus said the foxes have holes, and
the fowls of the air have nests; but the son of man hath no
where to lay his head. He was dispossessed of all his former
radiant glories, and was esteemed the carpenter's son; yet God
hath highly exalted him, &c. Suffice it, in this place, to say,
that I conceive this docthne to be insonsistent
and
unscriptural.
In the afternoon I rode over into the neighborhood of
Concord. I 1odged with brother Ha11. When I was at prayer in
the family two of them took the jirks. They appear to be in the
spirit and life of religion, and zeeilously affected in a good
cause.
Sundoy 31 st.--1 preached in Concord to a large congregation.
I thought I never saw a people more affected under the word of
God in my life. Here is the first I ever saw of the la11gl!l.tJg
e.,'s·ercise, so celled. A smile oftentimes is a natural effect of
approbation. But this laughing exercise may be heard at a great
distance. Not being acquainted with this exercise, you would
suppose that the subjects of it were making all the sport and
ridicule of the preaching and worship possible. But it is
obvious that, like the jirks, it is an involuntary exercise. The
most of the subjects of this work at the time are, I am
informed, extremely happy in the love of God. This day when I
saw the jirks, dancing, falling down, shouting and the laughing
exercise, all going on at once among the people, I thought of the
day of pel'}/ecost; for these are not drunken, as ye suppose,
seeing it is but the third hour of the day. "But this is that
which was spoken by the prophet Joel: And it shall come to pass
ii') the last days (saith God) I will pour out my spirit upon all
flesh, and your sons and your daughters shall prophesy, and your
young men sha11 see visions, and your o1d men shall dream
dreams; and on my servants, and on my hand maidens I will pour
out in those days of my spirit, and they shall prophesy." Though
this may oppeor to some like confusion and disorder, I know
that this is a joyful and glorious day to me. "Shout O! daughter
of Zion; behold thy king cometh; he is just and having
salvation."
Having an appointment fourteen miles back in the
neighborhood of Cane Ridge, I left the people shouting and
praising God. In going about four miles, a thunder storm
threatened me with wind and rain. I stopped in a house till it
passed over. I started again and in going 4 miles fart her,
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skirts over the whole hemisphere, eind seemed to portend
uni verseil destruction.
The wind wrii rl ed eind dashed the
sportive showers into my drowning f EJce. It eippeored theit the
lightning was without i ntermi ssi on, which i 11umi noted the
earth far beyond the transcendency of the sun at noon day. The
thunders roeired eis loud and dismal as though the heavens were
rolling together like a scroll. The timber was tall and thick ..
eind the wind lapping the tree tops together, the rain rushing in
mighty torrents from the spouting clouds, and poor me, far
from shelter of the sealed house, seemed to despair of my life.
Lord s-&ve rne or I perish.
Though several trees were
prostrated to the ground close around me, yet God spared me.
When I came to the appointment none geithered for meeting
because of the rain.
The family felt themselves much
disappointed because of the rain, and thought also that many
others were.
Monday_,April tst.--This morning brother .J Smith took his
leeive of me. This man has been a great politician, a great
commander in the revoluntionary and Indian wars, and one
of the first explorers of the Tennessee and Duck River
countries.
He has of 1ate detected the shttkers.: he has
developed their scheme, and shewn to the world that they are
"striking at the root of the tree of liberty." And he has
for- some time been a preacher of the gospel. And as he
was in his youth many years a prisoner omong the lndiflns and
became well acquainted with their language, he has of late been
several times to preach to the Indians. He has met with some
difficulty among them, and he has had some success. I conceive
him to be an eminent and useful man both in political and
re 1i gi ous affairs. He has now seen three score and ten
years; his head blooms for the grave, and it cannot be
tr,at the Western brethren will see the good old man much
longer; but I trust there is a crown of righteousness laid
up for riim, which the Lord, the righteous judge, will give him
at that day, as a reward for a11his chequered scenes of misery
and trouble which he has felt in this world. It is expected, that
as there has been a law enacted through his instrumentality_. in
the state of Ohio, against persuading to the life of celibacy
(\,vhich is the leading tenet of the sh&kers) that shortly there
will be another law enacted which will toke from the shakers
their children, which they are learning
to kill natural
affection.. and i ncul cat i ng pri nci p1es upon them which are
counter to the spirit of chri st i ani ty and to re 1i gi ous 1i berty.
4Ei

Tuesday 2d.--l tarried at this place till this evening, in
order that the people might have another opportunity to hear
t he beardless boy (as they calle,j me). At three o'clock a large
number attended. I f:lddresse,j thern on Deut. 32 . 2 .. 'Nith almost
uncornrnon 1i berty.
Y./hile I was speaking_. the power of the
highest overshadowed us. I ,jid not hear such bursts of shouts
and such diversity of bodily exercise as I have at ot her tirnes;
but it v•tf:ls v·teeping_,sighing ond groeming for redemption. The
hearts of the wicked were melted _. end the drooping revived.
"Thou O God, didst send a plentiful rain.. '•Nhereby thou didst
confirrn thine inheritance \1\1 hen it was weery. He shall corne
down like min upon the movm grass; as shov,,iers that wet.er the
eerth." This prospect animated rne, and ceused me to speak
beyond rny ability.
My voice shattered and became week end
feeble_: but not cml.tJti.n__q
lrJ!/ lite o'ettr to lr?e, I continued till
I became e~<hausted, and fell, deprived of strength. "This surely
was like one of the days; of the Son of Man." I trust that the
seed that wes sown this deiy wil 1 bring forth sorne thirty, sorne
sh1.ty, an,j some an hundred fold. V1henI was a little restored to
my strength . I had to start to my eppointrnent four miles off.
There I found a v·teiiting crowd of people. On my way I \Nas
troubled with grievous temptations.: temptations of a singuler
nature. ½'hen I rnet the people, my rnind was rnuch depressed. I
cou1d f h< my mind on no particular passage of scripture.
My
poor heart already felt hard, unaffected and full of unbelief.
Lord what is men? A few hours ago I tho't I never should feel
an!d rnore hardness of heart, but alv·tays swirn in the e~<tacyof
redeeming love. But nov-l I arn at a loss to know what to do,
especially I know not what to speak to this people. Lord what
shall I do? In the rnidst of my distress these words came to rny
recollection: "In that hour it sheill be given to you ¥lhf:lt ye shall
speak." With these words in rny mouth I rose to rny feet eis
though I could speak ·with liberty and boldness. But in a fe·w
rni nut.es t.hi s preciousness ·was taken away, and darkness
covered rny thoughts. And I quickly discovered that I spake to
the people 'Nith cold unbelief on my heart. I broke abruptly off
rny subject and began to pray. Others began to pray also .. and
the spirit of prayer was spreeid over the congregotion, till it
appeared that all God's people had turned prophets.
The
exercise, so called .. (Jumping, dancing and the jirks) seized the
peop1e, and awful povver ·was di sp 1t1yed before rny untie1i evi ng
eyes. The rnh<ing voices of happy christians were heard to
sound afar off. About two o'clock in the morning the people
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dispersed. Vorious were the exercises of my mind during this
tirne, t,ut chiefly in unbelief.
Wednesday 3d.--At night .. 1:1tbrother Henderson·s, in the
neighborhood of Cane Ridge, I held meeting. The evening was
lowry and threatened rain; but the neighbors attended with
freedom. The people were solemn and attentive.
Thursd eiy 4th.--ln the morning I started for Concord again.
But in coming near to a creek called Kingston, to my surprise I
heeird it was past fording. After some inquiry I was informed
that there was a bridge eight rniles downward .. which was more
than the distance out of my way to rny appointment. I started
for the bridge. I crossed it safely, and came through the town
which stands close by it celled Millersburg. I then had to go ten
mile s further, to get to the place which I set out for. Half after
2 o'clock I met the people at the pl ace appointed, looking ond
¥tailing for me. I had greot comfort and liberty in speaking to
them. Great joy seemed to run through all the brethren .. while
some mourned end lamented because of sin. At night a large
congregation met to hear the word of the Lord. I took the
cornrnemdof Jesus for the foundation of my discourse: "and say
the kingdom of God is come nigh unto you." The power of God
was rnarve11ous1y among the peop1e.
One young wornan
professed a"reclarnation from her sin. She shouted and sweetly
seng the redeemer's praise. She test Hied that the "son of man
hath power on earth to forgive sins." A shout of victory was
raised in the camp, which was heard afar off. Here the brethren
are forward and appear willing to take up their cross. When we
meet together, and any one seems sorry for sin, the brethren
will talk freely to them and pray for them. This night many of
the brethren sang, and preyed, and exhorted, end appeared as
though the spirit of God dictated for them. When we broke up I
had one mile to travel to my resting ploce. There were four
others in my company who were full of the love of God, and
much engoged in religion. In our way we ceased not to talk and
to tell of the wonderful goodness of God. About the time we
had entered a lane what the mud was deep and disagreeable, one
of the sisters was taken with the jirks, and being on her
creature I was dubious she would be ji.rked off, and be much
hurt, and perhaps killed; "but I erred .. not knowing the scripture
nor the power of God." She was soon jirked from her horse into
the rnud.. and she was dashed her full length from place to
place, while I stood gazing as one astonished out of mea::::ure.
By this time two more of the company took the Jirks also .. and
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were imrnediately
taken from their horses, and with
unaccountatile rapidity were dfJshed into the rnud. Here we
tfJrri ed on the ground an hour and three quarters. This v,1 fls a
time of deep reflection wilt·, rne., thinking what these things
rnee1nt. Vlill people who ere not wrought upon by pov·ter not
their own, roll and dash thernselves in the rnud, fJnd act as
though they would kill thernselves. I conf e::;s I never done so.,
nor, I believe, none ..Nill that could e1void it. While I was
pondering these things in my heart, ere I was aware, rny heart
rnade me like the chariots of Arninidab.: I found myself
svvallowed up in adoration, and giving glory to God.
When we came to brother Hall's, \1\1 e sang we prayed., and
reJoiced in a saviour's love till near rnorning light. I can truly
say that I never e~<perienced such a night.
Friday 5th.--At night I held rneeting a few rniles off, with a
large congregation. Being much fatigued and v•torn out .. I gave
but a short discourse; but rnany appeared to feel the work and
made a great noise. The rnernbers of society here are lively in
religion ..and very official in tirne of '•Norship.
The christian compemies in this settlement and about Cane
Ridge have been large; but within a fev•t years .. rnany of them ..
who held black people as slaves .. emancipated thern, and have
moved to the state of Ohio.
I will observe that the christians of these parts a.b/10.rthe
idea of s.ltwe.t:4~.and some of them have almost tho't that they
who hold to slavery cannot be a christian. What is it (says the
christian) that I have been contending for these several years?
V-lhat is it that I mostly desire?
It is a release frorn those tyrannical laws which favor kings
and oppress the subJects. It is a deliverance from priests and
priestly povver, and from those systerns ond trnnsoctions which
enslave the souls of rnen. In a word, nothing is more desirable
to rne than libert!d; that liberty which frees both ltol.1___~,
and
N"li.tJd This is the g.la.riot1s l.i./le.rty ol t/Je cllildren ol 600:·
and f.lS God of one b1ood made a1l the nations of the earth, and
there is no respecter of persons \'\1 ith God: if God rnakes rne..
who has a vvhite skin .. free from sin and all kind of grievous
bondage, and God delivers another .. having a black skin, and
brings him in to enjoy the si:nrie liberty--if
I take an advantage
of him, and bring hirn under the yoke of grievous servitude .. I
deprive him of that which I esteem as dear and precious a::;life_;
consequently if I toke frorn hirn his liberty, I take from hirn his
life .. by killing hirn •with the tedious round of thirty or forty
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years hard labor, and sometimes e~-<trernepoverty. It is alrnost.
universt1l1y adrnit.ted of leite that slavery is cruel in_iustice., and
sornetirnes they who t1drnit it .bold shn- es/ Surely such rnen
are condemned out of their ov·m rnouths; and if thine hee1rt
condernns thee, God is much gree1ter, eindknowetli all things. He
that knoweth his n1e1ster'swill and doeth it not, sha11be beaten
v·tith rm,ny stripes.
O! brethren., break the bands of the
eifflicted., e1ndlet tile O.P1-"ressedpc1lree.
:3aturdeiy 6th.--ln the morning I started for Fleming county.
It v..1 as raining rapidly when I started; it rained incessantly till
about 2 o'clock, so that I becarne 'Net e1ndcold. About this tirne
I came to a river called Licker. It we1svery full. Eight rnen
undertook to bring the boat to my side., t1nd after much toil,
labor and danger., they done so. I saw there was great danger in
crossing this river_; but I ventured into the boat, and about the
rni ddl e of the river a body of a tree, corning down .. struck the
boat eind caused it to dip woter. "/'le were carried down sorne
distonce below the londing place before we could get clear of
the log. The current v..1 as amazing swift and rapid, and the
e~<ertion of the hands corri ed the boat with such rapidity_,
trying to get quickly to shore .. struck a sturnp, port of v·thich
stood out of the water, that it split a plank off the boat and
cast one of the hands into the river . ond had it not been that we
1
were _iust running under the branches of a sycarnore tree v1
e
should have been put to the necessity of swimming_. or be
drowned; but we caught the branches of the tree end arrived at
the shore. 1r/hen I \•vas in this peril, no one can tell ho\'\1 my
trernbling heart palpitated for fear_; and rny joy was no less
inexpress;ible when I was landed on the shore with a spared
life. Leite in the evening I took up at one of the brethren·s
houses, and the family being 1:1nxi
ous for meeting, sent out and
collected a few of the neighbors. I spa•(e with but little
liberty, and the people appeared to be dull and unaffected.
Sunday 7th.--ln the morning I passed a srneill town called
Flerningsburg . The prest,yterians and rnethodists were to have
preaching in the place both at one hour .. within hearing of eeich
other. I had to pass on three miles further to rny appointment.
Lord how long will partyism Mflict poor Zion? O Lord! when
'•Nill the wolf dwell ·ttith the lamb .. and the leopard lie down
·with the kid, end the calf and the young lion and the fettling
together, and the little child lee1dthern?
1e think this reformation will take place in the beasts of
V1
the forest when Christ shall be king over all the earth_; t,ut
1
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when \"till the presbyterieins .. methodist .. baptists and the
various denornineitions, 1ay aside their di st i net ions end dwe 11
together in love? Happy are the people whose hearts t2re
prnpared for the glorious event that shall take pl6ce .. "for the
wotc:hrnon sholl see, eye to eye, when the Lord sholl bring ogoin
Zion."
I came to my appointment, and but few people met me.
This day I truly found that God was not confined to the large
congregeition; but is near to a11 them theit ca11 upon him. I
preached with sweet liberty, and neorly oll the people were
deeply affected. Some shouted flnd others cried, so that I could
not go through my discourse. Here I saw the power of God
marvellously displflyed in the exercise of the /irks: A young
woman was taken with this exercise, and was jirked from one
side of the house to the other .. a1most in the t winkling of an
eye. It was past the power of man to hold her .. for several tried
to do it., and failed. Sometimes she would be dashed to the
floor on her face, and sometimes the back of her head would
strike against the benches, the floor, and the wall. I saw that
some of the spectators were afroid that she would be jirked
into the fire; ond to hinder it some of them gathered round and
stood by the fire side. But in opposition to all their endeavors,
she was jirked with her head and shoulders into the midst of a
hot fire. I conjectured that certainly she would be burned to
death, as a witness to the power of the jirks: Observe, her
hair was jirked loose from her comb, and though her head fell
into the fire, the fire took no impression upon it. She was soon
taken out by the same power that she was thrown in, and so
much as the smell of fire was not upon her garments, or upon
her hoir. Not o mork of fire was seen upon her face. Three
hours was this subject under this uncontrolable power. I was
sometimes much frighted, thinking every minute that she would
be ki 11ed with sudden death.
But after this power was off her, she declared that she
received no hurt, only at the time when they tried to hold her.
At night the people came out and we held meeting in the same
pl ace. The brethren in this place are zealously engaged., and
appear to be much stirred up in their religious exercises.
Monday 8th.--l directed my course towards Cobbin creek, on
ot•1ioriver. In the evening I got out of my way_.arid was also
overtaken by a thunder gust. O! the bright streams of 1i ghtni ng!
how they gleamed across the path; and the tremendous thunder
bolts which alrnost shook the vault of heaven.. and rnade my
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heart palpitate v·liU-1 fear; but that almighty t,eing who
cornrnan,js the thunder t,olt v•there to sally forth, e1nddirects the
fierce lightning where to spend its rage_. protected rne e1ll
alone. Vv'hile the thunder was roering and the lightning fle1shing,
I \".1 e1swandering down bet ween two steep e1nddree1dful hi 11s,
\Nithout a path and without any mortal to guide me.. v•thile the
block
emd disrnal
cloud,
pregnant
with
destruction,
overshfJdowed me.
At length., about sun dovm, I struck upon a small path ·which
I kept ti 11I arrived at the house of one t1r. Bart 1ey. I found him
to be a rnan of religion, and one who was of my own way of
thinking.
He entertained me kindly, and I was glad to be
adrnit ted under a roof to shelter rne.
Tuesday 9th.--Mr. Bartley and his v..1 ife ·went with rne to my
appointment, on Cabbin creek. Here I preact·,ed with liberty and
success. Mr. Bartley's wife is not a professor of religion_; but
this day she received a deep conviction of her sins. She
mourned and wept and cried for mercy. Nearly the who 1e
congregation were greotly offected . There \".1 ere a le,rge number
all praying at once.
~;omewere longing for salvation,
Others shouted for f i nol glory;
O! 'Nhat b1essed transportation,
To hear their pleasing story.
At night we held rneeting at brother Thornson·s. Vv'ehad a
happy glorious time. The exercises of the people in this pleice
put rne in rernembrance of the acclamations which were raised
in the tri urnphant journey of ,.Jerusalem.
"And when he was come nigh, even now at the descent of the
Mount of Olives, the rnultitude of the disciples began to rejoice
ond praise God with a loud voice, for all the mighty works that
they had seen. Saying blessed be the king that cometh in the
name of the lord; peace in heaven, and glory in the
highest."--Luke 19, 37_.31:i.
Wednesday 1Oth.--1 preached four miles nigher- to the Ohio
river.
Many were dissolved in tears .. while others shouted
aloud.
Here I sa·N a person Jirked to her knees by a strange power.,
and could not get from thence for the space of half an hour. A
rnan tried to haul her av,,ay, but could not. Strange to see in
what rnanner sorne of those people are exercised. At night I
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held meeting on the ~;out11bank of the Ohio River ., not far f rom
Lirnestone, opposite to Manchester.
After preoching it weis observed thot the prejudice of two or
three tiigots was taken dov•mand carried off by the refreshing
shower frorn the presence of the Lord.
Thurs,jay 11th.--1 had e,nappointrnent on Eagle creek. In the
rnorning I requested a passage e,cross the river; but all in vain.
The river was rough and boisterous. In the evening the \•Vind
hushed his blowing geles, and the rnejesty of the river wes seen
in all the calrnness that adorns an agreeable temper.
I crossed this stream, and rnade on for Vv'estUnion, a town in
Ohio.
As I have no·w left the state of Kentucky, I shall rnake a few
genera1 observet ions on it, that the reader rnay have a better
knowledge of the face of the country, produce, .~c.
It is well known that the land of some parts of this state is
equal, if not superior, in fertility
to any in the known world.
There ewe greot bodies of level land lying in this steite, ~Nhich
produces hemp, corn, wheat, rye, flax .. &c. with roots and
vegetobles .. of various kinds .. in the greatest abundance.
V·/hen you would ride through this part of the country and
take notice of the growth of timber, and many prorninent
features of antiquity, such as shells, bones and artificial
mounts, you would strongly imagine that it hos long since been
inhabited. The remoi ns of forts and brick buildings have been
seen sorne feet from the surf ace of the ground. But the
conjectures have been v·tild and fruitless respecting the nation,
or people, who were the first dwellers of this place) or how . or
\"i1hen they ·were exterminated.
Mo one is left, or has ever been
known, to tel1 us of this wonderful circumste1nce.
In the first settling of these ports (by the Americans) the
ground v·tas overspreod with cane_.which was the rendezvous of
buffeloes .. elks) deer, ond other game. This was the cheap and
plentiful provision which kept the first enterprising emigrants
from starvation.
This v..1 as the ploce where the Indians of
different tribes would frequently meet to hunt and kill the
garne of the woods. It belonged to none of them .. neither did any
inhabit it. And there were so many wars .• and so much blood
shed by the Indians concerning this hunting ground.. that it was
generally known amongst them by the distinguishing name of
the blooo_'y londs:
This has now become f.l populous part of the United States;
many large and elegant brick buildings are seen to stand in
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different places_; large and numerous plantfltions are opened,
lying under a good state of cultivation, which, with its natural
grandeur and fertility,
conspire to make it the most deligl"itful
part of Arneri ca.
There is t1 cit!-! in the hetirt of these fertile 1tinds cti 11ed
·Le~dngton, which drav..,s the attention and trnff i c of t111the
country round about. I have been in it for near three rnonths,
and the industry eind econorny that ore corried on in it far
exceed any thing that I have before seen, or been acquainted
with, in tov•tns or cities. The mechanics are alrnost as sure and
industrious in their occupot ions, as the sun v·thorejoices to nm
his race in the firmament of heaven. The spirit of emulation is
almost discovered in the motion of the hammer.. the quick jirk
of the needle., and the continual running up and down the streets
at,out sorne kind of business. The rnerchants vvill rneet you at
the door_; they v·till invite you in_; they will , shew you their
cloths,
and verious
superfineries,
end with
all
the
cornplaisance of a rnen of their occupation they v•till furnish you
\"tith almost any thing you want, and ask you if there is any
thing more., or what is ne~<t.,&c . &c.
In this city there are
several manufeictories, but none to such perfection as the
spinning rnachine. It draws one hundred end sixty threads. The
raw cotton is put in flt one end and ·worked through its various
forms end courses., and comes out ready for spooling.
The ingenuity of mechanics goes on with great assiduity and
perfection, not only in this tov•m, but in various parts of this
state. The rich pro vision of nature., and the industry of the
inhabitants have made almost every thing plenty, cheap and
easy to be had. Here are salt works, iron works., lead works., &c.
v·thich make the heaviest and most inconvenient articles plenty,
v·lithout much e~<penseor toil. The country nrnkes a sufficiency
of brown sugar to serve the inhabitants., end coffee and other
eatable cornrnodit i es are a1rnost as cheap by the retail as any
·where in the uni on. \,y'estern navigation is convenient f rorn
various parts of this state. Kentuck!-1river is naviqable for
near six hundred miles, which is happy conveyance for large
boats to be loaded with corn, pork .. beef, wheat, &c. which are
genera11y ready sale at Nev·.'Orleans.
For a larqe distance all round Lexinqton this countrq is level
but rnuc:t-1
deprived of v,1 eter. And water .. 'fihere there are no
springs, is hard to be corne at _; for it is observed_.that there is
a solid, lirne::;tone rock which continues through the greatest
part of the state, which lies f rorn four to si ~<
feet f rorn the sur56
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f oce of the earth, and in some ~ilaces it oppeors naked on the
eeirth.
The soil is so loose and fertile .. theit in times of reiin it
becomes uncornrnonly muddy, ond sometimes in the winter
seeison the trnveller's horse sinks in mud to the rock. The
summer reinge for cattle and horses meikes a beautiful prospect.
A grass called litnltern·•elf
eind white clover .. is spread e1ll
over the rich lands, and forms a prospect like a well ordered
meodow.
The inhabitants of this state are friendly; but much inclined
to pride and di ssi pat ion. The manners and customs among
themselves are various and very different,
which make it
difficult
to treivel amongst them. The most aged of them are
emigrants from different, and some from foreign parts of the
world, and therefore, what might be pleasing eindacceptatile to
some, would be displeasing and disgustful to others.
The
younger and rising class have contracted manners peculiar to
themselves. When you meet them on the road, they pass you by
as though they were dumb and could not speak_.or as tho' you
were a blank in creation. (When I give a general description
there ore exceptions to be made.)
This may be looked over in the aged; but in the youth it is
despicable .. and deserves severe correction. But when you forrn
an acquaintance and become more intimate with them, you find
them open..hospite1ble friends ..and generolly warm republicans.
Friday 12th.--! started for Clear creek. When I had rode
about seven miles, I dismounted my horse and neglected to
hitch him, and he mode use of the advantage, and started to nm.
I endeavored to get before him, and in doing this he turned to
the end of the rood I had just came; I mode all the exert ions I
could to cotch him; but as there wos no house on the rood, I
failed in the attempt. I followed on till I came to West Union_.
where I started from, there I obtained my horse again. This day
I had a muddy desolate road to travel. I passed through a large
body of poor, white oak, swarnpy land. Night overtook me at
Newmarket (a sma11 town) the first buildings I had passed
during the day. But I had to pass on fifteen miles further.
About one hour in the night I came into as bad a piece of rood as
could possibly be travelled. Sometimes my horse would almost
stick fost in the mud, and sornetimes I thought my eyes would
be torn out with the limbs e1ndbrush which severely lashed rny
feice. Being so dork, I was sometimes in the poth, and then out
of it, and thus I ¥tandered and groped along t il 1 l 1 o·clock ..
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about which tirne I cfJme to Hillsborough (fJ town in Highlond
county). I fJsked for entertoinment--the
man was a quaker. He
directed rne to the tavern. I insisted to tarry with him. He at
last grnnted it. He used rne well .. and charged me nothing. He
shall not lose his rev·lard.
::;aturday 13th.--! went on to brother G. 'w'ilson·s.. on Clear
creek.
Sunday 14th.--A large congregation rnet according to
appointrnent. There v•rnre people of different persuasions here ..
and all of thern appeeired to be more or less affected, end were
satisfied with saying: "lt W'-9S g{}ctd lo.r tls tc, ,_l-te
/Jere. "
At night the people returned, and we had a comfortable meeting .
The people in these parts are not affected with the bodily
exercises of the j irks and dancing, e~c.But the re 1i gi ous part
appear to be earnestly engaged in their profession, and many of
those who do not profess religion, are seriously enquiring
" .,·v/Jet s.bel.l J·Ve d{} /{} be seved.✓-=-" The brethren who call
themselves cl'l.ristiol?&-are by others in these parts called lJe .,~1•·
ligltl s. Any thing I find wi 11do arnong secteri ans but the narne
c/J.ris t /'-9/J.
Monday 15th and Tuesday 16th.--! rested my horse and
employed rnyself in reading the wonj of s-alvation. On Tuesday
1
night I preached in Hil 1sborough, on Isa. 1, 2. There v1
as o 1arge
congregation, ond I felt great liberty in APeaking to thern.
Nurnbers were deeply affected .. and the whole audience paid
great attention.
Some few presbyterians live in these parts;
but they do not subscribe enough to their hireling priest to
plet1se him_; t1nd sorne of them observe, tt·,at they believe .. as
they con get better pret1ching without money t1ndwithout price ..
tht1t they wi 11 entire 1y withdraw their pit lance.
Some
rnethodi sts live about here. There is t1 1oct11pret1cher living
net1r to this town. He is a friendly, useful .. godly man; he
associt1tes •with the christians, and frequently preaches for
them; but sorne of his ov•m society, of lote .. have st1id they are
afraid he ~Nill give them the s-.lip.
V·lednesday 17th. --At night I preached at brother \"iilson's.
~;orneof my hearers ·were apparently affected . Three or four
t1ppear to be under deep concern for their salvation. It appears
as though there will be revival in this place.
Thursday 18th.--! ·was to preach at Gipson·s a few rniles off.
'•/\"henI carne to the place .. I heard that the rnedhodists were to /
have rneeting one mile off. As their t1ppointment \•Vasprior to
mine, I proposed to go to their meeting. Some consented to go
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vvith rne.,and others said they ·would tarry till we would return.
The rnan preeched with animation eind judgment. His te>1.twas
Rom. 9 .. 32. His subject wes chiefly rnede up of observetions
upon lei t1.~ He is precisely in the same understanding of the
subject thet the christians are_;but contrary to ·tttrnt sorne of
the rnethodists believe. He disrnissed his subject and geve out
my appointment; and he and the most of his congregation came
to my eppointrnent. I then asked him if the methodists were
pleased 'Nith his understanding of the subject of faith? He told
rne they were not; but that he stuck to 'w'esley and Fletcher's
opinion., and the most of his brethren had swerved from \¥hat
they had started upon. True., said 1.,and that is not the onl!J
point, but in government., and rnany other particulars, they had
left \'\1esley, and scripture too. He grnnted it.
½'hen we carne to rny rneeting_. I preached •with liberty and
union in rny heart. The people of God wept and rejoiced, and
seemed to be much united together in love.
Friday 19th.--! started for the Ohio river again.
Though I have not designed that these pages should hold all
the various exercises of rny mind; yet I think, as there wos
sornething so singular peissed with me this day_,that it will not
be amiss to give a true end candid relation of it. This day I was
travelling a long and solitary road, and I entered into deep
meditations eibout many tt1ings. And fineilly I seriously enquired
.bt.n·vthe devil becoroe o devil.? I thought much upon the old
received opinion--that
he was once em ttllg'el ttl .l/g/Jt, and
probably one of the highest order. But I reasoned, if he was
once an tt.tlgel ol .l.igl>t, and perhaps one of the highest order,
the highest created celestial being was peaceable, and of
course was not in e, secure state.
Again, I wondered hov•,1sin could introduce itself into the
breast of a pure., perfect .. celestial and sinless glorified spirit.,
who was ever in the beatific presence of an undefiled God. I
eilso thought that if sin affected the breast of this angel, or
eingels, while in heaven.. and caused them to rebel eigainst their
creator; and this rebellion was of such a nature that the
Almighty banished them into an endless and irretrievable .hell,
that it rnust a1so affect the habitation of heaven in a similar
rnanner to what it done to our earth, when introduced in it. This
I found would make a hell of heaven, and I did not knov•t what to
think. I endeavored to recollect if there v•tere einy passages of
scripture that favored this doctrine. These i rnmediate 1y came
into rny mind: "And the angels which kept not their first estate,
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but left their own habitation, he hath reserved in everlasting
chains under dorkness unto the judgment of the greot
day."--~lude 6.
"How ort thou fallen from Heaven, 0 Lucifer son of the
morning! How art thou cut down to the ground, which didst
weoken the nations; for thou hast soi d in thine heart, I wi 11
ascend into heaven.. I wi 11 exalt my throne above the stars of
God, I will set upon the mount of the congregation, in the sides
of the north: I will ascend above the height of the clouds, I will
be like the most high. Vet thou shalt be brought down to hell, to
thesidesofthepit"--lsa.14,
12, 13, 14. This brought me back
to think if these passages alluded to the Devil while in his
exalted state of bliss, how could it then be possible for him to
sinP I then thought of these w·ords:
Down_.headlong, from their native skies,
The rebel angels fell;
And thunder bolts of flaming wrath
Pursu'd them deep to hell.
But I thought where there is no law there is no
transgression,
and there
is
no sin
n··itllot/t
tilt
transgression
of tile Jon·: And how a pure spirit_, the
immediate emanotion of God himself, could hove o low .. or what
kind of law could be given was utterly beyond my reach to
comprehend. Then I begon to think upon the context of those
quotations, and I was reody to conclude thot the writers were
not speoking of the devil; therefore these places had no allusion
to him. The one (thought I) in Jude, alluded to U-1e.rnon of sin_.
or those who speike greot swelling words. And the one in Isa.
was speaking of the king of Bobylon. For, thought 1.• if the devil
was in heaven, how, with propriety, could he say / .l'l''ili
oscend into IJeovenP--1 J'l''ill os-cend above the heightti
of the c-Jo11ds-?--whenhe weis already in heaven, and f eir eibove
the heights of the clouds? Then I was at a loss to know where
the devil came from? But I thought there was so much business
for the devil that we could not do without him; but, thought I,
probeibly there is no such being. Thus I found myself drowning
in this maze of thought, and in trying to get out .. I plunged
myself into a deeper sea of difficulty.--!
wonted to know J'l''hert
I J-J-'OS-.m...
~,1s-elf.:'? J•J·~'°lethert1~~1 e.,~•fstence H'ers reoi 01
illlO§ilUtl}'.:'? t.."'f!ldJ'J•'t1otn•·o,110·
lteCOl'l'Je{;t/ llle ofter deot.lJ_,;
Thus I stopped rny home eis being on the regions of despair. I
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was then too far gone to recollect the goodness of God to rne in
f orrner ti mes. I could not so much as once think upon what
great things God had done for rne. I found rnyse1f getting
miserable, as though the flames of fire were kindling upon me.
I thought I saw, and sensibly felt myself sinking into all the
t,arrc,rs of tire ltloci:ness of dorkness/
I began to cry and
roar as though I was given over to the tormentors.
But a
thought struck me to cry once more to him that is mighty to
save; ond I cried out with o loud voice "Lord seive me or I om
damned, or gone forever!"
And immediately these precious
words sounded to my understanding, "thy God, whom thou
servest continuolly, is able to deliver thee." These words
revived me, and I saw myself as brought again from dorkness to
a gleEim of light or hope. I now found myself possessed of my
reason again; but oll my painful feelings and horrible prospects
hEidnot 1ef t me. I now began to think of the dreadful state I
just was in. I considered it was a great mercy in God that he
prevented me from taking my life, though I hod no temptotion to
do it. I then reco 11ected of rny pen knife being in my pocket and
cast it a distance into the woods.
After this I was severely tempted to think that of all men I
was the most wicked. That I should be afraid of myself; that
my life was not safe in my own hands. I then stopped my horse ..
agoin considering how I should destroy myself.: for I concluded
that I was not fit to live fJny longer. I could think of no other
way but to go back and seek my knife. I started . but before I
heid gone for my mind was fi11ed with such dreadful horror and
fearful apprehensions of death thot I stopped, ond while
pondering upon my miserable condition, I thought of these
words, "Ve ore dead, ond your life is hid with Christ in God." I
at once thought that God had taken me from the vanities,
pleasures and glory of this life, and had cn1ciffed me to tile
n-·orlc.~ond preserved me in Christ ,Jesus to wonder up ond down
the e1:1rthto preach his gospel till it would please him to take
me away. I then no longer had a desire to make an end of my
life; but had a heart to pray to God to sove me, and be with me
that I might be useful in the great work which I thought he heid
laid out for me. I thus turned back again and \•vent to my horse
and rode on my way. But during the evening I was more or Jess
buHeted t,y the messenger of seitan. This evening at 5 o'clock I
had an appointrnent at 't/est Union. The people collected for
preoching . But rny mind was not fu11y delivered frorn those
gri evou~; temptations.•
and being much confused and
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ernbarrassed, I felt rnuch indisposed to preach.
I endeavored to exhibit a few things upon Sam. 12.. 24. And
though I undertook to speak upon the goodness of God.. I was
tempted to think that I hod never felt it .. ond all I said was
f rorn superf i ci a1 knowledge, and not from heart felt experience.
After meeting, e, person in company privately observed that
there was something the rnetter ¥tith the man (mee1ning rne).
True .. but I tried to cover it as much e1spossible. This night I
slept but little, and e1boutday ligM I e1roseeind took ei we1lk to
view the firmament and the vast works of God; and while I we1s
we1lking up and down the street .. mourning in my mind as one
ce1stout from God, the merry birds bege1nto raise tr1eir songs of
prnise e1ll round me in the edjecent woods, which were just
putting out their green. I stopped.: I lent en ear, e1ndtheir
rnixing notes sent forth such sweet music that I thought surely
this is ei genera1 song of prni se to the e1uthor of a11good. What,
says 1.• do you praise him for? \t./ere you ever sunk in sin .. woe,
wretchedness and misery, and now redeemed from that
deplorable ste1te? Did ever the heavens open in compassion to
you eind send the son of God to bhng you out of darkness and
unloose your dumb tongues to sing forth his praise so
melodiously?
... No. But what had been done for me? All that
could be done. God sent his son to redeem me from iniquity, the
news were published for me_;"For unto you is born this day, in
the city of David, a Saviour, which is Christ the Lord." The Lord
has done great things for rne, whereof I am gleid. Thought I, if
any creature on earth ought to praise God it is me. Now rny
mind begen to rise, and by this time the sun began to rise and
shine upon the tops of the high trees; no cloud to be seen above..
but a11 the vi si b1e creation seemed to present the most
bee1utif ul and glorious prospect that my eyes had ever seen.
Now I was so ravished with the appearance of outward things,
and with the peace and happiness that flowed into my mind ..
that I burst out in singing a song, and wa 1ked towards the house
from whence I came out. These were my \•vords,
"When we are rais'd from deep distress
Our God deserves a song;
We take the pat tern of our praise
From Hezekiah's tongue."
carne into the house, and while the family were rising,
with all the raptures of redeeming love glO\•ving in my breast .. I
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"I '11praise the Lord both night and day_.
From house to house I'll go and preiy,
And if I meet one on the \A,1 e1!-I,
...
I'll always find some ·word to say
About this heeivenl!-1
... t1nio.t.~
I ·wonder v1hy old saints don't sing_,
And preiise the Lord upon the wing,
And make the heavenly arches ring
't/ith loud Hosannahs to their king,
\".''hosav'd their souls frorn nlin"
We had a happy time together.
This is Saturday 2Oth.--After
breakfast I went on and
preached at Eagle creek. Here I saw the goodness of God
displayed in the re,jemption of one soul .. the conviction of two
others, and in trnppyfying God's people. Surely this was a
sweet, glorious time to me ond to rnony others that were here.
After preaching I v'lent on ond was overtaken in ei violent
thunder storrn .. on the bank of the Ohio river. A fierce fleish of
lightning and loud clap of thunder scared my horse and caused
him to throw me off him; but it happened not to hurt me much.
In the fastest of the rain I came to a little cabin ond took
shelter. Late in the evening I crossed the river and carne over
to old sister Y'lilson·s, \¥ho infonned me, that for the soke of
her sick daughter in law, my rneet i ng was appointed at her
house. Accordingly I went to the sick womon's house; a
mournful sight indeed!
A woman who had lived in sin and vonity oll her life .. now
upon the verge of en eternol world. Her aweikened conscience
was preying upon her gunty soul (as she e~<pressedherse 1f)
which caused her to utter doleful cries ond lornentations. Her
dear little ones weeping round her bed, loath to let her go, and
her friends crying out--pray for her 1 rnade the circumstances
solemn. After the fervent engagedness in prayer and a little
silence ensued, I endeavored to hold up ,.Jesus Christ to the
penitent, frorn these words: "He that believeth on me, though he
were dead yet shall he live."
The work of God broke out afresh among the people. The
shouts and acclarnations and exercises of the people were truly
wonderful. It was told me thet the sick woman took comfort to
her soul frorn that time.: but nov•t whether she is in the church
bel0V'f.,or in the church above is unknown to me.
1
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Sunday 21 st.--At Cabbin creek I rnet a large audience.
People who had long been acquflinted with a great ·work of God
told rne that this day e~~ceededany thing they had seen for rnany
years. Sinners 'Nho hfJd hfJrdened their hearts and resisted the
Holy Ghost., thro' the late revival (so ceilled) this dfJy came to
their knees eind cried aloud to God to hove mercy upon them. I
suppose there were not less them fifty saints fJnd sinners all
prnying together eit once.
One old man in particular, who had been remarkable for his
opposition to the v·tork of God, was this deiy shewn the error of
his ¥lay, and was e~-:ercised in a very singular rnanner. He
imrnediately prayed to be filled \¥ith that spirit of enthusiasm
(as he had called it) which he had so long rediculed. At night
'Ne held rneeti ng again in the same pl ace. The work still
increased. Such si nQular and curious e~<ercise amonQthe peop1e
ternpted me to think that some of it was enthusiasm. Sorne
dcmced as perfect as though they "Nere dancing after the fiddle.
The!d would cross their feel and humor the tune which \"i1 as
singing, most nicely. But a rule that I would uniformly follow,
is not to _iudge or condemn a thing I do not understand. Vve
continued together, singing , praying_.e~<horti ng and shouting, &c.
till near day light.
Monday 22d.--l felt very unwell, though I had to ride fifteen
mil es, across the river Ohio again.
At night I had an appointrnent on the N. 'w'.side of the river;
but ·was so unwell that I could not preach to the people. A
brother preacher f rorn Kentucky preached to them . The ·words
he spake upon were these: "count it _ioy when you fall into
divers temptations." In the course of his sub_iect he mentioned
the rnany temptations the child of God would rneet with, ond
among thern he said some were "tempted to toke their own
life_," but they must not despair under these temptations, but
"count them all Joy." While he was thus speaking, I brought to
my recollection the late e~<ercises of my own mind_.how near
this was the case •with rne. But I wondered how he should touch
rny case so well_; for I had inf orrned no person of these things.
It appeared as though God designed this to be fresh comfort
to rne_;for irnrnediotely these scriptures ran through my rnind_;
"in all this ,Job sinned not." And "blessed is the man thot
endureth temptation; for ' I-then he is tried he shall receive the
crown of life ." "Blessed is he that overcorneth_;for I ·will be his
God, and he sha11be myson."
Tuesday 23d.--This morning I feel much refreshed and re~
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vived in body eind rnind. This deiy I preached flt Eeigle creek
eigeiin. Brother Hughs ( the preeicher that was with me) and I tied
our horses together, and as they were considerobly wild, we
tied them (as he thought) securely; but near the conclusion of
my discourse our horses ec,me running by the meeting house.,
much frighted _, and we were under much trouble before we could
get them again. I wos led to believe thot they were untied find
frighted off intentionally by some of our opposers.
This evening I came to West Union, and found a decent, well
behoved congregotion, met to hear pre6ching.
I spake upon these words: "Abrahom rejoiced to see my day_,
ond he sow it and was glad." I observed that ,Jesus spake these
words; but theit he did not soy nor mean from them tt,at he was
the eternal God, or that Abraham saw him in real existence_; but
that it was the word of promise which was spoken to Abraham
concerning Christ, and the greflt salvation that should be
offered to the gentiles in his name, which he (Abraham)
desired to see, and saw it and was glad, when God said unto
lhim "that in blessing I will bless thee_,and in multiplying I
wi11 multiply thy seed as the stars of heaven and as the sand
which is upon the sea shore; and thy seed shall possess the gate
of his enemies. And in thy seed sha11 a11 the notions of the
earth be b1essed." --Gen. 22, 17, 18. As the poet saith .,
"This is the light prepared to shine
Upon our Gentile lands;
Thine Israel's glory and their hope,
To break their slavish bands."
I sha11say no more upon the subject in this p1ace.•because it
wi11 be more fully elucidated when I notice some things which I
have a1ready promised.
As the brethren who I am in connection with are about here
called ken·· L /ght s, I have been called the nen·· light preacher. This evening I observed that this (this word of promise)
was not new light; for it has been every since Abraham's day,
and whether it is old light or nen·· light it is a good and ei
great light. T~1is is the true light that lighteth every man that
cometh into the world. In him was life, and the life weis the
light of men. This is the light that the prophets rejoiced and
went to heaven in.
After the people dispersed_, a presbyterian., who had
forrnerly been o clergyman, talked with me upon the doctrine
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which I had de1i vered. He told rne ttrnt I had denied that .Jesus
·wasthe Alrnigt·,ty God and creator of all things. I tol,j hirn that
I repeated U-,escripture eis it stood respecting Christ; and the
scripture no where seiid he wes the creotor_. but that he \"tas the
sa.tl al 6'ao.' He argued strongly in favor at" the t1da_r._9b/e
t.r.i..~~ft_~•~
as he pleased to phrase it. I told hirn that the phrase
WfjS not in the bible_;therefore I 11ad
no right to t,elieve in ony
such heathen doctrine . This doctrine_.sflid I, was invented by fln
African called St. Augustine; but he was more like a devil than
a s-o.ilJt_,end his doctrine is more 1i ke himself them eny thing
that we can find in scripture. This rnan kindled into en angry
passion. I told him not to sin, and in a little time he cooled off.
And after our conversation ended, he bid rne Godspeed_.and ·we
parted in love.
\~1ednesday 24th.--! \"lent to Brush creek, and held meeting
~Nitha few well behaved people. The christians appearedto be
the exce11ent of the earth. Godv·rnsi'.'lmong
us of eitruth, and \"le
were rnade excellently heippy with Ms love. Tv·lo v..1 ere
convicted i'.'lndcried for rnercy.
Thursdey 25th. -- I went some di stiJnce up the creek. The 1and
is fertile iJt1dlevel here. Springs of water are plenty. Farrns
are opening, end young orcherds are grovving. The little
rnea,jov•tsup and dovv'nthe branches and creeks e-n-egreen and
beautiful. I discover that all this land would make excellent
rneadow. The people appear to be very industrious and frugal.
Near the head of this stream I held rneeting. The people in
these parts come five and sh~ rnlles to night meeting. A large
number attended this night, and many of them eippeeiredto feel
the power of truth. I believe there eire but two who are under
the e~<erci
se of the _/irks-in these parts. The people ere not so
singularly and pov..1 erfully exercised as in Kentucky_:but they
v,1 eep_,and cry, and seern sensible of their lost condition, e1nd
the brethren shew their zeal by singing, praying and e~-<horting
each other, one by one.
Friday 26th.--! ¥tent to a creek called Sun Fish. The people
here sca1-celyever hear any preaching. They appearedhard and
1
impenitent. I v1
ould preach and some of thern would laugh. I
kept on, and they got to sv·1earing. Some swore I preached
pretty well_.and some s,·vore that I did not.
The land that I came through this morning Vv'asgenerally
very good. A great many large creib orchards are seen in
different pl aces about here.
The tirnber is large--v·thite oak, 'Nalnut emd sorne poplar.
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The lond thot hos ony improvement here_.sells for three to t"ive
dollors an acre.
After meeting I had to ride twelve miles to on appointment

that I had_,whict1WEIS to be at candlelight.
The lond in this ofternoon·s ride oppeors to be tolerable
good; but much broken with hi 11s ond divided by ridges. This
evening, os I was rising one of those ridges, at the head of a
len-ge branch, I ht1d o great discovery of the beauties of
creot i on- -The leaves putting out their green--the sun just
shining f ointly over the hills, the dogwood putting out their
bloom, which decoroted the woods with o h6lf white. The
volley echoed wiU-1the thrilling anthems of distant birds, while
those over my head cht1rmed me into o silent pause. Thought 1.•
your notes delight the weary traveller, and welcome him this
way.
I described the cooling vallies and running waters with
rising hills.
Ah! thought I, you are the pleasant land of an
enlightened ond highly fflvored people. A few years ago you
were a wild desert; only once in a while your hollows echoed
with the fearful yells of sovages, ond the dreadful roar of wild
beasts. But the scene has altered, and shall still alter . In a
few years more your fertile soil sha11 be we 11 improved and
appear in handsome situations, while the gallant sons of the
west inhabit your borders and enjoy your blessings. When I
come to rny appointment I found myself in a valley, up and down
which were but four fomilies . They all turned out to meeting,
with others from distant neighborhoods. I was so extremely
fatigued that I sat down and taught the people. I sow 6
gracious appearance--some mourned, and cried for mercy_.and
lamented their need of o Saviour. There ore but few people
about here, thinly scattered about here and there_; but there are
some children of God omongst them.
These people hove
scarcely ever been visited by a preacher before . They ore
almost like lost and scattered sheep without o shepherd. The
hireling_, whose own the sheep are not, hos never left his salary
to seek among these hills to instruct these precious souls into
the way of life. O! ye idle shepherds, I need not ask how you can
atiide ot home while souls are perishing? It is your money, your
comf ortotile houses and your soft tieds; but I will ask you how
will you stand when the blood of thousands shall be laid upon
you? "Behold I will smite mine hand at thy dishonest gain
which thou hast made, and at thy tilood which hath been in the
midst of thee. Con thine heart endure, or con thine hcrnds tie
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strong in the days that I shall deal \Nitti thee'? I.•the Lord, have
spoken it.• and wil 1 do it."
Saturday 27th.--! rode 20 rniles to Clear creek. After riding
about seven rniles, I got out of the hills and carne into a more
fer-tile and level part. The timber is rnostly large white oeik
interspersed \"i1 ith dogwood. The nature of tr1is land is well
adapted.. I arn told, to the nature of v·theat.. and wi 11send forth
e~<cellent grass. These parts are tolerably well \"teitered with
creeks, branches and excellent springs. At night I held meeting
at brother ,.J.Kirkpatrick's (a preacher of the christian church).
I fell rnyseH much engaged.. and had the happiness to see God's
people rnuch united. The presbyterians and methodists are
f ri endl y in these parts.
!:;unday 2cith.--l preached at the meeting house in the place ..
v•thich belongs to the christian church. The people frorn a great
distance attended. There was an outcry of two souls for mercy,
one of which, after a short but a severe struggle with the peings
of conviction was brought f rorn darkness to rnarve 11ous light.
Being delivered from the power of darkness e1ndtranslated into
the kingdorn of the son of God, in whom she found redemption
through his blood .. even the forgiveness of sins. She professed
to love her Saviour •with her whole heart and bursted out in
praises to hirn ·who had done such great things for her. She now
declared she chose rather to suffer affliction with the people
of God than to enjoy the pleasure of sin for a season. This
meeting closed with melting showers of grace. Some went off
shouting and praising God--some singing tt·1esong of the lamb ..
and some enquiring v·theit shall I do to be seived--whil e they
wept and rnourned bitterly beceiuse of sin. At night I ogain
preached at Hillsborough.
The court house was filled with
attentive hearers. This night the work of God broke out in a
more glorious manner. There were rnany under deep distress of
mind. There were many \Vho said pray for me. I prayed with
them and exhorted them till I was exhausted. Then ott1ers
exhorted.. prayed and sang with the rnourners in Zion ti 11
midnight. I verily think some of thern were enlightened ond
tasted of the heavenly gift . and were made partakers of the
Ho1y Ghost, and te,sted of the good word of God, e,ndthe powers
of the world to come. Others resolved to persevere in seeking
the Lord until they found him . The people about here appear to
be remarkably civil and friendly_, and many of thern are now in o
good ·way to get religion. There appears to be a great reform
amongst thern, and if preachers of different denornineitions do
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not quench the work by teilking ogeiinst heartfelt religion, or by
surfeiting their minds with veiin opinions, I heive a greeit
e~<pectotion that many wi 11 be brought to the knowledge of the
truth.
t1ondoy 29th. --1 started for the Scioto country. This day I
trovelled through some beeiutiful level and fertile bodies of
land. I crossed North Point (a creek) low down, where it is a
beautiful land for feirming os con be desired. The growth of the
ti rnber here is wo 1nut .. pop1or .. buckeye, sugar tree, hockberry,
&c. which are all indicative of the best of land. But one thing I
noticed was the creek overflowed a quarter of a mile each side
of its banks, in times of high water.
This evening I passed a few small plantations which have
letely been opened, on them I sow young but flourishing peach
orchards. They are now in bloom, which together with the
numerous quantity of singing birds in the surrounding woods,
eind the block furrow just turned up by the rustic husbandman,
makes a delightful scene. This night I lodged twelve miles
west of Chillicothe, where there are several forms, in young,
but handsome improvements.
Tuesday 30th.--ln the morning I passed the old Indian town.
This place appears like it has long been cultivated. It lies on a
small creek. The prospect is about two rniles long and a half
mile in breadth, with scarcely ei shrub upon it, of the most rich
and fertile soil admirably suited to the production of wheat and
other small grain. It is a beautiful sight, with a few small
farms now upon it. As I came nearer Chillicothe, the land was
still better. The inhobitants here oppear as though they live in
a decent and plentiful manner. Six miles to the N. of this town,
ot one o'clock, I held meeting. The professors obout here are
mostly methodists. They treated me with unexpected kindness;
for one of them let me preoch in his house. The neighbors
generally ottended the appointment. Some of them appeored to
be very happy, and others seemed desirous to get religion; for
they confessed that they were without God, and without hope in
the world. After meeting I went on six miles further to an
oppointment made for rne with a preacher of the methodist
connection.
The young man gave a discourse which had some gross
inconsistencies in it. One, for instance--he said "a soul in a
carnal and unregenerated state has no more ability to seek the
Lord than fl stone has to rise and walk." If we cannot seek the
Lord.. he has leiid grievous burthens which we cannot carry, and
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will domn us if we do not; for he ho~;c:ornmeindedus to re_pertl,
to believe, to toJ:e tip ot1r cross tll'ld f ollon•·1>itll. n·11sis
spoken to us while c:ornol--sold under sin--if we htwe no power
or obility to do these things, we will be damned without a
cause, and God will be found a hard master.
After he closed_, I spake to the people. As I am not fond of
public controversy, I let his inconsistencies
alone and
endeavored to preach the gospel of peace. It was a happy time
to mony present.
Wednesday, May lst.--I
had to go several miles to my
appointment, which was high up on North Paint. In the morning
before I started, the young preacher and I had some litigation
about the new 1i ght church. He to 1d one of the company that he
never heard a new light preoch before. I reproved him for
calling me a new light. I told him that was not only a nick
name_.but a ridiculous one for a member of Christ to be
reproached with, and one which I entirely disowned. I said that
there was no more propriety in it them in the name methodist,
and o member of Christ hos no more business with these names
than the 1andl ady has to bear the name of her servant. You (said
he) called me a methodist, and you say it is an equal reproach
with thot of new 11ght. The difference (said I) lies here--you
call yourself a methodist, and seems to glory in the name much
more them in the name of Christ; I disown and entirely reject
the narne of new light, and while this is the case_,I may esteem
it a reproach for Christ's sake.
In the morning's travel I first went through a body of land
which is called the borre11s. This kind of lond is surprisingly
level and flat, with standing water in many places. Its growth
is small white oak, thinly scattered over it. Here you may see
the distance of miles without the intervention of the smallest
hi 11,for there is nothing of the kind here. This is the best of
range for cattle throughout the summer. Though this kind of
lemd is called ltorren, I om told it will produce from thirty to
f orly bushels of corn, and more of wheat to the acre. When I
came near the creek, I was ostonished at the sight of the
proiries.
Miles up and down the stream, and a long distance on each
side, the prospect presents itself without the srnollest stick of
timber upon it, clothed like an extensive meadow with gross
and flowers. I am told that this is the richest kind of land. It
wi 11 bring forth wheat to almost an incredible increose, and
corn occordingly.
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I held meeting on this creek wi t h a few very zea1ous
chri st i ans. The most of the professors in these parts take the
christi an nome; but by others they ore colled new lights. The
people appear to be much engaged in religion. What is called
the e;~·erciseis powerful among these people.
"Now love unites the children and tears aways the bars;
They lay oside their weapons, and ceose frorn strife and wars.
All with united voices--oll join with one accord,
Ascribing free salvation and glory to their lord.
The beoms of truth reveoled prevodes the sinner's heart;
Aghast they fall and tremble, as pierced with a dart.
Their earnest cries for mercy sound through the parting skies.:
The gracious Saviour heors them ond smiling bids them rise."
This day wos like one of the days of the son of mon. O! what
glorious manifesteitions
of the reign of the king of
righteousness!
The people in these parts appear as though their whole
minds and bodies were engaged in a good cause.
And what is more like the work of God in the heart than to
see the aged and the young singing, praying and exhorting one
another. Here many of the dear little children, from ten to
fifteen years of age, are telling and singing the wonders of
redeeming love.
At night I held meeting at the same place. About the time I
expected we would disperse, the work of God broke out in a
more miraclous manner. I thought "surely the Lord is in this
place. And I was afraid, and I said how dreadful is this
place!--This is none but the house of God; this i s t he gate of
heaven."--Gen. 28, 16, 17.
Many of the people continued shouting and praising God till
midnight.
Thursdfly 2d.--l directed my course to near the head of Deer
creek. This day I saw a more beautiful part of the country than
I ever saw before. The who 1e face of the country in these parts
is level, comparatively as a house floor.
Several times in this day's travel I was actuated from
motives of p1easure, to stop and take a view of the wide
extended plains. The grass is now, on a level, half leg high.
Spear grnss, clover, and what is called prairie grass., covers the
earth., and makes it the tiest summer range for cattle and
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horses in the kno·wn world. I \¥as de1i ghte,j with the beaut~d.,
f ert i 1ity and the natura 1 grandeur of the country.
A little beyond the head of this creek nms Mad river, ·which
empties itse 1f into the Miami at the fl ouri shi ng little town
ce11ed Dayton. Through this extent of about sixty rnil es lies the
most beautiful country that the f e1ceof nature can present.
Lerge prt'liries, ond then bodies of wood lend ere successive as
far as high up on the Great Miarni river. In sorne places of this
e~<tent the inhat,itants are few and lately settled.
In this
country they are mostly in what are called settlernents.
In
those pl aces the peop1e are situated close together., whose
plantations., or clearings, are generally ad_ioining to each other.
Get out of one of those settlements .. and you rnay travel many
rniles without seeing one solitary habitation.
In these parts
water is scarce. Vou will seldom see one coo1i ng spring or
tinkling rivulet to quench your thirst .. or to invite you to its
shady bank. Though Mod river nrns through 1:1fertile t'lnd level
country, it is cleeir end very rapid. All the rivers ttrnt run
through those parts are clear beautiful strearns. I conclude
that these parts are rnore delightful than the frontiers of
Tennessee.. but not so fertile.
This evening, _just before sun dov1n.. I took a welk into a
pnnne.
There I saw several droves of cattle feeding in
different places. I wolked up to a young trifln who was taking
the oversight of thern, end he to 1d me ttrnt these catt 1e
be1onged to certain farmers \"those care had brought thern up
frorn calves_; in the \"tinter season the!d vrnuld support them on
fodder and corn, 8,.c. and in the surnrner season they would send
them forth to thrive and grow upon this grass, v·thich generally
springs forth in March, they were sent to the eastern rnarkets
(Pennsyl vani fl.)
In mekin!~ rny observations .. I began to conternplate hO\"i the
prairies c:arne--1 found it was beyond rny cornprehension. These
prairies are large plains v·tithout any gro,Ning tirnbet-. Some are
rniles in length and breadth, which forrn the rnost beautiful
prospect.
Round the sides the tirnt,er stands thick and grows very tall,
this conspires to rneke the prairies appe;:ir rnore like they have
certainly been cultivated.
As I retired into the woods the _ioyf ul birds were sending
forth their evening song of praise .. 'tthich .. v,,iith other things,
united to rna~:eit 1:1solemn and Joyful time to me.
Friday 3d.--l trnvelled do\"m this creek about fifteen rniles,
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and hel1j rneeting •with a f e·•N,H1at is e/~7l'it sBt1lsv-1ho appeared
to be penitent and contrite, and desirous to otitain the one thing
needful. For some days rny congregations have been srna11. l st.
Eiecause the neighbors live from three to si;< miles distance,
end prot,ably but very few live in thot extent. 2d. Now the rnen,
wornen end children are generally busy planting corn. This is a
1
very busy time in the year, and those v1
ornen vvho will not work
in the corn field ~Nill not trouble thernselves to walk sh< or
seven miles to meeting.
Saturday 4th.--! came to AHder's meeting house (as it is
called). This was a cold day_;for it snov-ted a little.
It was
something strange and uncomrnon for me to see snovt when the
leaves ·were fully green on the trees, and vegetation up fit for
use. This day I thought I spake with uncomrnon liberty_; but I
sei\".' but little
effect upon the hearers; of course, I v·tas
afterwards led to believe that I was rnistaken.
Sundoy 5th.--A large congregation attended et this place. I
thought I spake with but little light or liberty; but the people
seemed to feel my discourse .. and many of thern were made
exceedingly happy. The people hove the jirks at this place. I
saw some of the men jirked off their feet ond with great force
were prostrated across the benches.. and upon the floor. The
christian
church was established here before any other
denomination, and no other has succeeded here since. There is a
large society of mernbers here, and one preacher. They appear
to be in a prosperous state .
The most of thern have been
baptized ond other-s are exercised about it.
I am now about to leave this part of the country and direct
rny course to Phi 1ade1phi e eindthe eastern states.
For the satisfaction of rny reader, I win lay before hirn the
stole of the Christion Church in the v•,iestern country (e1s
correct as I can) that he may_. at one view, discover V'lhfit I have
given him in sketches.
It is generally known that in the year ltiOO, and till 1Ei04..
there was a more glorious revival of religion in the western
country than ever was before experienced in America. After
this 'flork had progressed some tirne in the conversion of
deists, ethei sts and many unbe1i evers of every description, and
of alrnost every age and color of people; many of the
presbyteri ans denornination, and severa 1 of the preachers in
particular-, who had long been confirned in the narrov .., limits of
Cfllvinisrn., began to think upon the more extensive love of God
to t1is creatures.
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They would attend their rneetings, and see awful power
displayed in their congregot i ons--young ond o1d prni sing God in
the highest, and some of their own members singing a ne·w
song--declaring that they never felt religion before ..and scores
eindhundreds of young and happy converts inviting the people to
come to ,.Jesus--,.Jesuswill receive the worst of you.: he will
cast none off who will believe in his name.
Sorne thought this weis e11tln1sios..~~..,...-some
said it \¥as
del11s.io..~r-however, some '•Nell informed,
uninterested
preachers of that denornineition not only felt the same greicious
work, but were convi need that t /;•is .1..i,·es
I.he L a.ra"s do.ilJ_ps:.
t.md .1._i.·es
/1}e.n1 el.lot1s in t.hei.r 8._t/es.Arnong these men v•tere
B. ¥1.Stone .. R. Marshal, Dunlavy_,R. Mc. Nernar, ,.J.Thornson and D.
Pervieince, of the states of Kentucky and Ohio_.who in a short
time unanimously began to preach what is called l.ree
St!l 1--'t!
t itlll.

Hundreds of the professors of religion.. of the sarne
denomination, immediately embraced the doctrine v·tith every
leading principle that is inseparable to it. This gove o genen:1
l
alarm to the p.rest,_yteries '-'lld S._t/lltrdsinthe different parts
of the states. They \Nere fearful that they should lose some of
their most eminent c.le.r__c,1._t/ll'J8.tl
and lt..'.f/.t.ne.t.~
. unless timely and
suitable steps were taken to stop them. To this end, if I am
rightly informed., the synod of Kentucky convened together for
the purpose of trying those men and their doctrine according to
the requisitions and tenets of their col1lessitu1 ol le.itlJ (not
according to the word of God).
The synod found those rnen not only opposite to their
confession of f oi th _.but i nvi nci bl e in the truth, os it is in ,Jesus.
The synod was then convi need that they would eit her have to
bend to the gospel or excornrnunicate those rnen eis heretics, find
then cal l thern scismatics. Accordingly, from that tirne .. those
men were no longer considered as belonging to the synod of
Kentucky . They then wrote o piece entitled "An apology for
renouncing the jurisdiction of the synod of Kentucky_,to which
is added a cornpendious view of the gospel." In this piece they
have given some fatal strokes to the body of Calvinism_,
piercing even to the di vi ding asunder of soul and spirit., and of
the joints and rnarro\1\1 •
These men then f onned themselves into V·lhat is called the
Sp.r/1_:,
__
qlield P.res,.~pte.r._41.About this tirne R. Hflggard, a
minister of the christian church in Virginia, heard of thern .. and
took a journey to see them. At that ti rne he found them o wise.,
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candid people .. enquiring after the plain simple truth as it ·,;,1as
laid down in the scriptures.
And at a great meeting held by
t hem at Bethel he proposed to them publicly the llO.t.:i:ieby which
they should distinguish
thems elves as the f ollov-1ers of
Christ.--"And the disciples were first called Christians et
Antioch."--"And that the scriptures v·tere all sufficient
to
govern the church of Christ .. and any other ·written rules or lav•ts
were spurious end only celculated to seperate and keep apart
the lambs of Christ."--They then saw that the day of the
redeemed had come.. and that the day star, with all the shining
beams of truth had shined into their hearts. Vv'ithgreat Joy and
thankfulness they received this .t.~olne,
as being sent dov•mfrom
heaven for tt·,ern to be ca 11ed by. I ·,vi11observe that in the ti me
of the interview of R. Haggard with these people, I am induced
to think that he received a gr-eater- and more perfect
understanding of some of the doctrine of the gospel than he
ever before received .
I think he was with them convi need of the i nconsi st ency of
'l"that is called the .Trilrftp--o
s8tisloctiaN
ta diviNe
justice b_ythe decttl1 al Cli.rist, and the rnethodistical view
of arigilltt.l sin. Thus they become fello\¥ helpers and were all
willing "as ne\"i1 born babes desire the sincere milk of the 'ftord"
to receive the truth . From this tirne rnan!-J
to run to and
·- bei:ian
....
fro, and knowledge Wi:'lS increased.
Not long after this., at a rnemorable rneeting, held ot Cane
Ridge, in 1804, the Sp.rfr,'.gl.iBld p.resbs 1 t e.rp dissolved their
body by a mutual and unanimous consent.
The dissolution of the S:p.r.illglfe.ld p.res-llJ/te.t~~.i
has been
published to the world beeirinQ the title of "the last will and
testeiment of
'-

SPRINGFIELDPRESBYTERY."
"The Springfield presbytery, sitting at Cane Ridge in the
county of Bourbon, being tt1rough a gracious providence in more
ttHm or-dinary bodily r,ea1th, gro'vving in strength and size daily,
in perfect soundness and composure of mind_.but knowing that
it is appointed for all delegated t,odies once to die .. and
considering tr,at the life of every suet",body is very uncertain ..
,jo rnake and ordain tJ1is our last will and testament .. in manner
and form follo\-ving, viz. :
lmprimi~:. V·le _,..,.'/1.l
tt1at this t,ody die, be dissolved and sin k
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into union \hlith the body of Christ at large_;for there is but one
bo1jy, and one spirit .. even eis v-te eire ca11ed in one hope of our
calling.
!tern. V·le .t-J-'J1.l
that our name of distinction, with its
1
.rei e.re..~~o'title .. tie forgotten; that there be but one Lord over
God's heritage, and his narne one.
!tern. 'v-le \Nill theit our power of making laws for the
government of the church_. and executing thern by del egt:Jted
authority_, forever cease.: that the people rnay have free course
to the bible .. and adopt the lon•· al tile spirit
al lile in
Christ ..lBSt/S-. "
In this curious and singular manner they made their .1-,.·//,~
and the /tt,0~1 died in ease, without a groan or struggle, and no
one was seen to cry or shed a tear at the loss of this respected
friend .
There is one resolve made in this publication which should
be recorded in church history, and be kept in rnemory by all v·tho
love religious liberty, to the latest generation.
"V1ewill that etich parti cuh:ir church .. tis a body, actuated t,y
the same spirit, choose her own preticher ..and support him by a
free will offering, without written ca11or subscri pti on--adrnit
rnernbers--rernove off enc es, and never henceforth delegate her
right of government to any rnan, or set of rnen."
This is e~<pressiveof every thing necessary to constitute a
free church; such a church tis Christ once estab 1i shed on the
earth v•then he said "ye have one rnaster, and all ye are
brethren." \'V'henthe preachers, assembled at CfJneRidge, thus
came to the christion plan., as first laid down by Christ the
great head of the chut-ch, and proc 1eiirned it to the thousands
then eiround them, the hundreds ond fifties of the children of
God, \htho v·.iere groaning for ei deliverance shouted for joy, eind
f rorn ttrnt. 1jay ·were rnade perfectly free from priestly power
and from a11them t.heit would usurp authority over them .
Here was a covenant. made to throw away all confessions of
faith_. chat.echisms .. creeds, rules and disciplines rneideby rnan,
with a deterrnination to have no bishop_,presiding elder, head..
lawg i ver or king, but ,.Jesus Christ, and to take his word for
their rule and governrnent. instead of humein systerns,
traditions, and inventions of rnen.--To have no name such as
presbyterian , methodist., baptist., quaker.. calvinist .. armeniein,
&c. but simply be called CHRISTIANS.
Such a meeting and circurnstance as this \1\1 as never before ..
~
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seen or known in eill the Western country.
I om told theit ot this meeting there were obout thirteen
hundred unonimous in these things_. ond oll peirtook of the Lord's
supper together ! !
From this pleice severol preacr1ers went, with the spirit of
the Lord God evidently upon them, being onointed to preoch good
tidings to the meek, to bind up the broken heeirted, to procloim
lit,erty to the captives, ond to the opening of the prison to them
thot were bound, ond to proclaim the occeptable year of the
Lord. In this way they preached ,Jesus whithersoever they
went .. gathering companies in his name upon the word of God
olone, ceilling them the t.-:hris-tion Chttrch.
I will observe .. theit during this time the work of God was
glorious in Tennessee, end progressed in o similar manner.
Several preachers in that part broke off from the presbyterian
order and formed themselves into a separate body; but
unfortuneitely the Christian name escoped them until sorne time
afterwords.. when some of the servants of Christ came from
Kentucky, and shewed unto them the way of God more perfectly.
When they heard it some received it joyfully, and some refused.
From wheit hos been said the reader wi 11 observe that the
works of God spread rapi di y, conversions were numerous, while
members of almost every denomination left their old S-.!Jste-1,.,,,-,s
and joined the c.:·hrist.iot, ctn1rch. The prophecy weis fulfilling,
"One shall say I am the Lord's, and another shall call himself by
the neime of Jacob, and another shall subscribe with his hand
unto the Lord, and surname himself by the name of Israel." Thus
the work increased, and spread in a short time through
Kentucky, Ohio.. and various parts of Tennessee. Preachers of
the methodist, boptist and presbyterion sects joined them, ond
all were seen to raise up the stondard (the bible) toword Zion.
Mony young preachers, who were not confined to fomilies
appeared in the work while they travelled from state to state
procloirning peoce ond liberty
to them thot were ofor off,
and to them that were near, while they saw their labors
attended with frequent conversions ond o daily increase of
numbers. As the christian preachers· labors were calculated to
shew the corruptions of other churches, and the danger of
religious port.!/ llttmes_. those who did not leave their former
systems and nick names for the narne and government of
Christ, ceesed not to persecute them. The cllris-t ions made
such 1:1 rapid progress in the increeise of numbers both in
convincing the sectarians of their errors .. and unbelievers of
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their wickedness, theit the bigots of every denornim,t ion were
alarmed, fearing that their churches would be broken tlP, and
themse 1ves 1ef t standing afar off, weeping_.wailing, and saying
alas! alas! thflt great city werein we were rnade rich_; for in one
hour is she mtide o'e-s-ol
ate. For fear this would be tictually the
case with them .. they combined together to cry down, spetik evil
of .. ond oppose those pretichers tind people theit coll themselves
chrjs-tJ°Qns-,in every direction where they thought people
would hear them. Those enemies thought the name christian
sounded too sweet and enticing, and to alarm the unacqueiinted
they placed the monstrous epithet of SCISMATIC
upon them.
About this time one of the most eminent of the christion
preochers wrote his views of the subject colled the otonement ..
"in a series of letters addressed to a friend." Many things in
these letters appeared new and strange to ei number of people.
This piece weis einswered by ,.JohnP. Camel. ei presbyterian. He
ri di cul es the author of those 1et ters .• and writes as though he
was a stronger to the subject which he was trying to vindicate,
as well as to that "charity which thinketh no evil." Something
very peculiar attended this paper war, the answers to those
letters were sent far and near, and in many places where the
outhor of the lette r s was never before heard of, and when the
answer was read, many of the readers would have a great
anxiety to read the letters; they would enquire and send for
them, and tho' they had just reod the answer, they would be
immediately convinced of the propriety and truth of the
doctrine contained in the letters.
Thus the enemies in
ottempting to impede the cause, focilitated it almost as much
os its greotest advocates.
Thus the christians struggled against united opposition till
in some neighborhoods and places their doctrine \'\1 as generally
received and prevailed over oll thot was preached in
contradiction to it. Large societies were gathered together,
and were united in the strictest bonds of brotherly love.
It is evident that by the persecution and opposition the
christian church met with in this part of the country, while in
on inf ant state, the devil was inventing his deepest schemes
ond machinations to destroy her.--And finally he fell upon one
which proved effectual to overthrow the faith of some.
In this time three or four s/u:tking qttekers came from New
England>clothed ond filled with all the deception that the devil
was copable of giving them. They came among some of the
christi an brethren .. and as they were a stronge people., with fair
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speeches, and enticing promises .. like the serpent that beguiled
Eve through his sutit i 1ity, so they corrupted sorne of the rni nds
of the brethren from the simplicity thot is in Christ.
R. Mc. Nemar and Mr. Dunlavy_. preachers of tt,e christian
church, iJnd vvho \"'i'ere ornong the first thiJt ;jppeiJred in the
christion CiJUSein these parts, ·were first led astrny by these
~;educing men. When the :.:.-.bakers
first came into these parts
they rneide just such promises to the peop1e as the serpent did
to Eve.--"Ve shall not surely die_;for God doth know that in the
day ye eat thereof.• then your eyes shall be opened; and ye shall
be as Gods, knowing good and evil." ~lea.. they ·v-tentfarther, that
if they should subrnit to sl1ake.ris.rn they would come to the
greatest perfection immediately in this world--they should
kno·w nothing rnore of sin, pain, di stress nor death_;the-it they
(the shakers) ·were in the first resurrection, and they ·were
reigning ·with Christ on U-1eearth, and that they should die no
rnore, but were as the ongels of God. Thus those seducers
waxed worse find worse, deceiving and being deceived.
Of these sort are they who creep into houses, and lead
captive silly women . ladened with sins--led away with divers
lusts . The shakers did not only lead captive Mc. Nemar and
Dunlavy, but many others of different denorninations. But as
these tv·to preachers and several private rnembers of the
christian church went to the shakers . many of the brethren
'Nere much discouraged and the enemies without took an
advantage, and reported it in every direction that they (the
christians) had all Joined the shakers. And as the people were
rnuch alarmed at the shakers, they were also . for some tirne,
equally afraid of the people called christians. But the christian
brethren spared no pains in opposing the shaken:, as it was
evident they were a decepti ous peop1e, and soon rernoved the
doubts of the people respecting their having joined the shakers.
The Lord was now more than ever evidently with the
chri st i ans; for.. for the 1oss of l or 2 preachers there were
several zealous .. pious, Godl y_.eminent men added to them, who
appeared in the work of the ministry. At this time of severe
trial, Mr. Stone al so stood firm, and encouraged the brethren
never to leave the gospel of ,.JesusChrist.--"To shun profane and
vain babtilings; for they v·till increase unto more ungodliness.
And their '•Nord '•Nill eat as doeth a canker; of whom is
Hyrneneus and Philetus, ·who concerning the truth have erred ..
saying that the resurrect ion is past already_; and overthrovv the
faith of some. Nevertheless the foundation of God standeth
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sure, having this seal; the Lord knoweth them U-1at are his ."
Upon t.hi s foundation of the apostles and prophets., ,.JesusChrist
himself being the chief corner stone, the brethren stood; only a
1
f e\1\
departed from the faith_, giving heed to seducing spirits and
doctrines of devils_, and the Lord added daily to the church such
as should be saved.
After tt1is, in many places where the christian cornponies
·were nurnerous--sound in the faith., speaking the things which
becarne sound doctrine., they began to rise into considerable
respecteibility in t he estimation of all candid, unprejudiced
persons around thern.
From what has been said_,the reader should understand that
in the space of a few years these people increased into large
numbers in different
directions
throughout the western
country. The preachers ·were not confined to a parish, or to two
or three congregetions ., nor to a four week's circuit., but e'JSit
~Nere. they \'vent out into all the world, preaching the gospel to
every cree'Jture. If I may so speak, the vallies eind beeutiful
plains of the Ohio.. the rich lends and rugged barrens of
Kentucky , the hi 11s., ho11ows and levels of Cumberl end., the
marshy grounds of Duck river., and the 1arge bodies of fertile
land, overspread with ceme.. lying towards the Muscle Shoals of
Tennessee.--Vea, down into Mississippi territory, and beyond
the great river into the Louisiana., their voices were heard to
sound from time to tirne. Have they not heard? Ves., verily,
their sound went into all the earth, and their words into the
ends of the world. For their hearts swelled with such love and
desire for sinners, ttrnt the borders of the V'lhite people and the
line of the civilized i nhobitants could not hold them. Sarne of
thern, not counting their 1i ves dear unto thern, di reeled their
courses through the wild deserts into the Indian netions. They
there labored with that success which gave thern to know that
their lebor was not in vein in the Lord, though they had to
encounter unavoidable difficulty
and distress.
One of those
men ·was among the Indians for months., and I believe years.,
teaching thern to read the holy scriptures . In which time he had
the pleasure of seeing not only a reformation from their
heathen tre1ditions to pure and undefiled religion, but en
unexpected i rnprovernent in English reading among his pupils.
This me1n
' s name is David Haggard, ·who, I believe, in now
preaching the gospel in Virginia. This men should be highly
esteemed for his 'rlork's sake. When I kno·w a rnan has suffered
so rnuch, in various weys_, for the cause of Christ, as this rnan
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has.• I can but 1ove hi rn and regard t•,irn as a servant of the Most
High God.
In the lapse of four or- five years., there were numbers of
christian preachers that v•.iere men of families., who had rnore
invitations
to preach in different
ploces than U-1ey could
possibly satisfy _, an,j numbers who 'Nere not confined continued
to travel at large from place to pleice.,publishing the gospel of
peace.
These peop1e have been progressing in this v·testern country
about eight years--tJ,ey began near Le~jngton, in Kentucky_, and
he1vespreeid throughout U-1estole., and into veirious ports of
Ohio., from Springfield (a tov•m) on Muskingurn river., to Deer
creek .. Scioto river. , North Paint_. Clear creek, Brush creek .. Eagle
creek, Mad river, Little and Great Miarni rivers. Lorge societies
are in these different pli~ces_,an,j I rnay say hundreds in sorne of
thern. In the Indiana territory
they have rna1je consi derab 1e
progress within t·wo year::;. Societies are gathering on lndion
creek and some parts of tr,e 'w'abeishriver. As I have before
intirnated, there are hundreds in different parts of Tennessee.
On Curnberland river., Stones river .. Duck river., Bigby river .. Elk
river, Richland creek., and on Tennessee river, about the Muscle
Shoals., there are large churches in all these different places.
There are a fe·w cornpanies in the Mississippi territory .
As I Iiave trnve 11ed throu!;ih the greatest nurnber- of these
places, end liave visited the rnost of the churches., I availed
myself of the opportunity of eicquainting myself witt1 their
{.iact.r/..~ie1:1ndtlieir a.rdtu: &c . I cannot pretend to i nf orrn the
reader, in these pages.. of their doctrine in every particul1:1r. I
can only se,y that as they heive urnmirnously re_iected and leiid
;:1side 1:111doctri nati ng books, 1:1ndhave 1aid hold on the
scriptures, and are alrnost daily searching thern., they are very
tenacious of every thing they there find., and every thing
respecting 1joctrine that they c1:1nnotfind e~<pressedthere, they
·with all boldness spurn at it_, and hoot it out of conversation.
They are generally careful to make use of no unscriptural
phrnses--such as "original sin, trinity_, reconciled God_.Christ
by his death satisfied divine justice in the roorn and stead of
sinners, the merits of Christ , ternporeil , spirituol ond eternol
death. tx.c.&.c. &c." But as they have all reod one book (the Eiible)
and have all been taught b!J the sarne rneister., their doctrine
appears to be almost universally the SiJrne.The preachers have
read and searched the scriptures so rnuc:h.. thot if there is any
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thing said against their preaching it is that they preach too
much scripture! It rneiy be truly said of these people_. rnele and
female_. old and young_.that they ere Mighty in the Scriptures.
Their o.ro·errespectin!~ the reception of their rnernbers is
that upon a p.roles-siol'i ol t/;,efr l8itl, /.t.1 Christ ,..lest1s;by
tt·1e unani rnous eipprobet ion of the rnernbers present, they are
received, and the hands of fello·wship given thern. Vv'ithin two
or three years they have rnore than ever submitted to ne·w
testarnent baptism. They are not yet unanirnous in baptisn1 by
i mrnersi on_;tiut the most of thern ht1ve f o11owed the saviour in
this instance of condescension and love_. and others almost
daily see more and more the prop riety of the mode.
Those who ht1ve_,eind those thot heive not been "t1uried with
Christ in t,aptisrn_," do not divide eind contend at,out the subject;
but they continue upon the plan which they set out upon--to let
nott1ing divide them but Sin, an,j all search the scriptures for
thernselves, and act flccording to their understanding in the
fear of God.
As these people understand the scriptures as they stand_.
tr1ey could not lay aside the duty of "washing one another's
feet." In the 13th chapter of ,.Johnthey find this duty positively
enjoined--·when it is to be done_.end the rnenner in which it is
to be done. The tirne is after the Lord's supper--ver.
4. The
manner is, after that he poureth water into a tiason and begen
to wash his disciples· feet and to v·lipe thern with the to·wel
\!•therewith he was girded--ver.
5_, Etc. This is so plain an,j
express, end so cogently enjoined upon the disciples of .Jesus,
that_. I tielieve, none pretend to deny it. Tt1e)Jare much in the
prncti ce of this duty al rnost throughout the churches.
\i./hen they take the Lord's supper_, they give en invitation to
God's people to corne and eat v•i1iththem_; for this (sey they) is
not our supper, but the supper of the Lord, spread in the
v•iilderness to refresh his pilgrirns and for them to increase
their union, and shew to the 1Norld their love to each other.
They appear to possess a uni f orrn spirit
of love and
friendship to each other_, and to a11the di H erent denorni nations
around thern, though they are yet rnuch opposed and persecute1j
by the different sectarians, but not so much so at present es
they have been years eigo. They i.:lre yet celled by their enernies,
in some places_. scisrnetics_, Stoneites, Marshalites_, new lights,
f,._c_
but the~dare known among thernselves by no other nf.lrnethem
chr-istians. I remember that, sirnilar to this, the enemies heve
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reproe1ched the christie1n churches in Virginia, N. Carolrna an1j
Georgie,_,by calling thern republican rneU-1odists, O'Kellyites_, a
pack of backsliders_, t~c. Any ne1mefor the christians_, hov·.1ever
re1jiculous, \¥ill suit and please the sectarieins better than the
proper lh.9l"1?e.
The christians heive had a great find marvellous ·work of God
arnongst thern for severel years. It began in a most miraculous
manner, end some astonishing instances of the power of God are
yet to tie seen amongst them_, as the rea1jer may know by
reading the foregoing pert of this v·rnrk. I arn inforrned that
there is not such a general out pouhng of the spirit of God
1
arnongst thern no\i..
as has been; but in rnany places the Lord is

v·rnrki
ng rnighti l Y with thern,

.l·.1"/
t.h S/!_,7/'"tS Ol~o· .l'.l''OlJdB.rs

lo.l.lan,•i.trg as I hove obundontly seen. These people., with joy
may say_."Lord even the devils are subject to us thro' thy narne."
But they need not rejoice at this, tiut because their narnes are
written in Heaven.
They have an e~{ercise, as I have se1id_.arnongst thern called
the ..11RKS. It sornet i mes throws them into the fire .. into the
mud, upon the floor, upon the benches_.against the ·wall of the
house_.t,;c. Sorne that have seen it_, have said, and some of rny
readers may al so say, that this is the po''/'ter and wor~( of the
devil, or the serne spirit that threw the peop1e in the fire in
anci ent days_.and caused thern to foem at the rnouth and cut
themselves with stones_; but I think the power t1~dwhich they
iJre wrought upon is iJS different as the rnanner in which the
subj eels ore treoted . The subJects of such power in ancient
1
days sustained much i.t.~/tll}~ vthich proved that they v1
ere
t·'B)fBLi so.re with a spirit of the devil. But the sut1jects of this
v·1ork receive no darnage or injury whatever_. and the most of
thern are B...'~·ceeo
'i.,?p/;1 lh9.PP!/wt·,en they are thus exercised,
which proves that it is the "Lord's doing and rnarvellous in our
eyes." One rnay ask, cen v·te not hove religion and be. happy
without having the j irks? Ves. And can they not be happy in
religion and have the j irks? Ves.
The christ ians in this country appeer to be the most happy
of any people that I ever trnve 11ed among_,and their conduct
most consistent ¥lith the gospel which they profess. Their
preechers are generally herd working rnen, and with their own
hands they provide for their own house_; or they think it a
scandal to live in ·wantonness and ease upon t'I pittance paid
down t1y the poor breU-1ren. But the preachers \¥ho travel an1j do

nothing but preech the gospel they (the brethren) think they
should Ii ve of the gospe 1_;ond ~1vherethey t':lre eib1e.. they are
willing
to give hirn e decent support .. ttrnt is .. .fa(ld end
.ra/..~r.re.nt.
They have not nm into thet e~-~trernev·thich sorne have
'•Nhere I t·1avetravelled .. that seeing it is Vffong to give the
preflcher e certain salary they will give him nothing eit all; for
they eire sensi b1e that the preachers can no rnore Ii ve upon the
'Nind than they can themselves.
\'V'henI first took my Journey among these people .. I ,jesigne,j
to get the e~<ect number of rnembers end preachers; but nov·t I
have trnve 11ed through the country from one e::<trernity of thern
to the other.. I find rnyse 1f sorr1ev•theit i nadequeite to the
undertakin!l Every society I could not visit .. emd in sorne pieces
I could not get correct infonnetion
of the numt,er of such
societies. But I cen assure the reeider.. who is sornet i mes ready
to say "Lord, they hove killed thy prophets, find digged down
thine eiltars, and I am left elone .. and they seek my life .. "that I
can give him the answer that God gave to the prophet--that "I
have reserved to myself SEVEN THOLJ::;ANDMEN who have not
bowed the knee to the irnage of Baal." Vea.. I may go so far as
to sa~d,there ere at this tirne t.bi.rteen thtn1s&.1::rdpeople, end
at,out ar,e htllJd.reo· &ltt.1se~--·e.nteel.i
ordained preachers in this
(western) country 'ftho distinguist·1 themselves by the name of
Christians .. ~Nhohave denied supremacy and delegated authority
in the church, holding the scriptures as the book of their
discipline .. .Jesus Christ as their rnaster, and thernselves as
tirethren.
There is greet peace and union among these brethren, at this
tirne .. save the circumstance of Mr. Marshal and Mr. Thornson
v'lithdrawing a few 'Neeks ago_.\•vt·10, I nov·t understand, have
joined the presbyterians again. The loss is not so great as
rni ght be expected_; for- they have degenerated into Ca1vi ni srn
and the brethren could not receive their doctrine. In a word the
chri st i an church is in a fl ouri shi ng_. prosperous stete in al rnost
every place ' I-there I ·was arnong thern. "From the uttermost
parts of the earth have V•le heenj son!~S, even glory to the
righteous."
I '•Nill close this description in the words or the prophet .. "He
(God) wi 11 sv·ta 11ov·i1up death ( with a11 other opposition) in
victory; eind the Lord God 'Nill wipe f:lweiy tears frorn off all
faces; and the rebuke of his people shall he take eiway frorn off
a11the earth_; for the 1ord hatt1 spoken it. And it she11be said in
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that day, Lo! U-1is is our God; v11ehave we1ited for hirn .. and t·,e
v·til l save us.: this is the Lord.: we heve ,·vaited for hirn, we v•,iill
be gled end re_ioice in his salv □ tion."--lse. 25 .. ci, 9.
Before I leave this state I rnust also give e more genernl
description of the face of t he country, emd rnanners of the
people, t~c.
1 Scioto river,
That part wt"lich lies t1elov-.
near the Ohio river
is rnuch broken v·lith hi 11s .• and is genera 11y poor, white oak..
scrubby ti rnbere,j land .. till you corne l o·w ,jown in the state. E,ut
about Chillicothe .. and North Y./est of that .. for many miles .. lies
a fertile, t,eautiful part of the country. Some distence up Deer
cre ek and North Paint creek the lend is frequently divided into
t·wo qualities.
The one is called the berrens .. which is the
highest lend., but notv·tithstending_. it is o lov·t, level, wetery,
clay kind of earth, generally thinly interspersed with srnoll
·white oak. I arn told that this land will frequently produce
from bventy to thirty five bushels of corn to the acre, and rnore
of wheat. The other quality is called the prairies. Thi~; lan,j is
commonly as level as a house floor . and as black .. loose and
fertile as a manure heap. No tirnber grov•rn upon this kind of
land .. and sometirnes not so rnuch as a shrut1. The preiries are
frequently frorn three to ten miles in length, and from two to
five miles tiroad. Some part of rnany which I have seen are nov•.1
in tilla!;ie.
It is easy lend to cultivi:'lte.: for the f orrner has
nothing to do but to plough up his ground in March.. and tiy the
rni,jdle of Mt1ythe sod v•lill be sufficiently rotted flnd broken for
planting corn. Little fencing is necessary, for the cattle, and
horses generally pref er the grass that gn:i·Ns outside of the
fence to the corn V·lhich gro¥ts within.
These pl aces, ot this ti rne of the year, f orrn the rnost
delightful .ru.rtrlprospect that ever was presented to the eye.
The grass is high i:'lndgreen alrnost as far as you can see either
way_.and v•thena cooling ond enlivening breeze of wind arises,
it forms a chi:'!nging color of beauty, sirnilar to that of a tiroad
boy \¥hen it is little shf1ken with the wind! Add to this--you
rnay see various droves of cettle feeding in different
directions, a distance frorn you--flocks of sheep blating to
ei:'!ch other .. and the larnbs skipping ond playing ·with all the
rornant i c pl eosure thot belongs to their innocent nature. The
binjs sing ing in the distant woods .. v·thile their rni~<ingnotes and
thrilling antherns roll along U-1edelightful plains.
'0,•'henyou get upon Mi:'!dr-iver, and upon LI tt 1e an1j Big Mieirni
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rivers_. t he count ry, if possit,le, is still more fertile, e1ndt,etter
calculated to enrich fe1rrners. Corn and ·wheat may be raised in
abundance_.while tt·,e latt er- is carried dov·mthe spe1ciousrivers
1
to the Nev1
Or leans, and the f arrner gets his reversion in rnone~d
or other arti cles '•Nhich V·lill suit him as ·well.
I can onl4 sa4 that this state is the most beautiful peirt that
·I ever sei1N; t,ut there are some disa dvantages here, '•Nf•iich_.in
some pl aces, are a1most i nsurrnountab le .--A scarcit4 of .t·V'--9
t er
·and a scarcity of .tl?.ills Hovvever_.vvater_.in sorne pl aces, rnay
be come at by di!~ging_. eind in rmmy settlements the~d have
erected ·what is ca l1ed l~arse Krlf.lls to gri n,j 1,•vithout ·water.
Also, sorne parts of this state have been sickly_; but I arn t old
that where fanners settle eind live sorne years_. it becomes
much healthier . l have travelled for some tirne in differen t
perts of this st.rite, in a sickly tirne of the year_.end have het1rd
of as few deeiths as any place that ever I v·tas in for the seirne
space of tirne. S-'-9/t and .irar1 are nov·l c:i-,eapin this state.
t·atlee is scarcely ever known to sell higher then 35 or 40
cents per pound. n·,e inhat,itants_. I believe, nearly throughout
the state_. rnake a sufficiency of st,'.!,1'--9.r
to suffice for domestic
use.
\ilhen I speak of the inhabitants of this state I rnust first
observe that it has not 1ong been set t1ed by the white people.
But v·tithin seven years_. I suppose, there hove been os rnany
erni gremts to this part os to any part in the United States. The
inhabitants are rnost 1~d from Pennsylvania, Nev•t .Jersey_. and
sorne frorn the Ne·w England states_. and of lote, the Virginiens_.
who have not set their ollectia.ns
upon Et.l?.iop.f'--9ns_.
flock
here; consequently, like in a11 the ·1-testern country, there are
peop1e of different rnanners, turns and ,ji sposit ions in this
state.
E,ut what brings thern into a gree,ter tJ.t.1e.r1ess
an,j
Bt,?t10li If/ tt1an they otherv·li se V'lould be_.is the const itut ion of
their ste1te.. p.ro.hft,f t .fr;~g nep.ro s.!ove.t:~1. No slaves are
permitted to corne here , and of course there are not so many
grades of people as there are in a slave country.
The
inheibitants are generally industrious, hard working people _.
much given to f arrning . They e1re neeit_.careful f eirmer~:_.e1nd
those \¥ho have been here only a few years have a sufficiency of
strong diet_. such as beef., pork _. cabbage_,bread, &.c. to support
their f arnilies in plen t y. They are planting orchards of various
kinds of trees_. which they suppose will corne to great
perfection,
as the clirnate
is accornrnodated t o such
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productions. They rnay, as some do, prepare large , heindsorne
rneei,jov·ts to yield them v·tinter forage for their Cflt t1e flnd
horses.
'#hat may distinguist·, the people of tt1is ~;tate is their
p.li:.9.i..~mess:
There is none of that proud .. haughty o'.ispasitial?
and unnecessary co_r,e.r ·vvhich are t·wo frequently seen among
the Vir!Jinians and Kentuckians .. to be seen arnongst thern. One
thinks hirnself no higher then the other, end the other no lo'Ner
than he.
They rnfly be said to t,e .r(lt,'§.lJflnd somewhat t1ncotl t.b to
people of polished mflnners and refinement.: but they appear- to
be easily pleased .. and seem to have a hflppy turn to be agreeat,le
to each other.
I have heard that the people of Ohio v1ere
ltt ..~r.,m1sfor que1rrelling and fighting with each other. But l arn
happy to say, that they are, as far as rny knov·lledge e~<tends..
lttrr?mlsfor their sab.ritf/ and clvllitp
They eire not given to
such e~<trnvflgreincies in ._t,7tt.mt,.lil~!l,
fipl:d/..~r.!l, stei:.9/.it;,.!,~
. &,c. eis
too many inheibitants of other states are; but this rnay be
chiefly 0\hling to their being generally rnen of age and f arnil i es.
In a word they eire ei plain , indtrntrious .. hospiteible people.: and. l
suppose, the rnost of thern are .ra.1Jtlblict1.ns,for they detest
shn·'Bt} 1 and bande.!,1ein every point of view.
As this stflte he1snot been long settle, there are not many
elegant houses to be seen unless it is in some of their
tov•ms--Chillicothe.,
Cincinnati,
Dayton, &c.
Their country
houses eire genernlly small ceibin.. flnd sometimes srnoky huts.
But shortly this country will rneike fl different appearnnce. It ..
no doubt., will be seen with large, conspicuous fabrics,
t,eaut Hul orchards, handsorne rnefldov·ts and extensive f arrns.
Monday 6th. -- In the rnorni ng l prepflred to start for
Philadelphia. About 9 o'clock., I set off frorn brother G. Alkier's.
When I carne to Deer creek it was f ull--a 1most swi mrni ng; but
rny horse being e>~cellent for the weiter carried rne safe to the
other shore. In going about t·wo mil es I lost rny 'Nay and
v,,iandere.dH,rough the barrens for some hours .. but falling in flt a
little
hut I v,;as directed
dov•mvvards to the Pi ckerrtay
Pl ai ns--present l y I came to Scioto river .. and forded it., 'Nith
much fear, but. vvithout 1jarneige,and irnrnedifltely carne into the
Pickaway Plains.
O what a delightful prospect!
O what fl
beautiful scene presents itself!!
I suppose these plains ;::ire
about fifteen rniles in length and five in breadth. Scarcely any
ti rnber gro'NS on this ground 'Nit hi n these l i rnits . There ore t v•lo
•
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tov•,ins upon these ph:1ins. The river nms close along t11eside of
the pleiins_. eind the lov,1 est town is called .Jefferson. It is a
flourishing little ple1ce, and appears to be e1plElce of tolerntile
business.
Greeit part of these pleiins eire nov'l under good
cultivation_; a great quantity of 1,,vheatis raised here, and I Eltri
told that this ground produces f rorn 40 to 60 bushels of v·theflt
to the acre; and though the wheeit grov·ts very ta 11 end thick
upon tt1e ground, it never lodges, but cornes to the greatest
perfection.
From this pl eice I d1rected my course to New
Lenceister (a town). Atiout dflrk I arrive there. Tt-,e land through
the greet est part of this day·s travel appears to be very good,
but uncornrnonl y low, v·tith stf!ndi ng v-teiter upon the greatest
peirt M it.
It i~; well tirnbered \"tith sorne large white oeik..
poplar .. buckeye_. white ash.. maple, heckberry eind an amazing
quantity of sugar tree. Scarcely any inheitiitants live here, only
those \"tho hove settled upon the rof!d.
New Lancaster stands on a handsome situat1 on. A small
strearn of \Nater comes dov·m on the south side '•Nith a large
marsh_. and runs to the ·west end of the tovvn and opens into a
beautiful prairie . In sight of the town North East rises a few
high hi 11s. The i ntrntti tan ts are healthy, 1i ve1y and brisk, which
variegates u-,e scene and channs the rustic as he walks along
into anticipating delight.
Tuesdfly 7th.--l mflde rny Wfl!J for Zemesville .. on Muskingum
river , the seflt of governrnent for the state of Ohio. In the
r-norning_.in going about seven miles .. I carne into poor, broken ..
hilly land .. and saw but little good land the rernainder of the
day. I found that this 1and \"tas more inhabited than the good
land, rnan!J rnil es back, I ,·vondered at this! Fina 11y I conel uded
that the movers rnust have tt1ou!~ht that they had come so far,
and the fart her the V·tor~;e--t.hat they v•teuld stop in time before
they got out of the world. Eiut if they had only gone a few day·s
journey further,
thought I.• they would have been in a
comparative Canaan. So.. thought 1.• rnany soul s Lies.ire and set
out for i..9 .t,ette.r ClNllJt.rj/. t/h9/ is tJll .tt8tJi-'8.nlf.,,~
but
travelling through a desert land .. a weiste .. howling 'ftilderness,
and their hearts frequently rnade to polpitate \".1 ith fear at the
dreadful sound of the .rat1.ril~p l/a.1.~.they either stop in the
rni dst of poverty and deinger.. or turn t,ack unto the we;:ik eind
beggarly elernents of the world_; not having respect unto u-,e
recompense of rev•n:ird.. or to the possession of the goodly lond
before them.
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In U-1e evening eit,out 5 o'clock I ceirne to Zeinesville end
gave out preaching to be holden 1n the court house at candle
liqM. A toleratile nurnber of people rnet. me. I stt"Jted to them
that Adarn·s t.r'-"llJs:g.ressi,,.t}
was not of that rnegni tude to turn
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instance, said I, you-have a child ·whorn you love_, end vvho hes
not the knowledge of tt1e ellet:·t of li.re, and for fear that this
child will run into the li.re and ,.l-tt1r.~:,
himself you v·.'i11not only
tenderly eidvise or admonish hirn, but you ·will _.\h/ith fatherly
authority, ca.rr}.tne.ndhirn not to tamper ·with the fire, for it
'Ni 11surely burn hi rn.
This certainly is your cornmend to your child_, but it cannot
be said to be /i:.9.1•v.
for had you given hirn a /tJ.lf' you must have
told hirn that if he nms into the fire it will not only t,urn hirn,
but you will scourge, or punish him with-al. By the by this son
nms into t1·1efire--it. hemits effect upon hirn--it burns hirn--he
has nov•i cornrnit ted e t.rel}S_!:,7.ressio.tJ
ageinst your advise_, or
cornrnand; but H1is transgression does not arnount to s-i.tl,
inasmuct1 as he had no _h9_1._i.·to via.lete. This it might be said
of Adam. In hH-'B God rnade Adam of the dust of the ground_,end
in h.1ve placed him in paradise_, and in love advised_, or
co.1.
n..~no.tw'ed him not to eat of the tree of knowled!~e, "for in
U-1eday thou eat.est tr,ereof thou shalt surely die." Tt•iis is
telling the effect of eating of the tree; but there is no passage
in eill the scriptures ttieit seys , ttrnt this is e .len•:.or theit God
gave Adarn ei /on·:.for it is 'Nell knov•m, that from the nature of
his creation, he stood in need of no /en•; therefore a was
unnecessary to give hi rn one. But there are rnan!d peis::;eiges
which strongly indiceite_, if not positively speak.. to the reverse.
The 1a,N is not made for a .r/g.t.'lt BatlS- rnan_, tiut for the lawless
and di sotiedi ent_. unt·,ol y an1j propheine, for ungodly and for
sinners_, tc.--1 Tin 1. 1., 9. "The law vvas !Jiven by Moses."--,.John
1_
, 17. None of this 'Nill apply to Adarn--But through the
subtilty of the serpent_, v·.ie understand that Eve v•rns deceived
rmd s.t.'leeot of the tree of .klJli.1•.1
•·.led___qe,
and she geive unto her
husban,j and he ,ji d Bet t. This ·r,ias a t.ra.tJ_g.re-ssfl:,.1.-,
of the
1
co.1.nrr10.na;
or a1jvice which God had given them_: but v11iether
there was eny thing rnore 1jone U-1an·r,itrnt the natura I effect of
the fr ttit had on thern--that is, whether it amounted to such a
dreadful CRIME_.or SIN against God as is generally represented_, I
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will lec1vethe cemdid to judge.
At tffl!d rate, I f urtt·1er said_. if Adorn was o sltilJe.r tht'll
cannot possibly make us sinners.
Admitting Adorn wes the
rnost egregious sinner that ever lived on the earU-1_.
that is no
reason that we should be norninate,j sinners.
And if Adarn
sinned he was puni st·1edfor his cri rne--consequentl y it \h/ould be
altogether unJust in Go,j to punish the innocent for the crirne of
the guilty--and
at the sarne tirne the guilty being fully
punished. But Christ hath put this out of a11 dispute by saying
these words _, "Suffer little ct·11J,jrento corne unto rne_,and forbid
thern not_; for of such i:3 the kingdorn of Go,j_" If Adarn then 1Nas
ei sinner_, the little children cannot be part i ci pemts of his sin_,or
guilt; for if they 'Nere they could not be of the kingdorn of God.
'w'hether these things were altogether ne··N to the people (for
they were rnostly prest,yterians) or 'Nhether they took thern to
be i ncontrovertatil e truths I cannot say_;but they 'Nailed with
great attention, and to·ward the cone1usi on some v•,iept and
appeare,j to t,e solemn. I gave out preeching to be at 1O c'clock
on the ne~,~tday_. at the sarne place .
V·lednesday Elth.--1 n the rnorni ng a man ·wt·10was a methodist
came to the place ·where I tarried. He tt1lked as though he ··was
not a stranger
to the kingdom of God 1Nhich is of
"righteousness_. peace and joy in the Holy Ghost." I found him to
be a warm friend to me before I left the town. At 1O o'clock \1\1 e
repaired to the court house_.v·there I again pret1ched to a decent_.
v11ell behaved con!~regation.
After I disrnissed the people t1nd
cflrne out of doors_. a rnt1n presented me •with three dollars
vvhich he had geithered from the people for the purpose of
bearing my e~<penses.
I tarri e,j this ,jay in town_. ,·vait i ng for f.l brother preacher
living in Kentucky, v·i1hoI e~<pectedwould travel with rne i:IS far
as New Bedford (a tov1n) in Pennsylvania. In the evening I
crossed the river and carne to ~;pringfield_. a town opposite to
Zanesville, and preached in the methodist rneeting house_.to a
decent, attentive people . The christian preacher that lives here
1
is nov-.
on a journey to the Mit1rni.
Thursday 9th.--As the rnt1n whom I e~<pecteddid not corne
yesterday_, this rnorning I started on rny journey alone. This day
I have rode flbout 40 rniles up and down the hills_, through a
poor, barren soil. I t1rr1no\h/ much fatigued _; but I arn in a house
of good entertainment in a srnall village.
Friday 10th .--! rode all day, crossing rnany hills and little
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cree~::s. This evening I ·was rnucli aleirrned at U-,e follov·ting
ci rcurnstance:
About sun set I v•rns descending a 1ong steep hi l1.• and eit the
f oot of the hill stood a small cabin in which a farnily res i,jes.
And as I came in sight of tt1e house, a man carne out of the door
and happened to look up the road em,j saw rne. The appearance I
then rnade, having a large, elegant horse., a ne·w, shining saddle,
bridle and saddle t,ags_.&,c. seemed to dernand his attention . He
1ooked at me for some ti rne and then rein into the house. In a
few rninutes I sav,t hirn come out of the door again .. having a gun
in his arrns. He then not so rnuct·, as looked to\htards me. but
started in rnuch t·,aste down, back of the house. U,rough a long,
narrov•t fie 1d vvhere corn had grown tt-,e 1ast year.
At this . I wes struck: ·with unaccountable fears that the man
designed some rni set-iief against me. Ho\•vever I kept m~JgeH
down around the field. I found the lower down the field the rnan
1
v1
ent the nigher he came to the fence, or road ·where I v•.ie1s.And
when I v·tould go fast he would go fast, and when I \¥ould go
slov·t he v•tould go slO\"t also. At,out the time I carne to the
corner of the fence.• \l\1 here the road entirely left it--he came up
to the fence and clirnbed it .. heving rne about. ten steps before
hirn. I then involuntarily looked bee~: and saw hirn sitting on
the fence.
This frighted me so that I stopped my horse .. or rather
turned hirn end looked at. the man. This I ,jone to let him know
that I WfJS suspicious of his design_. en1j if he rneant. to kill me.
to do it bo1dl y and to take a fair fire at. me. Thus we sat for
some tirne, speaking not a word. He then jurnped off the fence
and took across the road through the bushes, and soon got out of
my sight. I then ·went on my vvay, st.ill thinking v·that this could
rnean; for I knew it v•tas then getting too dark to be in pursuit of
any v·til d garne.
In going ebout a quarter of a rnile I came to a large creek
·where it began to be ei 1i tt le derk. Coming into the creek my
horse _iirked his ,jead do-Nn and began to drink . an,j before I had
tirne to rein him up_,I heard a noise like a gun had snapped but a
1it tl e v·tay up the stream. This a1arrned me more than ever .. and
I \"thi pped up my hor~;e with great speed.. knowing that it wes
imprudent in time of such danger to let rny horse drink_; for such
an opportunity 1/'tould certainly be eiveile,j by a rnurderer ..
knm"ti 11!Jt hat he rni gl"tt easi 1y shoot off the unsuspecting rnen
into the water.. 1eevi ng 1it t 1e or no sign of his crue 1 an,j
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unneitura1 c.ri.t.ne. Getting over the creek. I had to a::;cenda
short_,steep hi 11, and when I arose to the top I :3aw tr,e sarne
rnemwalking ijown towards rne_,having rne still ei little before
hirn. Tt·Jis_.
you may be sure, was a frightful_. trying tirne to rne_.
according to the appearance of ttrn man's conduct_. I then fully
e:~pectedin a fe\hl minutes to be in eternity, unle::;sthe df!!lf.l
s.hauld lie .re/Jtlkeo: Anij '•Nhat '•Neis worse to be lntlro'e.reL1,
and to tie .rrwnie.red far frorn rny native home_.and far frorn a
friend to can-y the news to rny re 1eitions how this s t.r,u1pe.r
·was overtaken tiy a cn1el n·w.nste.r I then thought as I coulij
but die I would give rnyself up, or ratt-,er fall upon a scherne_,
·which_.if Godapproved.•might \"i1 ork my sa1vat ion.
I imrneijieitely halted en,j disrnounted rny horse and gt1vehim
t1stroke •with n1~d
·whip and sent t·,irn off in t1trot. Then I knev~l
if the man would shoot dov•tr1the horse for the money which he
rni qht have thouqht v,,1asin the sa,jdle baqs, U-1t1tI could make
my escape. And if he shot me down, he would certainly kill me
for nothing; [and I thought the devil hirnself ,,vould not work or
kill for nothing] for I ''/'tell kne\"t that it 'tlt1S impossible for a
stranger to take rny horse on the road unless they would shoot
hirn.
'#hile rny horse ·wes going on I rna,je up tov•tanjs tt1ernan_.and
e:,~clairned"O!friend corne this ·way." \i1ith that he stopped. I
then e>~claimedagain_."O! friend corne this weiy_;for I arn like to
t,e in distre:3s." He then advanced to·wfird me, and I saw that he
began to tie af rni d of me. t1y f et1rs ¥le re then renevved; for he
rnight kill rne_.thou!~ht I, through feeir that I ·would kill hirn_;for
it ·was then so dark that I rni ght have hod ei pi sto 1 secreted anij
he not see it. I then cried out "suspect no danger_;for_. as a
stranger_.I will tell you my situation, eindrnoke sorne enquiry of
you." "Friend_,I have been a Journey_,far bock into the nevv
country, and have a long distance before me_;and my rnoney is
a11 nm out but about a half do11ar. Can you direct rne to a
religious friend's house ·where l can get entertainrnent all night
!,1.rotis?·" He then set his gun down and began to talk. He told
rne_,the first house 'Nas about seven rni les off, and that they
'Nere religious people. I told him that I thanked God for that_.
anij that I vtould try to tarry \•Vith them. He told me l could.
Thus we teilked a few minute~;_,eindhe observed that he ·wasin a
hurry and he rnust go. So he ceimedovvninto the roed, and he
took one end of it and I the other. Soon as l WfJS out of t·1is
sigtit_.I ran to overtake rny horse_;for I did not kno\~1 t,ut the rnan
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might try to take hirn tief ore I did; notwithstanding he steirted
the other way. However, in going at,out one mile and an half I
saw rri!d horse going on. I ct1rne up to him and drove him on as
fest es I could run_. for I still feered, greatly feare,j the
rnan--tiut I st i 11thought that he should not take us both. Thus I
drove on my horse till I could nm no rnore. I then catched tr1!d
horse end rcnje him on a full stretch for sorne considerable
distance. And wr,at 'WfJSto rny advantage_,as I thought_. the rofJd
kept a tolerable straight course.
In goi n!;i, as I thought_, et,out ten or twelve mil es.• I carne to a
house_,wh1ch I saw was a tavern; but it wes nothing 1i ke the
description the rnan gave rne., and I found that the people ·were
not such as he inf orrned rne of. But I \"tent in an,j teirri ed a11
night_, and felt e~<trernely gled and thtinkful to God that t,e had
,jelivered rne from an unreasontible end -Nicke,j rnen., and.. eis I
then tt1ought, and as I st i 11 think_. from the hen,js of one who
designed to kill rne. I made sorne indirect enquiry at the tavern
into the character of the rnan -Nho lived at such a house, and I
found that it ''/'las very suspicious . It v.,iastold me tt,flt t·wo men
htid been rnurdered in the very pl fJce -Nhere I suspected to 1ose
rny life.
Saturda!d 11th. --Early in the rnorni ng it begein to rain_. and in
e few hours I tiecame very \"tet .. an,j in this situF.Jtion I trave 11ed
\"lhil e the rain ·was constant 1y pouring upon rne ti 1l about U1ree
o'clock in the evening, about ~Nhich time I took sick ond called
in at a tavern and had sorne 'tlarrn tea given rne Y.lhich done me
much good. The londlord is a young rnan, lately rne,rried .. ·whose
\"life 's sister was here at the time. The two \"lornen soon fell
into free conversation wiU-1 rne--but mostly about religion and
deceptious professors.
I f oun,j they v·tere brought up
presbyteri ans. One of them began to speak very hard of the
methodists. I asked her if she did not believe the methodists
were a good people. V·liH1a scoffing tone_.she said "not many,"
for (said she) "I have an aunt who is a rnethodist .. an,j one ·.,i,1ho
I
thought I could confide in, if in any body. Eiut I knovt how st·1e
lives, and ~Nhenshe goes to methodist meet.in!J it oppears thot
no one is as ptit}das she is_. and in class meeting I hflve heard
her tell sorne of the _p/;._9ptl8d'8st.lies that ever I hefJrd.,and I
am ept to _iuijge the others by her. " I observed that probably
they were not all so_,and she migM deceive herself t,y Judging
host i l y. I then asked her -Nhat she thought of the presbyteri eins.
The prest,yterieins! (se1id she) they are the best people that ever
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lived; they ore so orderly_, so decent, emdso moral and so every
thf ng. Said 1.. you discover the same disposition which you
ridicule in the methodist. Get with them and they will say
there is no such people as them_. and no other people have any
religion at all. I discover (said she) that you have a warm side
for the methodists. Said I, I have as warm a side for them as
for the presbyteri ans, equa11y a1i ke; for I think both
professions are in error and corruption .. and at large they are in
captivity together. In captivity to what? said she. To the
mother of horlot s_. Bobplon by name.. said I, and they (the
presbyterians and methodist churches) are bostord children .
Vou are very abrupt, seiid she, and you might talk with more
decency if you have no religion. Said I_.I make use of scripture
ex~,ressions; but you, I suppose.. being a presbyterian .. cannot
bear scripture.
WM1e they were preparing dinner for me, the same one asked
me if I was a methodist? I said no. She asked me if I was a
presbyterian? No. Are you a baptist? No. Are you a professor
of religion? Ves. I do not believe you, sEJidshe. Vou talk very
Elbrupt_.said I. We11,said she, I wi 11know at dinner whether you
are a religious man or not; for if you are a good man you will
surely say groce.
However, dinner came on and I sat down and began to eat
without saying groce, as they could hear. After eating a little
while I asked her if it was put out of dispute witt, her that I
was not a religious man? She answered, I very well know now
that you have no religion. Well, said I, do you not think that I
could preoch?
Preochl said she, you can preach about as
rnuch as I can. I asked her if she would be wi 11i ng to hear me
try? O yes! I would, she answered. Well, said I, as tomorrow
is sobboth, if you will grant me the privilege of this house..
and have the people sent for, at twelve o'clock .. I will try what I
cerndo at it. Indeed, said she, you shall hove the house, emd
with that rein into the roorn where the landlord was, and told
him to send out for the people to come in tomorrow to
preaching. He (the landlord) appeared to be as fond of the jokt.
(as they thought) as the young woman was, and immediately
sent off a boy to alarrn the neighbors. After I knew the boy was
gone, I asked her if she thought I wos in earnest? Whether you
om or not said she, we are, and you will hove to try. Try
what ?--do you think I can preach? said I. No, said she. Why did
you send for the people then? Do you want me to deceive thern?
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1
sei d I. No_;but I \Nent you to dece1ve yourse1f, she ensv.,
ered.
Very we 11,sai ,j I, ein,jbroke off the con•,/er::;eti
on.
In the nigt·1tthe t,oy ce1rnehome, having i:'llarmeda number of
the inhabitants, leaving 'Nord at every house to send word to
their neighbors that preact1ingis to tie tornotT0\'\1 at tt·1etover.~~Nov·t(:::aid the young wornen) are !dOUnot sorry? Not much.,said
I. About the tirne they were goin!J to fb~ rne off to bed, I
observed that I would prey •with them, if they had no ot1jeel ion.
This appeared to alarrn U-1ern--ho\h.iever
they Joined v,1 iU1 rne in
1 e arose frorn our knees., I discovered that the
prayer. After v.,
!JOLmg'Noman \¥ho had conversed so freely wes in tears-. I
exhorted her to look to "hirn ·who is able to save thern to the
utterrnost that come unto God through hirn, seeing he ever
liveth to rneke intercession for us." After sorne tirne she se1id
that she wes sorry for v·that she had said to rne; for , sai1j she.,"I
perceived that thou art ei teacher sent from God."
Sunday 12th.--ln the morning I arose., being ·well in health
ein1jrnuch cornforted with the spirit of God., and soon burst out
in singing the following words:

O! .Jesus.
, my saviour, I knmh/thou art rnine!

For thee all the pleasures of eeirth I resiQtl
[If objects rnost pleasing I love thee the best_;
\h/ithout thee I'm wretched., but with thee I'm tilest.
'-

Tt1ouart my rich treasure., rny joy end rny love.:
No richer possessedby the angels above.
For thee ell the pleasures of sense I'll forego_,
An1j·wandera .,r.,f.1~~1.ri.1:;,::i-1jespised
belov·t.
.~c.

,....

At 12 o'clock a large congregation had collected. Before I
began to preach there was great enquir~Jatiout what profession
I v•rasof. No one coul1j tell. I preached upon Rom. 8., 34. I had
sv.,ieet liberty end comfort in speeking_
, and t oward the
cone1usi on, ·when I a1jdressedthe young people, meny of thern
melted into leers., and the young vvornen before alluded to,
p.rej/eo· la.r tile L ,:,.ro' to .t.)twe .t."t'."te.r[pt//ta/1 ller.i This
disturbed some of the old .. aro'e.rl.f/ people, and one went out of
the house and seiid I vvas e noi sy rnethodi st. I corrected his
rnisteke. After preaching was over., sorne of them telked about
raising a collection of rnoney for me. The~~t,e!}:into wt•1isperto
each other respecting it. One seid, if I kne\0l t1e\Nas ;:i seceder
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he should have a large collection. Another said, I t,elieve by his
pre1:1chi
ng th1:1the is a presbyterian, 1:1nd
he ought to have some
money. Another said he is a methodist, and he shall not have a
copper. Soid another that never wi 11 do. So, es they could not
flgree among themselves as touching this thing_. I thought of
these words . and rose up ond spoke thern out: "Thy rnoney
perish with thee .. because thou hast thought that the gift of God
meiybe purchased with money. Thou hast neither part nor lot in
this molter_; for thy heart is not right in the sight of God.
Repent, therefore, of this thy wickness, EJnd prny God_.if
perhaps the thought of thine heart may be forgiven thee; for I
perceive thot thou ort in the gall of bitterness ond in the bond
of iniquity."--Acts
8, 20, 21, 22. I also told them Urnt I hod
freely received of the Lord, ond I have freely given; and that
they need not dispute about their money_. for I wEJntednone of
it.
Monday 13th.- - ! started on my journey again, and about 3
o'clock l come to Cannonsburg (6 town) and put up at o son of
old brother J. Smith's of Kentucky. He was glad to hear from
his father, and kindly entertained me two days grotis.
This evening I hod the privilege to preach in the college
house which belongs to the presbyterians. In the evening before
meeting came on, wt1en the people heard that there was a
r:ler__q1/mon
come to town (as they call the preachers about
here) I underwent the strictest examination that I ever before
experienced. In the first place o sensible .. well informed old
man, of the presbyterian order, began to enquire of me into my
r:horocter, and where I received my edt1cotiofl.. and how long I
was educated; for I appeared to be so young that I must surely
have come out of the college sooner than is common. By way
of answer, I first asked him if it was common to go to a horse
thi ef to get his own choroctet~ for, said I, if l am an
in~pos-ter, or a bad clurrocter, it cannot be supposed that I
would tel1 you so. He then asked me for my credentials-? as
he called them. I then pulled out my bible and told hirn that
was rny credent i a1s. He asked me if that was a11 I had? I to 1d
him that these credent iols- had the signature of the great
head of the church_.and were sealed with his ovvT1blood, and I
thought that was suff i ci ant.
He then asked me how I obtained license so soon to preach?
I told him because I was put to school very young, and made
such a smart proficiency that my rnaster thought I was able to
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proclaim liberty to the ceiptive_;and he did not give me license but a colnr,?tmd to go out into all the v·mrld and preach
the gospel to every creature. An1j·whois your master? said he.
Ve hove one master., even Christ, seid I, eindhis orders i now
obey. Said I, it is wrong to question an eirnt,assadorof .Jesus
Christ in this rnanner; but I feel it rny duty to eisk you a f ev,1
questions. My friend .h.:}.l•.I"n··e.re t.t}i.t1eepes t1pe.t1etf7
The manner in whi ct, he ansv•leredthis question gave rne to
believe that he had been \•vith Jesus to learn of him. Frorn this,
''/'le had greet happiness in conversing t1bout the things of God.
This rnan took rne to his t·,ouseand used me v·.ie
11. At night there
were a tolerable number of people came to rneeting. This
congregation would not sing any thing but "David's Psalms." My
preaching was too ~Nat-rn
for many of thern_;but I have reason to
believe that some discovered the error of their ways_.by the
tears that were so plentifully shed. After rneeting I went home
with a cle(g.!/lrJO.tl., who I too~<to be a rnan of deep piety and of
great excellence. \i·le conversed freely about the dangerous
nature of po.rtp .fltt.t."rles:. eind of so rne1ny di H erent
denornint1tions in the world. V-/ealso agreed in seei ng the
necessity and propriety of all professors of religion being
called by one trnrne--and CHRISTIAN
certainly is rnost appropriate
for thern.
He then asked me about the order and nature of the
[lJ.rist.io.n [litll"'C .~'l.:-;;· I told hirn freely. He then seiid it WeJS
right_, and weis upon the best t<ttsis that ever e1 church weis
founded upon since the apostles.
He asked rne ho'•Nthe ministers done? I told him they had no
troutile to rne,ke any thing, to try to f orrn e, disc/ft/i.oe,
cttteclJis-ll',\ ctttllessio.t."I t.1l lttit!J_. &c. but all that they have
to do is to learn and understand that -Nhich is already rneide.
And e,sit respects their support, said I, they freely receive the
gospel of ,Jesus,eindthey freely give it to others_;but they that
heiveno occupation to support thernselves upon are supported by
a lree n·•.il.1alle.ri.tl ....
tl from the brethren. "If vve have sown
unto you spiritual things_, is it a great thing if v-,ieshall reap
your cornal things? Even so hath the Lonj ordained.,theit they
\•Vhich preach the gospel should live of the gospel." 1 Cor. 9,
11, 14.
He then told rne hov·t long he heid been leor.~n'.t.~gand hov·l
much e~<pense
he ~Nosunder. It arnounted to e1 vast surn. But,
said he, rather than not do right.. I •will •willingly lose it 011. I
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think it is ·wrong to rnake rnerchandi ze of the gospel. If you
wi 11 te 11 rne where and hov·l I 'Ni 11 have an opportunity... to be
counted a rnernber of the cl!ristitJl'J cl1tl.rc/J_
, I shall irnprove
theit opport unity. I to 1d hi rn theit there v-tes a church of that
description in Philadelphia, which would gladly receive you.. if
you ernbn:1ceonly the sirnple gospel. He then told rne thot as I
was on rny 'NOYto the city, to inform thern that he woul,j come
and see thern .. for the purpose of rnaking one of the nurnber. if
their order p1eased hi rn os we 11 as 'Nhat it does by rny
inf orrnat ion.
Tuesday 14th.--! tarried in this town . end preached at night
again. During this day there were severe 1 gentl ernen cerne to
tel k to rne about trll-J
,.t.~
·- .p.rttlessitu·1--c1.'lr.isti ...
It appeared altogether strange and uncornrnon. It '11</as
also
reported this daw
I was asked if
... that I 'N-asan tlliiversolist.
this wos rny sentirnent?
I -answered theit I was not an
universalist .. calvinist, arminian , socenian , arian, trinitarian ..
presbyterian .. methodist, baptist, quaker, e°'c.8,c. But I am o
ckrist.ia.t.~ If you desire to know the doctrine which I hold,
you may find it conta i ned in the old and nev·t testeirnents.
'w'ednesdil!d 15th.--ln the rnorning I started on my journey
again . being recornrnended to a rnethodi st preacher, a rnerchant
in Pittsburg, a city about seventeen miles from this place.
About eleven o'clock I carne to this man's store .. and introduced
rr1!dSe
1f to hi rn under the charncter of a minister of Christ. He
asked me a few questions. I answered hirn as neer the gospel
as I could. I then asked hi rn e few respecting en adrni ssi on to
preach for them. I found that he v-rns cao.l. He then invited me
within the counter, and walked to e pri vote corner eind pulled
out of his pocket e srnei11 surn of money ( I suppose obout five
quarters) and offered it to me. I refused to toke it, end told
him I did not desire his rnoney for nothing. But he told rne that
I was travelling and would stand in need of it .. and rather
inlirntited that I had better take that and go on. I then told hirn
that at CanonstiurQ i w as recommended to him as beinQ
... a vvarrn
1
friend to religion .. and if any person in Pittsburg \~ould receive
rne to preach it would be you--accordingly I ~,avecorne and have
tried !dOU
. and you seern to refuse, and my rn-aster tells me
"•whatsoever city ye enter in end they receive you not .. go your
'Nays out of the streets of the sarne, and say, even tt·,e very dust
of your city which cleaveth on us, we do v-tipe off against you."
Vou have evidently ref used to receive rne, I wi 11nov..1 teke your
~
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money to bear my expenses to another city, and I will go out
into the streets and shake off the dust for a test i rnony against
1 as
you. So t·,e gave rne the money and I started.. and as I v1
walking out he called to me and said I hod better tarry all night.
But I rnede hi rn no ans\•ver, not so rnuch os to 1ook back. I shook
the dust from off my feet in his sight for a testirnony against
him, ond rnounted rny horse and storted on ogain.
At night, about twenty miles from Pittsburg, I put up. vn·,ne
I was at supper there came a merchant from Cincinnati, who
v•rns then directly on his \1\1 e1yto Pr,iladelphia. He is a rnan of
wealth and of great gentility.
Thursday 16th. --\"i 1e rode together a11day.
Friday 17th.--! crossed a mountain called Chesnut Ridge.
Upon this ridge I sa''/'l the once great general ::;t. Clair. The
situation he now is in and the figure v11hichhe now makes.. more
than ever convinced me of the fallacy and uncertainty of lWli?O.tl
g.reot.ness. Once he was what is called a great man, had in
high repute by many of his fello·w citizens; he was in /;,/g..
~'
roll,(. yea in high carrllJ"lttlld in the Indian weirs.: but the course
of events , has rnuch altered the scene. His treecherous conduct
and perfidious disposition determined his fate. He escaped
from the bloody hands of the ferocious Indians.: but O! hundreds
of his poor, deceived, deserted soldiers fell victims of the
devouring ta .~r.;e.bto•vke.tlo' scolpl.ti§ kllile.
This act of the
rni:'ln's treachery starnped an everlasting st..1~qlih9 upon him by
ei11tt1e true 1overs of their country. He is nov,1 a poor despi cable
man of desertion and want. And had it not been that my fellow
trnveller introduced me to him, I could only have conjectured
that he always hi:'Jdbeen a beggar of v-rneand rnisery. Truly does
the scripture say, "all flesh is eis grass .. and all the glory of
rnein as the flower of gr8ss ." \"lhen I see this obJect of
wretchedness .. I can truly seiy:
"V1ere I possessed of eill the earth ..
And called Hie stars rn!-1
... own,
V1ithout thy graces and thyself
I were a \"ffetch undone."
In the evening I came to Bedford (a to·vvn) and held meeting
in the court hou·se. I saw but little success .. and met with no
encourngernent to tarry certain days.
Saturdeiy 18th.--! carne over the last of the Alleghany
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rnounte1ins. For tv·rn or three de1ys·trnvel in these rnounte1ins ..
the trees are as dry and barren as in the dead of '•Minter . The
v·teather is cold here at this tirne.
I wi 11 inform the ret1der, th flt on St1bbeiththe 19th of Maw,
·1811,, I peissed over the last rnounteiin which sepeirete 'Nhat is
called .Nen··frorn Old Pennsylve1niei_.eind ceirne into the old
sett l ernents of the steite... where I sEJ'N qrnnd
i mprovernents ;:ind
·a beautiful part of the countn.J.
...
I rnust now come to ei c 1ose.
This is Mc1t-ch27th _. 1812. I heve nov-,ithe .i outT1fJ
1 of rn\-1
...
trtn--·els and lot-a.rs- from that time till now, in manuscript, in
v·thich e1re some things;_, probably, more entertaining
and
interesting to the religious than those in these pages; but not
finding it convenient .. nor myself able, at this tirne, to let them
appeer in this publication .. I must unavoidably omit them.
But if this production, f rorn such a rnorta 1 as I, meets with a
good reception Eirnongmy friends and /J.ret/-1.re.t,~
I will promise
them, that when I find rnyself eible ond ot leisure, I will give
them a second pe1rt.
Sorne of you, rny readers, in going through these pages.. may
find some things which you rnay say hod better not be
mentioned. But let rne inf orrn you, thet here we di ff er, and that
I have e1sgood a right to rny opinion as rny readers. I have said
nothing, but, in rny own mind, is truth, and what I heive thought
might be profitable to sorne_.if not to all.
Reader. you may here see that there is a reel work of God
hundreds of miles frorn you, ond if you heive never fell it,
remernber theit the same God is over you all_. emdis good unto eill
that co 11 upon hi rn. May God be with you ond rnul tip 1y his
blessings upon you.. ond eit lost grnnt us to sit with Abrnhorn,
lseoc and ,Jecot, in his kingdom .--Arnen.

Jose.pt·,Thorneis is rnyname,
And Jesus is my kinQ;
._
May I his blessed word proclaim,
And through the country sing.

..

My native home I t1ave forsook ..
Oneill U-,e'Norld to ceill;
Mytrurnpet is ,JEHOVAH'S
booi(,,
The cornf ort of my soul.
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This is t he standard I lift up_,
The government of heaven,
The word of life it is cornpleet,
It \ltlf:JS by .Jesus given.
I work for pey_,and trust for theit..
'Till Jud!~n-1ent.'s
glorious day_;
I read the vvord and cornfort get,
Thet I sha11have sure peiy.
And when on the right hand of God,
I meet rnybrethren there ..
Then 1'11be eas'd of a11my load..
That I do suffer here.
Then we'll forever shout eindsing_.
And tell our suff'rinqs
... o·er:.
And me,kethe heav·ns v•tith praises ri nq,...
And \•veepand part no more.
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BIGOTRY REPROVED
Let Christians
We'll
throw
And take
King Jesus
And in his
The priests

A horrid
thing
prevades
the land,
The priests
and prophets
in a band,
(Call'd
by the name of preachers,)
Direct
the superstitious
mind,
What man shall
do his God to find.
He must obey his teachers.
Those leaders
diff'ring
in their
mode-Each trav'ling
in a different
road,
Create
a sad division;
Each one believes
he must be right,
And vents
at others
all his spite,
Contemns
them with derision.
Their
prosolytes
around
them wait,
To hear them preach,
and pray and
And tell
their
growing
numbers;
They love to hear their
preachers
The adverse
sects
will
go to hell,
All laid
in guilt
and slumbers.

prate,
tell,

Each party
has itssspecial
rules,
Bo ·vrow ' d from Bishops
Popes and schools.
And thinks
them best
of any;
And yet they change
to suit
the times,
And differ
in the different
climes,
To catch
the passing
penny.
They are directed
to obey,
And never
tread
another
way,
All others
are deceivers;
All those who do dissent
from this,
Are not within
the road to bliss.
Nor can be true believers.
Some thousands
thus are dup'd
and
By prejudice
and priestcraft
fed,
Who love to hold contention;
Their
old confessions
they defend,
For human rules
do strong
contend,
The ground
of much dissention.
Is this
religion?
God forbid,
The light
within
this
cloud
is hid,
My soul be not deceived;
The Great
Redeemer
never
told
The priests
to separate
his fold,
And this
I've
long believed.
I love religion--do
declare,
That peace
and love are ever there,
And universal
kindness;
The Bible
is my rule
for this,
It points
me to eternal
bliss,
Dispels
Sectarian
blindness.

led,

now unite
and say,
.all human rules
away,
God's word to rule us;
shall
our leader
be,
name we will
agree,
no more shall
fool us.
pl66-168
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